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ABSTRACT
This study examInes the relation between gender and genre in
four novels that chart the development of American domestic life
from the Colonial to the Gilded Age. In these novels, the presence In
the house of women--mothers, daughters, sisters, servants, slaves-often threatens the fathers' dynastic ambitions and subverts the
formal intentions of the narrative. These women represent familiar
but strange forces of the uncanny which lurk beneath the apparently
In "house" novels by
placid surface of domestic narrative.
Hawthorne, Stowe, Alcott, and James, interactions of the uncanny
feminine with dynastic concerns threaten not only the novel's social
message of destiny and dynasty, but the traditional form of the novel
itself.
In The House of the Seven Gables, Hawthorne constructs a
narrative in which patrician fathers and domestic daughters struggle
for control of the House and its story. Slavery disrupts domestic life
in Uncle Tom's Cabin, inverting and thereby perverting traditional
notions of home and family and producing monstrous mothers and
failed households. Alcott details the abuses and dangers of reified
gender roles in family life, while depicting a young woman's attempt
to reconstruct domesticity as a female community in Work. Finally,
J ames displaces domestic concerns entirely from The Other House,
portraying instead the violent nature of feminine desire unrestrained
by tradition, community, or family.
Story and telling work at crosspurposes in these novels, creating a tension between Romantic
structures and realistic narrative strategies. These authors depart
from the tropes of their times, using gothic devices to reveal
monstrous mothers, uncanny children, and failed or fallen houses
within the apparently conservative domestic novel. Such gothic
devices transcend literary historians' distinctions of romance and
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sentimental fiction as respectively male and female stories and
reveal the fundamentally subversive nature of domestic fiction. For
these writers, the uncanny presence of the feminine produces a
counternarrative of gender, class, and race, redefines the cultural
boundaries of home and family, and exposes the fictive nature of
social constructions of gender and domesticity.
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CHAPTER ONE
ORDERED HOUSES, STRUCfURED NARRATIVES:
THEORIES OF 19TH CENTURY LITERARY DOMESTICITY
Every spirit builds itself a house . . .
Ralph Waldo Emerson, "Nature"

This study presents readings of the place of domesticity 10
the literary imaginations of Nathaniel Hawthorne, Harriet Beecher
Stowe, Louisa May Alcott, and Henry James. Domestic life and its
concerns--the nature of home, the family, parent-child relations,
family history--occupy these writers to different degrees.
In
their works, the Romantic image of the family home as a site of
secrets, danger, and decay conflicts with the aggressive social
construction of domesticity in Victorian America. All treat houses
as sites of struggle, although the terms of conflict differ from
house to house and novel to novel. In The House of the Seven
Gables, Hawthorne constructs a narrative in which patrician
fathers and domestic daughters struggle for control of the House
and its story. Slavery disrupts domestic life in Uncle Tom's Cabin,
inverting and thereby perverting traditional notions of home and
family and producing monstrous mothers and failed households.
Alcott details the abuses and dangers of reified gender roles both
in courtship and in family life, all the while depicting a young
woman's attempt to reconstruct domesticity as a female
community in Work. Finally, James displaces domestic concerns
entirely from The Other House, portraying instead the violent
nature of feminine desire unrestrained by tradition, community
or family. All of the narratives are dominated by Romantic
stories: the quest for identity or one's place in history, the
expiation of inherited sin or gUilt, a struggle against evil. Yet the
telling of the story often undermines the Romantic plot with
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gothic or realistic devices. Story and telling work at crosspurposes in these novels, creating a tension between Romantic
structures and realistic narrative strategies.
The novels of Cooper, Melville and Hawthorne characterize
the strain of American romance set in the mythic national past, in
which a hero searches for identity in a family, meets or avoids
the entanglements of courtly love, and fights for a principle; some
of these romantic heroes encounter the supernatural, while
others are subject to more pedestrian enchantments such as
reading or desire. As Sir Walter Scott observed of the European
Romance, this formula clearly has much in common with nonfiction history and biography, and raises questions about generic
blurring. Critics who trace the romance in America to Scott's
influence tend to use his two-part definition of the term to
organize their readings. For Scott, the Romance differs from "real
history" only in the exaggerations and aphasia of the storyteller:
"[it] had its origin in some part of the real or fabulous history of
that country. . .. But the simple tale had not passed through
many mouths, ere some one, to indulge his own propensity for
the wonderful, or to secure by novelty the attention of his
audience, augments the meagre chronicle with his own
apocryphal inventions." 1 Scott distinguishes story or history,
from the telling or invention which actually shapes the romance:
for him the telling of the tale blurs its reality and marks it as a
romance. This opposition between truth and embellishment is
also important to Hawthorne, who conceived of story and telling
in terms of the difference between Novel and Romance. He saw
the novelist as limited to mundane realities, while the romancer
has "a right to present that truth under circumstances, to a great
ISee Sir Waller SCalt, "Essay on Romance," Encyclopedia
1819 cd., VI, 148.

Britannica,
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extent, of the writer's own choosing or creation. "2 This complex
relation between story and telling has occupied both writers and
critics of the American romance for nearly two centuries.
In America, the romance is essentially a narrative about
home: finding a home, leaving home, making a home, constructing
a house, founding a dynasty, defending the home, the problem of
the stranger in the house, and all the plots and subplots these
issues suggest. In the extremely varied criticism and literary
history of the romance, three movements provide a useful
background for this study. Formalist critics cast the American
romance as a response to a variety of literary and historical
concerns. For Eric J. Sundquist and Michael Davitt Bell, the
romance developed as an allegory of the saga of national
emergence; Edgar A. Dryden sees the romance as enabled by the
theme of reading--reading nature, reading man, reading texts,
reading signs. 3 Closely related are the critics who see
housebuilding as the primal metaphor for the American romance:
Richard Poirier and, more recently, Cynthia S. Jordan. This focus
on houses raises the issue of domesticity, and problematizes the
romance. Both literary historians and first-wave feminist critics,
such as Leslie Fiedler and Nina Baym, Ann Douglas and Jane
Tompkins, distinguish the domestic from the romantic along
gender lines. Formalists and early feminists agree that domestic
2Nathaniel Hawthorne. "Preface." The House of the Seven Gahles.
ed .. William Charvat et al. vol. II of The Centenary Edition of Nathaniel
Hawthorne. (Columhus: Ohio State University Press. 1965). I.
3See Eric J. Sundquist, Home as Found: Authority and Genealogy in
Nineteenth-Century American Literature (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins
University Press. 1979) and Michael Davitt Bell. The Development of the
American Romance: The Sacrifice of Relalion (Chicago: University of
Chicago Press. 1980); Edgar A. Dryden. The Form of the American Romance
(Baltimore: .lohns Hopkins University Press, 1988).
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or sentimental literature was a woman's genre, while the
romance was the province of male writers. Only recently have
second-wave feminists, social historians, and revisionist literary
historians such as David S. Reynolds, begun to find in male and
female writing of the nineteenth century common romantic
stories and comparable treatments of romantic issues. The
emerging body of work in nineteenth-century social and gender
history provides a context in which to understand the blurring of
literary historical categories as well as the universal impact of
domestic issues on the literary imagination of the last century.
This study presents domesticity as a concern that crosses gender
and genre lines: all of the exemplary writers use the plots and
structures of the romance, and all of them produce narratives in
which those structures conflict with gothic and realistic narrative
devices. By examining context, we return to the formalist sense
of relation between the development of nationhood and national
literature. In these novels of house and home, the conflict of
romantic stories and realistic tellings reshapes and renegotiates
what John Updike has recently called "domesticity's tiny
democracy. "4
Sundquist and Bell both argue that the American romance
developed as a parallel to the nation's struggle to define itself and
its culture in terms of a local, rather than European, sense of
home. In The Development of the American Romance: The
Sacrifice of Relation (1980), Bell calls the romance a response to
"a 'formal' problem of nineteenth-century American national
culture. . . , a highly self-conscious experimental fictional tradition
that transcended solipsism by exploiting and investigating an
4John Updike, "Man of Secrets," review of Salem is My Dwelling
Place: A Life of Nathaniel Hawthorne, by Edwin Haviland Miller, ~~
Y nrker, 28 September, 1992, 118.
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analogous self-consciousness in the national experiment of which
it was apart. "5 Eric Sundquist argues in Home as Found:
Authority and Genealogy in Nineteenth-Century American
Literature (1979) that Freud's notion of the family romance
provides a useful rubric for understanding the ways in which
nineteenth-century writers positioned themselves in relation to
the literary tradition and the politics of an emerging nation: "the
source of satisfaction found wanting is tied in an urgent way to
[the writer's] family or genealogy, which by virtue of either their
instability or their unwanted pressure act as surrogates for a
more abstractly envisioned 'past,' and to some extent stimulate
the writer's desire to find in the family a model for the social and
political constructs still so much in question for a recently
conceived nation. "6 For Sundquist, the story--the themes,
imagery, characters, plot--carries the burden of the past, while
the telling attempts to define the present in historical or
genealogical relation to the past.
Clearly, the metaphor of the house has many implications
for structure and design of narrative. Richard Poirier pioneered
this notion in A World Elsewhere: The Place of Style in American
Literature (1966), in his discussion of
something like an obsession in American literature
with plans and efforts to build houses, to
appropriate space to one's desires, perhaps to

5 Bell, The Development of the American Romance, xiii.
6S undquist, Home as Found, 7.
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inaugurate therein a dynasty that shapes time to
the dimensions of personal and familial history. 7
Following Poirier's groundbreaking study, Tony Tanner offers a
provocative comparison of housebuilding and literary production
in American Romantic writers, drawing on the image of the
spider-web as well as the House of Art. 8 In her reading of
"second stories," Cynthia S. Jordan reveals a bilevel structure in
both houses and narratives of the American Renaissance She
sees the two-story house as structuring the romantic plot in such
a way that "patriarchal structures" give way to "the forgotten
second [Le., female] story of American history. "9 For Jordan,
houses, stories, and narrative belong to men and women in
different ways. Leslie Fiedler's still fresh and provocative Love
and Death in the American Novel (1960) similarly argues that
gender subdivided the novel in the nineteenth century, with male
and female writers pursuing different forms and audiences. lo
The first wave of feminist rereadings of the American
romance concur, rejecting the romance as a male genre and
promoting sentimental literature as women's writing. For
example, Nina 8aym rereads the American romance by writing
Woman's Fiction: A Guide to Novels by and about Women in
7 Richard Poirier, A World Elsewhere: The Place of Style in
American Literature (New York: Oxford University Press. 1966), 17.
8 See Tony Tanner, "Notes for a Comparison hetween American and
European Romanticism," Journal of American Studies 2.1 (1968): 83-103.
9 Cynthia S. Jordan, Second Stories: The Politics of Language. Form.
and Gender in Early American Fictions (Chapel HilI: The University of
North Carolina Press. 1989), 154.
lOLeslie A. Fiedler. Love and Death in the American Novel (New
York: Stein and Day. 1960, rev. ed. 1966).
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America. 1820-1870 (1978), in which she ignores the romance
and promotes the resuscitation of the sentimental literature of
the last century. I I Seven years later, in Novels. Readers. and
Reviewers: Responses to Fiction in Antebellum America, Baym
acknowledges the romance as "the single most powerful
theoretical concept" available to understand "a distinct and
defining American fictional form," 12 but again cites male writers
as romancers, and women as sentimentalists. Jane Tompkins
accepts the distinction, but inverts the nineteenth-century
ideology of gender by finding strength in weakness and power In
sentiment. In Sensational Designs: The Cultural Work of
American Fiction 1790-1860 (1985), Tompkins blames the
publishing network of the urban Northeast for devaluing women
writers and promoting the icons of the American Renaissance:
Brockden Brown, Cooper, and apparently most undeservedly,
Nathaniel Hawthorne. Against these male writers she places
Harriet Beecher Stowe as an extreme sentimentalist and therefore
the most representative of women writers. Tompkins ignores all
subversive possibilities in Stowe's work, accords the male writers
value when she finds sentimental elements in their works, and
disputes their reputations when she does not.
As for Baym, the
American romance is a male genre that does not cross gender
lines. Ironically, both Baym and Tompkins impose the same
gender sequestration that they accuse canonical writers of
creating in their fictions.
II Nina Baym. Woman's Fiction: A Guide to Novels hy and ahout
Women in America. IR20-1R70 (Ithaca: Cornell University Press. 1978).
Very much to her credit. Baym hrought back into notice many women
writers whose works had gone out of print and had never entered the
canon.

in

12Nina Baym. Novels. Readers. and Reyiewers; Responses 10 Fiction
Antebellum America (Ithaca: Cornell University Press. 1984). 225.
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In The Feminization of American Culture (1977), Ann
Douglas challenges the universality of the doctrine of separate
spheres and disputes the gender exclusivity of sentimental and
romantic writing. According to Douglas, the disenfranchised
clergy joined with women to produce an enormously popular and
culturally influential literature of sentiment in reaction to maledominated capitalist culture. I3 While her argument groups
feminized males and women together as purveyors of sentiment,
Douglas at least concedes that genre is not a gendered category.
David Reynolds segregates women writers as a topic of discussion,
but concedes no real gender gap in antebellum vulture. In
Beneath the American Renaissance (1988) he rejects the notion
that only women wrote for female audiences, and cites E.D.E.N.
Southworth and Mary A. Denison, among others, as bridging the
genre gap to write both sensational and adventure novels, known
by an earlier age of literary historians as romances. In an odd
metanarrative contradiction, however, the chapter which contains
these claims on behalf of women writers is interrupted by a
glossy photo insert, the first page of which depicts the wraithlike
Emily Dickinson encircled by images of Thoreau, Whitman,
Hawthorne, Poe, Melville, and Emerson, over the tag-line "THE
MAJOR AUTHORS OF THE AMERICAN RENAISSANCE." 14 Such
essentialist, gender-specific understandings of literary history are
characteristic of first-wave feminism. Ironically, the project of
feminist literary history questions periodization and polarities,
seeking instead a continuity of categories.
13 Ann Douglas. The Feminization of American Culture (New York:
Knopf, 1977; reprint New York:
Anchor Press, Doubleday, 1988).
14See David S. Reynolds, Beneath the American Renaissance: The
Subversive Imagination in the Age of Emerson and Melville (Cambridge:
Harvard University Press, 1988), 337-367.
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More useful for the purposes of this study are the works of
social and cultural history that examine the context which
produced the domestic novels of Hawthorne, Stowe, Alcott, and
James. In addition to garnering passing references in the classic
studies of the romance, women writers of the last century have
been objects of study since Fred Lewis Pattee's The Feminine
Fifties (1940). Pattee revived antebellum women's fiction, again
with an emphasis on the sentimental as a gender-specific subset
of the novel. In the same year Herbert Ross Brown published The
Sentimental Novel in America, 1789-1860, providing Americans
on the brink of war in Europe with the assurance that traditional
gender roles survived the several wars of the early republic
largely thanks to fiction by and for women. In the post-W orId
War II recodifications of male and female realms, Helen Waite
Papashvily produced All the Happy Endings: A Study of the
Domestic Novel in America, the Women Who Wrote It, the
Women Who Read It. in the Nineteenth Century (1956). These
three books kept alive the work of women writers and the genre
of domestic fiction into the mid-twentieth century, but adhered
closely to the doctrine of separate spheres for fiction writers.
Moreover, from the vantage point of forty-five years, these
studies demonstrate the historian's perennial problem of the
influence of his or her own historical moment on the materia1. 1S
With The Bonds of Womanhood: "Woman's Sphere" in New
England, 1780-1835 (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1977),
Nancy F. Cott inaugurated the cultural study of domesticity. The
lSSee Fred Lewis Pattee, The Feminine Fifties (New York: D.
Appleton-Century, 1940); Herbert Ross Brown, The Sentimental Novel in
America. 1789-1860 (Durham, NC: Duke University Press. 1940); and Helen
Wait Papashvily, All the Happy Endings; A Study of the Domestic Novel in
America. the Women Who Wrote II. the Women Who Read ft. in the
Nineteenth Century (New York: Harper and Bros., 1956).
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works of Ann Douglas, Nina Baym, and Jane Tompkins are part of
this discussion to the extent that they build arguments out of the
relation between specific women's lives and the production of
women's fiction. Mary Kelley's Private Woman, Public Stage:
Literary Domesticity in Nineteenth-Centurv America (1984)
brings publishing history to bear upon her readings of women's
novels of the period, but neither looks for nor finds any
continuity of theme or treatment between domestic novels by
male and female writers.16 Other feminist critics address the
evolution of sentimental fiction in the nineteenth century as part
of larger studies of other issues, such as Annette Kolodny in The
Land Before Her (1984) and Cathy N. Davidson in Revolution and
the Word (1986), to name just two. 17 Finally, Susan K. Harris's
important 19th-Century American Women's Novels (1990)
provides an exhaustive study of women writers and their
concerns in the last century. While this study is a valuable
compendium of publishing history, interpretation, and literary
history, it reads these works in limited cultural contexts.
The many studies of nineteenth-century American social
and women's history that have appeared in the last dozen or so
years deal with fiction as part of a larger context, rather than as
isolated works of imagination divorced from everyday life in
Victorian America. These studies lay the groundwork for literary
critics to reread canonical novels and expand the canon in light of
16Nancy F. COlt, The Bonds of Womanhood: "Woman's Sphere" in New
England. Ino-I R~5 (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1977); Mary
Kelley's Private Woman. Public Stace: I.iterary Domesticity in NineteenthCentury America (New York: Oxford University Press, 19R4).
17 Annette Kolodny, The Land Before Her: Fantasy and Experience of
the American Frontiers. I fi~O-1 RoO (Chapel Hill: University of North
Carolina Press, 1984); Cathy N. Davidson, Reyolution and the Word: The
Rise of the Novel in America (New York: Oxford University Press, 1986).
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a broader understanding of the cultural context that produced
these works. Domestic life, in particular, has drawn a great deal
of attention from historians trained to examine culture with an
eye to class, race, and gender concerns. Of these studies, the
dialogue between Barbara Welter's Dimity Convictions (1976)
and Frances B. Cogan's All-American Girl (1989) provides the
starkest and most illuminating contrast between acceptance and
rejection of the doctrine of separate spheres. I8 Gerda Lerner's
denunciation of the popular image of nineteenth-century women
as unthinking pawns of capital-driven men provoked an
ambitious revision of the nature of woman in Victorian
America. I9 The most prominent of these is Cogan's, but Carroll
Smith-Rosenberg's Disorderly Conduct (1985) provides a more
conservative rethinking of gender in the nineteenth century.20
Analyses of conduct books, a rich source of cultural baggage, offer
paradigms for understanding the violations and missteps that
invite the gothic into the domestic arena: for example, Arthur M.
Schlesinger's classic Learning How to Behave (1946), Esther B.
Aresty's The Best Behavior (1970), and John F. Kasson's Rudeness
and Civility (1990) both discuss the implications of zealously
reformist social doctrines for the actual behavior of men and
women. In contrast, Frances Trollope presents a vitriolic
indictment in Domestic Manners of the Americans (1832), a
18Darbara Welter, Dimity Convictions: The American Woman in the
Nineteenth Century (Athens: Ohio University Press. 1976); Frances D.
Cogan. All-American Girl: The Ideal of Real Womanhood in Mid-Nineteenth
Century America (Athens: University of Georgia Press. 1989).
I9Genia Lerner. The Majority Finds Its Past: Placing Women in
History (Oxford: Oxford University Press. 1979).
20Carroll Smith-Rosenberg. Disorderly Conduct: Visjons of Gender
in Victorian America (New York: Oxford. 1985).
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nonetheless instructive and baldly unromanticised vIew of
domestic and public life in the 1830s.
In particular, Trollope's
description of the Cincinnati of Stowe's day casts Stowe's constant
complaining in a new light. 21
Karen Halttunen's study of
Confidence Men and Painted Women (1982)... and Kristin Herzog's
Women, Ethnics, and Exotics (1983) make great inroads into
contextual treatment of male and female writers as practitioners
of similar craft, but do not deal with domesticity as a focal
issue. 22
The work that articulates domestic issues along similar lines
as this project is Ann Romines's The Home Plot: Women, Writing
and Domestic Ritual (1992). Using Circe as a figure of domestic
ritual, Romines examines housekeeping in realist and local color
literature by American women, from Stowe to Eudora Welty.23
For Romines, these women's narratives revolve around domestic
ritual, a force of both danger and satisfaction to women. She
reads domestic ritual as trivialized by male writers and suggests,
following Jane Tompkins, that the elements of female culture that
21 Arthur M. Schlesinger's classic Learning How to Behave: A
Historical Study of American Etiquette Books (New York: Macmillan. 1946);
Esther B. Aresty. The Best Behayior: The Course of Good Manners--FroD1
Antiquity to the Present--as Seen Through Courtesy and Etiquette Books
(New York: Simon and Schuster. 1970); John F. Kasson. Rudeness and
Civility: Manners in Nineteenth-Century Urhan America (New York: Hill &
Wang. 1990); Frances Trollope, Domestic Manners of the Americans (1832;
reprint, New York: Vintage/Random, 1949.)
22Karen Halttunen, Confidence Men and Painted Women: A Study of
Middle-Class Culture in America, 1830-1870 (New Haven: Yale University
Press, 1982); Kristin Herzog. Women, Ethnics. and Exotics: Images of Power
in Mid-Nineteenth- Century American Fiction (Knoxville: University of
Tennessee Press. 1983).
23 Ann Romines. The Home Pint: Women, Writing and Domestic Ritual
(Amherst: University of Massachusetts Press, 1992), 9.
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are overlooked by men are the very sources of subversion and
power. Because her focus is different, we find many points of
disagreement; Romines's study, however, is prodigious in its
examples and provides insightful readings within the received
paradigms of women's writing.
While she notes that Huck is "very much interested in what
it might be like to be a girl," Romines rejects the notion that male
writers can understand "what domestic ritual might fully mean to
a woman. "24 This essentialist position links Romines to the firstwave feminists, although she does include and incisively draw
from the broader-based feminist scholarship of the past two
decades. Romines does not purport to tell the whole story: her
interest is in women's fiction exclusively. Here we part company,
for my study seeks to transcend essentialist gender-based
arguments, and to examine the impact of domesticity and its
psychological and social trappings on the story and telling in
novels by both men and women.
As we have seen, the existing studies of the romance and
domestic fiction in America tend to sub-divide the novel along
gender lines. Revisionist historians, however, have found that the
polarization of gender in the last century was more a wishfulfillment than a practiced social doctrine. 25 Logic tells us, then,
that the treatment of domesticity in fiction would not line up so
neatly either. This study proposes to read four nineteenthcentury texts with an eye to their thematic and structural
treatment of domesticity. What emerges is what John Carlos
Rowe calls "the gradual discovery of certain mutual concerns"

24 Romi nes.

11.

25 Frances B. Cogan. All-American

Girl. 3-26.
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between the texts. 26 These mutual concerns over the boundaries
of home and family, the nature of motherhood, and the
consequences of desire bring these four novels together into a
thematic unit exclusive of gender distinctions. A common focus
on houses as sites of struggle--between generations, between
races, between and within sexes, and between the restraints of
culture and the chaos of desire--governs the choice of works.
Parent-child relations dominate the two antebellum novels, while
the dangers of desire move the action of the two novels of the
latter half of the century. The critical and theoretical methods of
structuralism, psychoanalysis, and feminist scholarship have been
helpful in illuminating particular domestic concerns in these
novels; however, these theories provide convenient paradigms for
discussion, rather than absolute structures which control the
readings.
Domestic resistance to familial authority creates an odd
tension of narrative devices in The House of the Seven Gables. In
Chapter Two I examine the competing genealogical claims to the
House in terms of dominant and suppressed stories, narratives of
patriarchy and daughterly disobedience. The differing Pyncheon
and Maule stories of origin pit inscription and document against
oral narrative and tradition. This class conflict emerges on a
narrative level as a struggle between historical and gothic modes
of the romance. The return of the suppressed Maule legend
combines with female acts of transgression in the House to
disrupt the hegemonic Pyncheon narrative and form a
counternarrative which is marked by class and gender. Each
reappearance of the repressed Maule tradition heightens the
tension between the historic and gothic impulses of Hawthorne's
2610hn Carlos Rowe. Throll&h Ihe Clislo01-Hollse; NjncleenlhCentury American Fiction and Modern Theory (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins
University Press. 1982). 1.
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romance, a tension enacted in the struggle between fathers and
daughters. Eve Kosovsky Sedgwick's structuralist readings of the
gothic and Lynda E. Boose's discussion of father-daughter
relations in novels provide helpful frameworks for thinking about
the domestic resistance practiced in The House of the Seven
Gables.
Harriet Beecher Stowe's novel of social resistance posits
domesticity as a sanctuary. Stowe firmly promotes the doctrine
of separate spheres for men and women counseled by her
theology and her times. Uncle Tom's Cabin, though, demonstrates
the failure of a domestic narrative that centers on the reforming
maternal force. The romantic journey plots in the novel reveal a
series of failed households run by monstrous mothers. Eroticized
mulatto women complicate the easy oppositions of black and
white, mistress and mother, sexuality and sanctity, and
ultimately dismantle Stowe's moral structure for the novel.
Race, sexuality, and motherhood fracture Stowe's domestic plot
into images of failed mothers and fallen houses, leaving a new
family model based on gender confusion and madness. The social
history of motherhood in the nineteenth century and Julia
Kristeva's work on abjection provide vecabulary and structures
for understanding how Stowe's novel radically subverts the very
ideology it proposes to support.
In Work, Louisa May Alcott adapts the plots of serial fiction
to her romantic story of an orphan's quest for home and female
community. In this novel the domestic space is nearly always
contested, for Christie Devon's journey through different forms of
employment and different households provides a survey of
antebellum domestic life. The episodic structure of the novel
allows Alcott to play out the implications of a variety of
sentimental and domestic plots, finding in each a repressed
destructive element, a domestic captivity of sorts. In the
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sequence of narratives which forms the novel, Alcott charts the
disintegration of sentimental domesticity and reconstructs
domestic fiction on the basis of female community rather than on
the tropes of heterosexual desire. The growing body of literature
in women's history and women's fiction provides a context for
this reading of Work.
In Henry James's The Other House the concerns of the three
other novels--generational conflict, the nature of motherhood,
and the social conservatism of domesticity--combine in a tale of
desire and violence. The rivalry between two young women for
the love of a man who has promised his dead wife that he will
not remarry during their daughter's lifetime elicits a number of
domestic conflicts. Rose Armiger's pursuit of the rivalry and her
object of desire unleashes a cycle of violence that ends in the
sacrifice of the little girl. Rene Girard's concept of mimetic desire
offers a structure for understanding the terrible force of the
feminine and the utter failure of domesticity to contain it. As a
result of her rapacity, Rose becomes the most monstrous of sexual
mothers, an infanticide. James finally suspends morality and
leaves Rose unpunished, thereby redrawing the dimensions of
domestic fiction, positioning the home as a site of violence, and
refusing to allow domesticity to function as anything other than
empty s~ructure.
This study, then, provides rereadings of genre and gender
categories in nineteenth-century fiction devoted to scenes of
domesticity. While subverting critical categories and
supplementing revisionist studies of the romance, this study's
primary intention is to domesticate the novel of the last century.
In the process, the novel, with its reliance upon romantic
structures, will reveal itself to be as uncanny and problematic as
nineteenth-century domesticity itself.
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CHAPTER TWO
DAUGHTERS OF DISOBEDIENCE: GENRE AND GENEALOGY
INTHE HOUSE OF THE SEVEN GABLES

LEAR

When were you wont to be so full of songs, sirrah?

FOOL I have used it, nuncle, e'er since thou mad'st thy daughters
thy mothers; for when thou gav'st them the rod, and put'st
down thine own breeches.
I marvel what kin thou and
thy daughters are.
King Lear I, iv
I shall probably go to Salem 011 Saturday. Kiss and spank
the children.
--NH to Sophia Hawthorne, Sept.19, 1851
. . . the fact is, in writing a romance, a man is always-or always ought to be--careering on the utmost verge of a
precipitous absurdity. . . .
--Hawthorne to .LT. Fields, Nov. 3, 1850

In The House of the Seven Gables (1851), Hawthorne plots
two family histories of land, patrimony, and dynastic ambition as
a drama of conflicting narrative forms. Competing genealogical
claims to the House place the Pyncheon and Maule stories in
different realms of narrative, and pit inscription and document
against oral narrative and tradition. This conflict emerges on a
narrative level as a struggle between historical and gothic modes
of the romance. To establish the dominant narrative of the
Pyncheons, Hawthorne invokes Scott's notion of the historical
romance as the genealogy of a family's rise to power. I The
I See Sir Walter Scott, "Essay 011 Romance," Encyclopedia Britannica,
1819 ed., VI, 134-35. Critics have long noted that Hawthorne's distinction
between novel and romance borrows heavily from Sir Walter Scott. See, for
example, Larzer ZitI, Literary Democracy; The Declaration of Cultural
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Pyncheon genealogy dates from a transgression: Colonel Pyncheon
bears false witness against Matthew Maule in order to take his
land. That first falsehood begets generations of fictions which
evolve into the family's historical romance. Over the years a map,
the narrative, and the House itself--all constructed after the fact-come to document the Pyncheon privilege. In Salem, to question
this logic constitutes disobedience subject to suppression and
punishment. Yet rumors of the Colonel's crime counter this
historicizing impulse. Preserved only in gossip, tradition, and
whisper, the Maule version of events intrudes into and disrupts
the Pyncheons' conventional dynastic history. This suppressed
narrative acts as a discourse of the other, irrupting from the
margins of the tale in moments of narrative disjuncture, and
signaling the collapse of the Pyncheon history as a dominant
discourse. Signific1\ntly, these disruptions most often coincide
with an act of rebellion or refusal by a female Pyncheon. Female
acts of transgression in the House alld its narrative evoke the
subversive Maule discourse, constructing a counternarrative
which is marked by class and gender. As the story progresses,
and this generic and genealogical discord becomes internalized in
the House, Pyncheon daughters appropriate the gothic elements
once used by Maules to torment the Salem patriarchs. Each
reappearance of the repressed Maule tradition heightens the
tension between the historic and gothic impulses of Hawthorne's
romance, a tension enacted in the struggle between narratives of
patriarchy and daughterly disobedience in The House of the
Seven Gables. 2
Independence in America (New York: Penguin. 1981). 132-33 and Edgar A.
Dryden. The Form of American Romance (Baltimore: The 10hns Hopkins
University Press. 1988). 20 and eh. I passim.
2 My thinking about disobedient daughters has been guided by the
provocative work on this theme in The Marhle Faun.
Especially helpful
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*****
Hawthorne's narratives are filled with discussions of
ancestral debt, inherited curses, and intergenerational conflict. In
his works, the relation between genetic and generic legacies is
often projected onto an architectural structure, in which each
stor(e)y contains its own narrative. The Old Manse, the CustomHouse, the House of the Seven Gables, the towers of The Marble
Faun, the boarding-house of The Blithedale Romance: all of these
structures house two or more distinct spaces and narratives,
storeys and stories. 3 The "spacious edifice of brick"4 in Salem is

have been Evan Carton. '''A Daughter of the Puritans' and Her Old Master:
Hawthorne. Una, and the Sexuality of Romance." in Dauchters and Fathers.
cd., Lynda E. Boose and Betty S. Flowers (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins
University Press, 1989), 208-232; and Stacey Vallas. "The Embodiment of the
Daughter's Secret in The Marhle Faun. Arizona Quarterly 46. no.4 ( Winter
1990): 73-94. Lynda Zwinger's work. which resulted in Daughters. Fathers.
and the Novel: The Sentimental Romance of Heterosexuality (Madison:
University of Wisconsin Press. 1991). has heen a model and a guide from
the heginning of this project.
3The bilevel structure of both house and narrative has provoked
critical attention, most notably to "The Custom-House" and The House of the
Seven Gahles.
Sec esp. Cynthia S. Jordan. Second Stories: The Politics of
Language. Form. and Gcnder in Early American Fictions (Chapel Hill: The
University of North Carolina Press, 1989). 152-179. who discusses the twostory structure of Hawthorne's work as a gendered. revisionist practice. in
which "he finds that he must ahandon patriarchal structures altogether to
bring his 'thought'--and the forgotten second [i.e.. female] story of
American history--to fruition" (154); and Gordon Hutner. Secrets and
Sympathy: Forms of Disclosure in Hawthorne's Novels (Athens: University
of Georgia Press. 1988), 74-75, who elegantly explains the two-story
structure as a process of narrative disclosure combining verisimilitudc
and legend. "a process that becomes the very vehicle of the romance's
'definite moral purpose'" (74).
4Nathaniel Hawthorne,
The Scarlet Lelter.ed. William Charvat et al.
vol. I of The Centenary Edition of Nathaniel Hawthorne (Columbus: Ohio
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characteristic: the commercial space of the Custom-House and
stories of its human inhabitants fill the preface, while the
building's attic and its hidden text shape the adjoining tale of the
scarlet letter. The Custom office for the port of Salem is "a
sanctuary into which womankind, with her tools of magic, the
broom and mop, has very infrequent access" (I, 7). In this prosaic
arena the narrator pays mocking obeisance to his literary and
commercial genealogy and soon puts to rest that "patriarchal
body of veterans" (I, 12) in a gentle parody of patricide. In "the
second story of the Custom-House" the narrator finds a
mysterious unfinished room, filled with barrels and "bundles of
official documents" and "musty papers" (I, 28). Among these are
the manuscript and icon of Hester Prynne's story. Unlike the
commercial "sanctuary" of the ground floor, the second story of
the Custom-House is dominated by an uncanny feminine
presence. The relics of Hester's story compel the narrator to place
the A upon his own breast, and to tell the story of Hester's
disobedience. 5 The Custom-House thus serves as a store-house of
narrative: it houses two distinct but related tales of what Gordon
Hutner has called the "double[d] . . . counterplay [of] the public
history of private lives with his private history of public life. "6
On the ground floor is a tale of male resistance to professional
father-mentors; on the second, a suppressed story of female
State University Press. 1962). 5.
be made in the text of the essay.

Subsequent references to this edition will

5 Hester's social disobedience links her to the other "daughter[s] of
the Puritans" in Hawthorne's work.
Characteristically. these women defy
or resist paternal authority. contributing to Hawthorne's implicit
dismantling of contemporary domestic ideology.
For a discussion of these
issues in The Marhle Faun and Hawthorne's own relation to his daughter
Una. see Carton. 225 IT.
6Hutner. 20.
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resistance to social and religious father-tyrants. The physical and
narrative structure of the Custom-House thus provides an
important motif for Hawthorne's romances: the hidden tale of the
second stor(e)y.
Away from the commercial arena, the two-story trope
pertains as well. At home, the Custom-House narrator contrasts
the "torpor" of "the chamber which I most absurdly termed my
study" (I, 35), from which no stories emerge, with the
"imaginative faculty" sparked by the moonlit "deserted parlor" (I,
35). While his upstairs workroom provides no inspiration at all,
the "little domestic scenery" of the family parlor in moonlight can
conjure "illusive guests" (I, 35) from the homely atmosphere of
"the sofa; the bookcase; the picture on the wall . . . . a child's shoe;
the doll, seated in her little wicker carriage; the hobby-horse" (I,
35). Again, Hawthorne contrasts the public and private levels of
his creative process by projecting them into a two-story building.
In this famous passage, Hawthorne explains how reflected, lunar
light in the parlor makes the familiar strange, "so minutely
visible, yet so unlike a morning or noontide visibility" (I, 35). He
presents the change in the "domestic scenery" as a process of
spiritualizing, in which things "lose their actual substance" and
"acquire dignity thereby" (I, 35). The homely room suffers from
defamiliarization rather than apotheosis, however. The familiar
parlor becomes increasingly uncanny in the mingled moon- and
firelight. While Hawthorne uses a transcendental vocabulary, the
underlying tone is one of "strangeness and remoteness" (I, 35).
The odd mixture of light and shadow casts a gothic pall over the
"neutral territory, somewhere between the real world and fairyland, where the Actual and the Imaginary may meet, and each
imbue itself with the nature of the other" (I, 36). Friendly ghosts
notwithstanding, this uncanny effect of the mingling of moonlight
and firelight is the very stuff of Hawthorne's romance. It is born
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of the contamination of natural perception by tricks of light, an
effect that allows a man to "dream strange things, and make them
look like truth" (I, 36). Significantly, this transformation occurs in
the center of the family home, the parlor, rather than in the
barren upstairs study. In this case, there is no second story at all,
and even the first floor narrative must be conjured from domestic
debris. Moonlighting as a romancer, Hawthorne links
contamination to both the enchantment of romance and the home,
exposing an anxiety about form and family and the doubled
counterplay of the two.
In The House of the Seven Gables Hawthorne minutely
examines these related problems of genealogy and genre. The
multiple levels of family and narrative in this tale are "familiar":
family, home, and story all bear the same sobriquet. At least two
stories tie each manifestation of the House of the Seven Gables to
Salem's mythic past. However, as in "The Custom-House,"
historicizing the past, turning it into narrative, cannot disguise its
contaminating influence. Hawthorne's Salem is haunted by
persecuting ancestors; the past creates "a pure and uncontrollable
mischief"7 which pervades the narrative and shapes the tale.
Indeed, inheritance--the financial past--figures as a threat in the
stated moral of the story: "the folly of tumbling down an
avalanche of ill-gotten gold, or real estate, on the heads of an
7Nathaniel Hawthorne.
The House of the Seven Gahles, ed., William
Charvat et ai, vol. II or The Ccntenary Edition of Nathaniel Hawthorne.
(Columhus: Ohio State Univcrsity Press. 1965), 2. Suhsequent references to
this edition will be made parenthetically in the text of the essay.
As William Charvat records. Hawthorne projected that the story
would devote only thirty or forty pages to the past, despite his insistence
that its "attempt to connect a by-gone time with the very Present" (2)
marks it as a romance. "Introduction to The House of Ihe Seven Gahles,"
Nathaniel Hawthorne,
The Centenary Edition of Nathaniel Hawthorne, ed.
William Charvat et al. Vol. II, The House of the Seven Gahles, (Columbus:
Ohio State University Press. 1965), xxvi.
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Any trace of the past--physical,
unfortunate posterity" (II, 2).
financial, genealogical, generic--carries the danger of
contaminating the present.
Thus, for Hawthorne, rejection, disavowal, and
disobedience--all deviant behaviors--come to constitute the
theme and form of his romance. 8 Not only local history but the
historical romance imposed formidable and contradictory
antecedents. His early masters' works differ as much from each
other as they do from the traditional novel. In an 1820 letter to
his sister Ebe, Hawthorne writes of his taste for both gothic and
historical romance, favoring Godwin and ScottY Even thirty years
later and at the height of his creativity, Hawthorne followed these
two divergent impulses: the historical romance of Scott, and the
gothic romance of Godwin. Like Scott, Hawthorne rejects
"probable and ordinary" life and turns to the past as a focus for
The House of the Seven Gables (11,1). Like Godwin, Hawthorne
finds in the past a means to intensify the "atmospherical medium
as to bring out or mellow the lights and deepen and enrich the
shadows of the picture" (11,1).10 Given these dissonant influences,
8Hawthorne's lifelong struggles with his Salem p~trimony amI his
predecessors in the romance have heen well-documented and widely
dehated. Sec. for example. Crews. The Sins of the Fathers. 174-177; Eric .1.
Sundquist. Home as Found: Authority and Genealocy in Nineteenth Century
American Literature (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1979),
89-99; Michael.l. Colacurcio. The Proyjnce of pjety: Moral History in
Hawthorne's Early Tales (Camhridge: Harvard University Press, 1984) 5-33;
Erlich. Family Themes and Hawthorne's Fiction: The Tenacious Weh (New
Brunswick. N.J.: Rutgers University Press. 1984); Lawrence Buell, New
Encland Literary Culture: From Revolution ThrouCh Renaissance (New
York: Cambridge University Press. 1986), 261-280.
I)Cited in Erlich. 74.
10Hawthorne's relation to the Gothic tradition has been traced to a
variety of sources. The most convincing is Lawrence Buell, who hases the
"provincial gothic" in captivity narratives: "In this way the motif of
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the suppressIOn of the "ordinary" for Hawthorne all but ensures
its uncanny return. And, when the plot of Seven Gables turns to
domestic scenes, daily life does reappear in grotesque forms.
At the heart of daily life in Hawthorne's work is the
presence or absence of the tribal patriarch. This fundamental
figure of family romance garners a hard look, given Hawthorne's
claim that "the wrong-doing of one generation lives into
successive ones" (II, 2). The sins-of-the-fathers theme pointedly
questions the legitimacy of rigid patriarchy and allows a
counternarrative to emerge. I I Hawthorne traces the Pyncheon
trouble to the Colonel, and exposes Scott's romatic icon, the
creator-patriarch as grasping and mendacious. The Pyncheon
progenitor emerges not as a giver of truths, but as a manipulator
of facts, a self-promoter whose vanity and ambition dominate the
family-history-as-romance: "
the Puritan soldier and
magistrate was not a man to be turned aside from his well-

entrapment within the province was introduced, the province was
associated with the uncanny, and the uncanny was tied to Puritanism."
See
New England Literary Culture, 353 ff; Ronald T. Curran has noted thematic
parallels hetween Hawthorne and the eighteenth century Gothicists, and
claims that is a democratized "standard Gothic prototypical plot" of the
dispossessed nohle hero (69). See '''Yankee Gothic': Hawthorne's 'Castle of
Pyncheon'" Studies ill the Novel 8 (1976): 69-80.
I I
The sinister, damning father was a favorite figure among the
English gothicists whom Hawthorne read as a young man. In C a I e h
Williams, Godwin condemned "the modes of domestic and unrecorded
despotism hy which a man becomes the destroyer of man," while Walpole's
first preface to The Caslle or Otranto (1765) laments the futility of the
theme of patrimonial sin. See William Godwin, Caleh Williams; or Things As
They Are, intro., George Sherburn (New York: Holt, Rinehart, & Winston,
1963), xiii; and Walpole's preface to the first edition of The Caslle of Otranto
(1765), which deals with genre and theme in terms provocatively similar
to Hawthorne's in the preface to The House of the Seven Gahles. See Three
Gothic Novels, ed. Peter Fairclough, intro. Mario Praz (New York: Penguin,
1968), 39-42.
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considered scheme, either by dread of the wizard's ghost, or by
flimsy sentimentalities of any kind, however specious" (II, 9). For
Hawthorne, the deceiving father becomes a powerful thematic
and generic force, one which undermines the genealogical
imperative of the romance tradition. Living or dead, he provides
an official story with which the family and community must
contend.
Not coincidentally, the position of child or heir in his
narratives is often conflicted in peculiarly gothic ways.12
Compounding the burden of his Salem patrimony, Hawthorne
consciously places himself in a filial relation to the literary
traditions of Scott and Godwin; perhaps consequently, the plots of
"The Custom House," many of the tales, and most of the romances
are moved by resistance to patriarchal dictates. The posture of
romancer, then, allows Hawthorne to perform pm'allel acts of
obeisance and disobedience: he may record genealogical vanity
while questioning the very notion of patrimonial tradition.
Further, he may play out the gothic implications of defying family
history and its pretensions to truth. W'hen a gothic
counternarrative interrupts and subverts the text's established
notions of narrative and genre, Hawthorne's apparently honorific

12See especially the unfinished romances in this regard.
Erlich
suggests that this amhivalence toward patriarchal control developed
during the period when Hawthorne's newly-widowed mother brought her
children to live in her parents' home in Salem. and the time when
Nathaniel returned to the Manning household to prepare for entrance to
Bowdoin under the stern eyes of his uncles (1809-1816, 1818-1821). Family
Themes, Chapter Two. passim. Curiously. the contemporary reception of
Hawthorne's works lauded his henign and seemly treatment of domestic
and family life; Jane Tompkins leads other 20th century critics in
repudiating these reviews as sentimental.
See Sensational Designs; The
Cultural Work of American Ficlion 1790-1860 (New York: Oxford University
Press, 1985), 11. 13.
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historical romance collapses into a deviant tale of contamination
and transgression.
By bringing class and gender to the fore, the gothic romance
offered Hawthorne some compelling possibilities for subverting
the inherited patriarchal romance. If, for him, the novel is
ordinary, and the historical romance is given to specious
embellishment, the gothic is a form consumed by extremes. It
takes the strategies of the romance beyond their usual
applications, and forces an examination of the notion of narrative
convention itself. Since it tests and subverts historical
conventions, the gothic is often in the odd position of being
denounced by mainstream culture while being very much a part
of it. Because of its subject matter (familial and gender identity),
its narrative strategies (ambiguous textuality), realistic style
(supernatural or scientific explanations), and complex
emplotment,13 the gothic has been seen by literary and cultural
historians as a low form of popular literature which contaminates
its readers. Part of that rejection may be attributed to the nature
of cultural mythology. The historical romance is a form
13For provocative delineation of Gothic treatment of family,
narrative, and emplotment. see Eve Kosovsky Sedgwick, The Coherence of
Gothic Conventions (New York: Arno Press. 1980), 1-7. 8-40; Ellen Moers
outlines the position of gender for writer-heroines of the gothic in
"Female Gothic," Literary Women: The Great Writers (Garden City,
NY:Anchor/Doubleday, 1977): 137-70; Mario Praz charts the development of
gothic realism out of the romance in"Introductory Essay," Three Gothic
Novels, cd. Peter Fairclough (New York: Penguin. 1968); and George E.
Haggerty. Gothic Fictionl Gothic Form (University Park: The Pennsylvania
State University Press. 1989). urbanely explains narrative strategy and
emplotment as expressions of gothic form.
For discussion of the gothic as
popular culture. see William Patrick Day. In the Circles of Fear and Desire:
A Study of Gothic Fantasy (Chicago: University of Chicago Press. 1985) who
provides useful discussion of the Gothic as popular culture; and Ronald T.
Curran, "'Yankee Gothic.'" who describes the Gothic as an anti-bourgeois
form which becomes democratized in Hawthorne's hands.
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concerned with aristocratic man and his adventures in founding a
dynasty and creating a legacy; the gothic exposes the cultural fear
of that legacy and its transmission through the feminine. Gothic
narrative is characterized by female protagonists' or narrators'
fears about the threats of patriarchal society (rape, murder,
forced marriage, sexual imprisonment), and that society's
corresponding fears of women and what they become under male
rule (madwomen, witches, corpses, vampires, infanticides).
Working within the patrimony of the romance, then, Hawthorne
displays anxiety about such inherited curses (and inherited
forms).
In The House of the Seven Gables he explores the
configurations of family which the historical romance imposes
and the gothic romance exposes. The agents of this domestic
disruption are Pyncheon daughters, who exist within the
paradigms of family history, but disobey and distort its rules. 14
As Lynda E. Boose has argued in her work on fathers and
daughters, the very existence of daughters destabilizes history:
"While yet withiil her father's house, a daughter is set apart from
the other three members [of the Oedipal triangle] as the only one
who does not participate in extending its integrity into history .
. the position of the daughter means something even more
problematic than irrelevance: it means family betrayal." IS SO
with certain of the Pyncheon women: the defiant acts of Hepzibah,
Phoebe, and Alice Pyncheon do indeed destabilize the patriarchal
14Leslie Fiedler recognizes Hawthorne's ambivalenl trealment of
daughters, but sees in his "life-long, patient apotheosis of the pale-face
American girl" "a secret hate" of bourgeois Nice Girls rather than a
depiction of resistance to such cultural cliches. See Love and Death in the
American Novel (New York: Stein and Day, 1960, rev. ed. 1966), 292.
15Lynda E. Boose, "The Father's House and the Daughter in It,"
paughters and Fathers, 22.
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history. Disobedience, or rather their refusal to comply with the
Pyncheon will, invests these daughters with the same uncanny
agency as the Maules possess. These female figures from the
official history become un-familiar as a result of this linkage.
They betray the family history. Feminine disruption from within
the Pyncheon household aggravates the tension between the
Pyncheon and Maule stories, allowing this generational, gendered,
and generic struggle to embed the Maule story within the
Pyncheon history.16
All plot conflict in The House of the Seven Gables converges
upon the House, and places the physical structure at the heart of
both genealogic and generic disputes. The two-stor(e)y Pyncheon
House itself serves as a dominant icon in the narrative. As the
prevailing sign of the Pyncheon occupation of the land and of the
crime that effected that occupation, it is the focus of both official
and popular stories. When the original Pyncheon routed the
original Maule from the land, the contemporary code of
aristocracy prevailed and the Pyncheon story became the
accepted history. By the time the House had replaced the "hut,
shaggy with thatch" (II, 6), the Pyncheons had assembled
evidence of their right to the land. The House itself, a map of
Pyncheon claims in Maine, and the portrait of the Colonel--all
produced after the fact of Maule displacement--document the
Pyncheon claim. Any Maule suit has by this time slipped into
legend and cannot truly challenge the established authority of the
Pyncheons. Thus the history divides into pat"aBel but incongruous
versions of this original dispute: the textualized reading of the
powerful Pyncheons, and the suppressed, unwritten story of the
16S edgwick identifies emhedded narrative as a gothic trope which
"represcnts the hroadest structural application of the otherwise verhal or
thcmatic convention of the unspeakahle, [and] it has a similar relation to
the convention of live huria!." The Coherence of Gothic Conventions, 22.
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Maules. The narrator states that "Matthew Maule's posterity.
was supposed now to be extinct" (II, 25), and notes that the
Maule history and genealogy have faded into tradition, rumor,
and secrecy, overwhelmed by the weight of the Pyncheon claim.
He contends that "No written record of this dispute is known to be
in existence. Our acquaintance with the whole subject is derived
chiefly from tradition" (II, 7). The Maule story has faded from
history to gothic romance.
Just as Pyncheon House, the veritable structure of history, IS
built on the "unquiet grave" of the Maules' gothic legend, so the
wizard's tale is structurally embedded in the historical romance
which the Pyncheons promote. The Maule name survives in the
popular Salem imagination and local tradition, which provide
subversive versions of events. As such, the wizard's story
becomes a shadow-narrative to the Pyncheon family history.
Chimney-corner stories attest to the persistence of Maule's curse
in Pyncheon deaths, and to the popular belief that social and
moral vengeance lie in the legendary Maule power over the
Pyncheon unconscious: "The mantle, or rather the ragged cloak, of
old Matthew Maule, had fallen upon his children. They were half
believed to inherit mysterious attributes; the family eye was said
to possess strange power . . . . of exercising an influence over
people's dreams"(II, 26). The various histories and rumors
associated with the House allow Hawthorne to develop an
extended simile of embedded domestic and narrative structures.
As in "The Custom-House," the narrator pointedly links the House
to the text which records its history by punning on the common
language of structure and stor(e)y: "The deep projection of the
second story gave the house such a meditative look, that you
could not pass it without the idea that it had secrets to keep, and
an eventful history to moralize upon" (II, 27). The second stor(e)y
of the House is literally that level which projects meditatively
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into gables, but the second story of the House is surely that of
the Maule who "performed his duty so faithfully that the timber
framework fastened by his hands still holds together" (II, 10).
This structural embedding reflects what Eve Kosovsky Sedgwick
has identified in her influential study of the gothic as the figural
linkage of the "unspeakable" to the convention of live burial.1 7
The unspeakable--in this case the Maule claim to the house and
land--exists only in such unofficial sources as "fireside
tradition"(II, 8), "story"(II, 20), and "popular imagination" (II, 21),
which are unspeakable in the legal circles and polite society
which Jaffrey Pyncheon frequents. The relegation of these
traditions to oral culture also constitutes a live burial of sorts: the
Maule claim is subordinated to the position of a story within the
story of Pyncheon success. I8
Rather than providing a parallel, corroborating romance to
that of the Pyncheons, this second story plays a disruptive role in
the text. The Maule legend, preserved in tradition and oral
culture, would seem to fulfill Scott's notion that the ancestral
story evolves into romance through retelling and tribal
embellishment. While the Maule posterity has been silent-- "For
thirty years past, neither town-record, nor grave-stone, nor the
directory, nor the knowledge or memory of man, bore any trace
of Matthew Maule's descendants" (II, 25-26)--popular tradition
has not. The story of Matthew Maule's trial and execution has
been revised and enhanced during its many rehearsals in the
I7S eogwick, 3-5, Ch I passim.
I8Michaei T. Gilmore suggests along these lines that this distinction
between oral and written represents private and public realms of
discourse, and that criticism of the powerful Pyncheons most likely would
be oral because speech could not be proven against the speaker. See
Gilmore, American Romanticism and the Marketplace (Chicago: University
of Chicago Press, 1985), 98.
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community. And, with each reappearance in the narrative, it
undermines Pyncheon airs of gentility and destabilizes their
romance of patriarchy and dynasty. Indeed, as the narrator
explains, oral discourse often contains the subversive or
suppressed story: "Tradition--which sometimes brings down truth
that history has let slip, but is oftener the wild babble of the time,
such as was formerly spoken at the fireside, and now congeals in
newspapers--tradition is responsible for all contrary averments"
(II, 17). The similarity between "wild babble" and truth here
may explain some of the narrator's anxiety about competing
stories. The "whisper, between jest and earnest" (II, 21) which
conveys the Maule story brings the socially unspeakable into
popular discourse, and exhumes the criminal narrative which the
Pyncheons had thought to bury. When the Maule story appears
in the text, always as a subversive narrative or voice, the entire
narrative becomes contaminated by gothic elements of sexual and
textual disruption which undermine the dominant narrative. This
separation between the official story and the legend represents a
whole series of incongruous pairs in the text: romance and novel,
house and hut, inside and outside, father and daughter.

*****
Daughters dominate this narrative, from which mothers are
curiously absent. As the male Pyncheons demonstrate in their
tendency to wear out wives (both Colonel Pyncheon and Jaffrey
have earned this status in Salem lore), mothers can offer little to
a narrative of dynastic emergence. Women who marry into the
Pyncheon line are more fully suppressed than the Maules: not one
mother appears in the text, nor does any woman gain power from
controlling her children or defying her Pyncheon mate. They are
merely forgotten biological agents of Pyncheon ambition.
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Daughters, however, are not so easily disposed of. They bear the
Pyncheon name, and they inherit Pyncheon property. Daughters
in this story cause such trouble because they exist both in and
against the father's power. Daughters and fathers occupy
opposite cultural spaces in terms of age, power, and autonomy;
within the ideology of the cult of domesticity, they also inhabit
separate spheres of moral and social behavior. 19 Because the
main characters of the Pyncheon story are all fathers or
daughters, their polarities come into play on the level of plot as
well as genre. Hawthorne uses the distance between them as a
free space in which plot, character, and family meet and mingle,
similar to his "neutral space" where the actual and imaginary
commingle as romance. In both models, opposing factions
advance across a space created by their difference. In
Hawthorne's narrative, fathers and daughters face off over the
contested space of the House, marshalling their opposed forces of
text and talk, gender and genre, history and gothic.
These women share with the subversive story of the Maules
its always already inscrutable status, which subverts not only
Pyncheon claims to might, but Hawthorne's claims of generic
stability. Early in the story, Hawthorne symbolically groups the
three disobedient daughters in the upstairs "boudoir" of Pyncheon
House when Hepzibah and Phoebe discuss their domestic
arrangements next to the harpsichord of Alice Pyncheon (II, 73).
These three women all resist Pyncheon control, and Phoebe and
the eighteenth-century Alice each play a part in the Maule
narrative. As women living in the patriarchal mansion, they exist
under the physical control of the Pyncheon males; however, the
characteristics of independence and determination which marked
19Lynda E. Boose provides a stunning discussion of this family
dynamic in "The Father's House," Fathers and Daughters, 20 ff.
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the old Colonel also figure in the distaff line. In varying degrees,
these women reject and disobey the paternalistic control that
their male relatives assume as part of their romance of power.
Hawthorne's fascination with disobedience and contamination
appears in both his plotting and adaptation of the romance:
resistance in any form produces a counternarrative, and ties
these disobedient daughters to the subversive story of the
Maules.
Like the Maule narrative, the women who expose it are
buried in the House. Their live burial would seem to eliminate
these women from the family's historical romance of power and
position: they are entombed in the physical structure, as
suggested by Alice Pyncheon's "coffin"-like harpsichord (II, 73),
and they are embedded in the official story as mere agents and
objects of Pyncheon ambition. Yet ownership of and residence in
the father's House turns the traditional liability of daughterhood
into a perverse form of power. Like the Maules, these women
will not go away. Nor will these defiant and deviant daughters
succumb to a change of cultural identity, and become mothers.
Producing an heir is one way to ensure an identity of sorts within
the domestic politics of the day,20 but not for Hawthorne's
daughters in Seven Gables. He refuses them entrance into the
culturally-sanctioned narrative of marriage and motherhood, of
duplicating the family name and history.
The plot resolution
which has so distressed generations of critics allows Hawthorne to
keep his daughters childless and empowered. Hepzibah, Phoebe,

20I3oose contends that within Western family culture. women gain
status and position only by joining the Oedipal/Holy Family model. for the
daughter's journey to such legitimation. then.
is one of self-denial: "She
enters the cultural story. we might say. only by relinquishing her
structural isolationlindependence from its male-authored script and
becoming an agent to ensure its duplication." See "The Father's House." 21.
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and, to a lesser extent, Alice gain identity and posterity not from
their parents or their family name, and certainly not from
motherhood, but from defying the familial boundaries of work,
class, and obedience.
As legal resident of the House, the spinster Hepzibah would
seem to be the most powerful daughter in the story. Hepzibah
herself has merely "aristocratic reminiscences" (II, 37) about the
Pyncheon name, and finds herself as the story opens in "the final
term of what called itself old gentility" (II, 37). Her intent to
open the cent-shop and her daily habit of devotion to a portrait
miniature, both acts in defiance of family tradition, distinguish
her from the generations of anonymous female Pyncheons. A
narrative disruption associated with the supernatural reinforces
this distinction. The narrator becomes a "disembodied listener"
(II, 30) who interrupts the action to pause outside Hepzibah's
chamber and reveal her character: "Far from us be the indecorum
of assisting, even in imagination, at a maiden lady's toilet! Our
story must therefore await Miss Hepzibah at the threshold of her
chamber; only presuming, meanwhile, to note some of the heavy
sighs that labored from her bosom, with little restraint as to their
lugubrious depth and volume of sound" (II, 30). The listener
overcomes his modesty to assume the posture of a supernatural
voyeur: this guise links the narrator to the suppressed Maules,
and empowers him to tell their story. And, despite his
unflattering depiction of Hepzibah, this narrative spirit does
record her resistance to her family. This disruption of both tale
and telling suggests that the narrative to follow will not be a
standard romance of a patriarch's emergence and rise to success.
Indeed, this arrest in the narrative, on "the threshold of our
story" (II, 31), reveals in the Pyncheon historical romance a ghost
and an oblique depiction of incestuous obsession. Framed by
disruptions in domestic convention and narrative sequence,
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Hepzibah Pyncheon enters the tale associated with the ahistorical,
subversive force in the text: the gothic.
Cynthia S. Jordan has provocatively compared the morbid
isolation of Hepzibah and Clifford to that of Poe's Usher siblings. 21
While the gothic extremes of actual live burial and erotic murdersuicide which intrigued Poe do not appear in Hawthorne's text,
the trope of obsessive sibling love--something Hawthorne knew a
bit about--dominates his plot. 22 At this early point in the
narrative, the characterization of Hepzibah as a gothic madwoman
is merely parodic, a gesture which mocks her familial setting as
much as it does her filial obsession. The ghostly narrator
challenges the historicized Pyncheon status by casting Hepzibah
as an old maid rather than a grande dame. Having detailed her
finicky and graceless "matitutinal repair" (II, 31), the narrator
observes as Hepzibah indulges in"the strong passion of her
life" (II , 31), a long and longing look at the Malbone miniature:
Can it have been an early lover of Miss Hepzibah?
No; she never had a lover--poor thing, how could
she?--nor ever knew, by her own experience, what
love technically means. And yet, her undying faith
and trust, her fresh remembrance, and continual
devotedness towards the original of that miniature,
have been the only substance for her heart to feed
upon (II, 32).

21Jordan,

172-173.

22Erlich emphasizes
female, adoring family, and
sisters to his marriage. See
notices the incestuous tone

Hawthorne's place in an almost exclusively
the stubborn opposition of at least one of his
Family Themes, 61-103 passim. Crews also
of the Hepzibah-Clifford kinship.
Sins, 183.
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Male Pyncheons are tormented by visions of hanged men;
Hepzibah's voyeur-ghost simply depicts her at a disadvantage.
By exposing her rather predatory devotions, the narrator shatters
the Pyncheon mystique of autonomy and aristocracy. Any
pretensions that Hepzibah might cherish dissolve in the narrator's
unflattering account.
Despite the parodic tone, Hepzibah's
devotion to Clifford's portrait reveals her longstanding belief in
his innocence and her steadfast rejection of the Pyncheon story of
his guilt and disgrace. Hawthorne carefully places the description
of Hepzibah's daily ritual of defiance in the context of a narrative
interruption by the ghostly auditor, linking her defiance to
disruptions in both story and telling.
While Hepzibah enters the main narrative heralded by a
"sigh, like a gust of chiII, damp wind out of a long-closed vault"
(II, 32) (echoing the "loud sigh" which marked the Colonel's exit),
her sigh is not one of expiration; her "gusty sighs" (II, 30) sound
her endurance and resistance to familial control. The sole
remaining occupant of Pyncheon House, Hepzibah's life is
circumscribed by the same map and portrait that have
documented Pyncheon power for two hundred years. While she
believes in the grand Pyncheon history, her daily life elicits
subversive responses to her family. For example, Jaffrey
Pyncheon holds title to the patrimony of power and position, yet
Hepzibah perceives him to be the mendacious patriarch, the
villainous male relative of the gothic romance. She believes
Jaffrey to have falsely accused and imprisoned her brother
Clifford for the murder of their uncle. This belief has galvanized
Hepzibah: helpless to avenge this miscarriage, Hepzibah
steadfastly refuses any help from, and all but the slightest contact
with, Jaffrey. Her combined rejection of Jaffrey's accusations
against Clifford and his offers of help ultimately empowers
Hepzibah. Isolated in the House, she clings to a belief in the
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family's nobility, which she protects, ironically, by shunning the
reigning patriarch.
Hepzibah defies the characteristic male
Pyncheon, proudly defending the artistic temperament which
descends from Alice and culminates in the aesthete Clifford. The
Pyncheons whom the town finds characteristic--Jaffrey and the
Colonel--are to her anathema. She resolves to take revenge on
Jaffrey by opening the cent-shop. By turning to trade, Hepzibah
establishes her independence from her unctuous cousin, while
embarrassing him as nominal head of the family. With the first
sale her defensive c1assism falls away, freeing Hepzibah from
centuries of aristocratic delusion:
It was done! The sordid stain of that copper-coin
could never be washed away from her palm. The
little schoolboy, aided by the impish figure of the
negro dancer, had wrought an irreparable ruin.
The structure of the ancient aristocracy had been
demolished by him, even as if his childish gripe
had torn down the seven-gabled mansion! Now
let Hepzibah turn the old Pyncheon portraits with
their faces to the wall, and take the map of her
eastern-territory to kindle the kitchen-fire, and
blow up the flame with the empty breath of her
ancestral traditions! What had she to do with
ancestry? Nothing;--no more than with posterity!
No lady, now, but simply
Hepzibah Pyncheon,
a forlorn old maid, and keeper of a cent-shop! (II, 51)
The "final throe of what called itself old gentility" (II, 37) which
renders Hepzibah so incompetent in her shop nonetheless steels
her decision to disobey family injunctions against trade and
gender-inscribed dependence on male relations. Her aversion to
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the outside world is minor compared to her distaste for Pyncheon
authority. In opening the shop, Hepzibah steadfastly rejects the
history of Pyncheon power and might. With the touch of a coin,
her obeisance to generations of Pyncheon snobbery dissolves.
The narrator notes that "The anxiety and misgivings which had
tormented her, whether asleep or in melancholy day-dreams,
ever since her project began to take an aspect of solidity, had now
vanished quite away" (II, 51). Indeed, she mutters taunts at
Jaffrey's retreating figure, and stands trembling but defiant
before the portrait of the Colonel after her first morning in the
shop (II, 58-59). Given the tones addressed to an earlier
Pyncheon's trade venture, a "disagreeably delicate" subject "of no
slight mortification" to inhabitants of the House (II, 28),
Hepzibah's cent-shop stands as a significant act of disobedience.
Although her rebellion is limited to the opening of the shop
and the resuscitation of Clifford, Hepzibah is formidable within
those boundaries. She meets Jaffrey's determination to enter the
House and see the feeble Clifford with all the sternness she can
muster. Despite Jaffrey's injunction to Phoebe that "'I am at home
here"'(II, 126), Hepzibah clearly defines the threshold of family
and household:
She now issued forth, as would appear, to defend
the entrance, looking, we must needs say, amazingly
like the dragon which, in fairy tales, is wont to be the
guardian over an enchanted beauty. The habitual
scowl of her brow was, undeniably, too fierce at this
moment, to pass itself off on the innocent score of
near-sightedness; and it was bent on Judge Pyncheon
111 a way that seemed to confound, if not alarm him
--so inadequately had he estimated the moral force
of a deeply grounded antipathy. She made a
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repelling gesture with her hand, and stood, a
perfect picture of Prohibition, at full length, in
the dark frame of the door-way (II, 127).23
Since the House belongs to Hepzibah, she may refuse entrance to
anyone she chooses. Hepzibah's "repelling gesture" and her
objectifying gaze however, signal her refusal to defer to male
relations, and Jaffrey's assault on the doorstep galvanizes that
will to refuse. 24 When Jaffrey resorts to politesse, Hepzibah
deflects his gentility and his ulterior motive with an absolute
negation: " 'No,' replied Hepzibah" (II, 127). Hepzibah empowers
herself by rejecting Jaffrey's fiction of nobility and control, a
fiction which enhances both his status in the community and the
Pyncheon history in Salem lore.
Hepzibah's disobedience may be summed up in two actions
converging on the shop-door: opening it to customers, and closing
23Bearing in mind Cynthia S. Jordan's comparison of the Pyncheon
and Usher siblings. this passage provides an interesting echo of the
climactic episode of Poe's story. in which Madeline claws her way out of a
coffin in the cellar to break through the door of Roderick's study. In Poe's
text. a dragon story provides the context for the sounds of Madeline's
escape and murderous return through a series of doors to Roderick.
For
Hawthorne. the dragon image allows Hepzibah to be both protector and
avenger.
Like Madeline. she looms in the doorway. threatening revenge.
but her object is Jaffrey. not her brother.
Jordan cites the dragon passage
in Hawthorne. but docs not mention it in her provocative discussion of
these two texts. See Jordan. 174.
24Boose sees the figure of a daughter at the doorway as emblematic
of the female child's literal and psychic imprisonment in the father's
house: "Within the spatial image. the daughter--the liminal or "threshold"
person in family space--symbolically stands at the boundary/door. blocked
from departure by the figure of the father." See "The Father's House." 33.
What is interesting here about Hepzibah is that she blocks the fatherWhen a daughter
figure's entrance. rather than he her departure.
controls the space of the father's house. as Hepzibah legally does. the easy
formula of oppression and victimization docs not compute.
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it to Jaffrey. By assuming power over that one door, Hepzibah
displaces the patriarchal history, and allows for a different story
to be wId. Refusing Jaffrey, she refuses to let the force of family
history enter the House, and protects its mildly gothic
counternarrative. She reverses the Freudian male prerogative of
denial, the father's "no," and seizes power herself. 25 In this case,
the daughter's "no" supersedes the will of the fathers, inverting
the power structure and thus the embedded narrative.

*****
Phoebe Pyncheon similarly undermines aristocratic family
fictions. Literally a country cousin, she has been raised away
from Salem and claims kinship solely because she bears her
Pyncheon father's name. Unlike the aristocratic Hepzibah, Phoebe
has homely skills that ensure the success of the cent-shop and
invigorate the household. As her arrival distracts us from hints
251n her introduction to Lacan's Feminine Sexuality. Juliet Mitchell
provides a lucid explanation of the father's power of refusal: "In Freud's
work. with its emphasis on the castration complex as the source of the law,
it is the father who already possesses the mother. who metaphorically says
'no' to the child's desires. The prohibition only comes to be meaningful to
the child because there arc people--females--who have been castrated in
the particular sense that they arc without the phallus. . . .
Thus. for Freud,
contained within the very notion of the castration complex is the theory
that other experiences and perceptions only take their meaning from the
law for which it stands." Feminine Sexuality: Jacqut;s Lacan and the (;cole
freudielllle. cd. Juliet Mitchell and Jacqueline Rose. trans. Jacqueline Rose
(New York: Norton. 1985).16. Thus cultural and familial rules based on
paternal prohibition are actually founded on a suppression of filial desire.
Hence. Pyncheon daughters' refusal of the paternal will (the suppression,
the "no") rejects the Oedipal conflict, the power structure that is based on
it, and the suggestion that female desire emanates from patriarchal
constructs.
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of Clifford's return, so her presence in the house transforms its
atmosphere from dour to domestic. 26 In describing the
transformation of her bed-chamber, the narrator casts Phoebe's
influence on the House and its inhabitants in supernatural terms
that echo his early description of the Maule homestead (II, 6): "A
wild hut of underbrush, tossed together by wayfarers through the
primitive forest, would acquire the home-aspect by one night's
lodging of such a woman, and would retain it, long after her quiet
figure had disappeared in the surrounding shade. No less a
portion of such homely witchcrqft was requisite, to reclaim, as it
were, Phoebe's waste, cheerless, and dusky chamber . . . " (II, 72,
emphasis added). The narrator implicitly invokes the Maule
legend with the reference to the hut and to "homely witchcraft."
Noting that Phoebe's rearrangement of her chamber occurs
through "a kind of natural magic"(II, 71), Hawthorne persistently
links Phoebe to the Maules, other outsiders with practical skills
who built the House which now stands there. Even her command
over the heirloom poultry echoes Maule powers. Phoebe
assembles the fowl with "a peculiar call, which they seemed to
recognize" (II, 89), and later admits to Holgrave, "'The secret is ..
that I have learned how to talk with hens and chickens"'(II, 90).
Although it is Holgrave who can mesmerize chickens (and Phoebe
herself), Phoebe retains a benignly supernatural power over the
household.
By dint of her very self-sufficiency, Phoebe disrupts the
aristocratic Pyncheon historical romance. No "village-maiden" (II,
79) who manufactures yeast, brews beer, and bakes spice-cake
26 "Phoebe" was Hawthorne's pet name for Sophia, who wrought
similar changes in his home life; Sophia's defiance of her family (and his
sisters) in resigning her role as family invalid and marrying Hawthorne
also associate her with the "homely witch" of The House of the Seven
Gables. Erlich, 101-102 ..
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has a place in the mythology of an empowered dynasty. When
contrasted to the aging spinster and the decaying House, Phoebe
seems to have arrived in Salem from a sentimental novel rather
than the outlying countryside. Her function, like that of the
Maule narrative, is to subvert the Pyncheon history: her
domesticity, common-sense, and cheerfulness reveal the
Pyncheon household and its prevailing fictions to be aristocratic,
nostalgic, and moribund. Faced with Phoebe's skillful shop- and
house-keeping, Hepzibah alternately sighs and exclaims that
Phoebe is "no lady" and "no Pyncheon" (II, 79). Yet Phoebe is
very much a Pyncheon: her temperament and influence
complement those of Hepzibah and her "great-great-grand-aunt,"
Alice Pyncheon (II, 71), and sustain Hepzibah's limited bouts of
rebellion.
The sinister dominance of the family history marks the first
meeting of Phoebe and Jaffrey Pyncheon, and reveals another
effect of daughterly resistance. The scion and representative of
the Pyncheon family, Jaffrey styles himself the latter-day hero of
the family history. When he appears in the cent-shop as the
image of the old Colonel, however, the uncanny resemblance
invokes the sinister historical power and prerogative of the
family. Inscriptions and formal orations alike have turned
Jaffrey and his ancestor into textualized, public figures. However,
the subversive narrator asserts that Jaffrey and the Colonel share
not the tributes of history, but the focus of gossip and legend
which forms the gothic view of the patriarch in local tradition:
. . . there were traditions about the ancestor, and
private, diurnal gossip about the Judge, remarkably
accordant in their testimony. It is often instructive
to take the woman's, the private and domestic view,
of a public man; nor can anything be more curious
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than the vast discrepancy between portraits intended
for engraving, and the pencil-sketches that pass from
hand to hand, behind the original's back (II, 122).
Clearly, any number of public tributes cannot dispel the private
gossip and fainter pencil sketches of the Pyncheon character.
Phoebe glimpses the "private and domestic view" of this public
man, and the portrait she discovers is not flattering. Greed,
craftiness, and a tendency to transgression mark both Jaffrey and
his ancestor in "contemporary scandal" (II, 123) and "singular
stories, murmured even at this day, under the narrator's breath"
(II, 122). Oral and, more importantly in this case, female
tradition subvert the reputation of both men. Again, the public,
historical romance of the family's greatness is undermined by a
female who sees through the tropes of power.
Vv'hen Jaffrey attempts to enforce his avuncular prerogative,
this exposure of his Pyncheon vanity occurs with some
justification. Having discovered Phoebe's identity, Jaffrey
presumes upon "nearness of blood and the difference of age" to
acknowledge her fealty with a "kiss of acknowledged kindred and
natural affection" (II, 118). Phoebe, unconvinced of this
proprietary relation, "just at the critical moment, drew back; so
that her highly respectable kinsman, with his body bent over the
counter, and his lips protruded, was betrayed into the rather
absurd predicament of kissing the empty air" (II, 118). Jaffrey's
embarrassment has much to do with his own presumption of
dominance, a belief that gave his wife "her death-blow in the
honey-moon" (II, 123). As nominal head of the family, he
perceives the House and its inhabitants as his property. Phoebe
sees with alarm the "hard, stern, relentless 100k"(II, 119) which
follows the misplaced salute, and will not ignore the discrepancy
between the public and private man.
Indeed, her glimpse of the
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Colonel's likeness in Jaffrey initiates one of the gothic moments in
the novel, when social pretense and fa~ade fall away to reveal the
true horror of the Pyncheon heart:

It implied that the weaknesses and defects, the
bad passions, the mean tendencies, and the moral
diseases which lead to crime, are handed down
from one generation to another, by a far surer
process of transmission than human law has been
able to establish, in respect to the riches and honors
which it seeks to entail upon posterity. (II, 119)
This revelation, the moment of transformation and recognition, IS
a set-piece of horror in gothic fiction. It reveals Jaffrey to be the
mendacious father-figure, complete with "bad passions" and
"moral diseases" who undoes the formula of Scott's historic
romance. Unlike most gothic descriptions, which are narrated by
the actor-observer, Jaffrey's atavistic transformation is somewhat
mediated by third-person narration. While the horror is
mitigated, however, the fact that this revelation was caused by a
female refusal is not. In a sense, Phoebe's disobedience is merely
a refusal to misread. She sees the latent criminal within the
Pyncheon male line, and resists its attempts to possess her. Like
Hepzibah's refusal to admit Jaffrey to the House, Phoebe refuses
to submit to Jaffrey's mark of proprietorship, or to be positioned
relative to his dominance. This act of disobedience clearly looses
a gothic strain in both the family and its narrative.
Phoebe also shares with the disobedient Pyncheon
daughters an association with the supernatural. In addition to
her "homely witchcraft" and benign control over the chickens,
Phoebe serves as a medium for a variety of household spirits.
Even Phoebe's cooking summons "the ghosts of departed cook-
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maids" (II, 99) who wonder at this unusual activity in their
kitchen. Thus Phoebe follows her progenitor Alice, who ushered
forth a whole series of rumors, superstitions, and ghosts by her
willful rejection of her father's cautions. Indeed, Phoebe very
nearly conjures Clifford out of thin air:
The girl sat silently for a moment. But soon, her
senses being very acute, she became conscious of
an irregular respiration in an obscure corner of the
room. Her physical organization, moreover, being
at once delicate and healthy, gave her a perception,
operating with almost the effect of a spiritual
medium, that somebody was near at hand (II, 96).
This hypersensitivity pairs Phoebe with Alice, who served as
medium to the second Matthew Maule's revenge. Phoebe,
however, is nobody's instrument. While she is susceptible to
Holgrave's narrative style and the force of his personality, her
heritage of rebellion secures her against the fate of her greatgreat-grand-aunt.
Phoebe's first encounter with Holgrave leaves
her feeling "perplexed" by his sense of authority and discomfited
by his presence: "She rebelled, as it were, against a certain
magnetic element in the artist's nature, which he exercised
towards her, possibly without being conscious of it" (II, 94).
Phoebe's resistance to Holgrave echoes that of her aunt Alice to
Matthew Maule, although both women eventually succumb to the
respective forces of necromancy and narrative.

*****
The story of Alice Pyncheon's disobedience and its
consequences completes the generational and generic triad of
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Pyncheon daughters. With each successive story of Pyncheon and
Maule, a different narrative form emerges: the original land
dispute occurs in the historicized past, the battle of pride between
Alice Pyncheon and the second Matthew Maule develops gothic
tropes, and the tension between Holgrave and Phoebe reads as
sentimental fiction. Just as Alice's harpsichord occupies the
boudoir at the center of the House, so her story forms the
innermost tale of the layered narrative of the family home. By
framing "Alice Pyncheon" with the latter-day story which is set In
the "present" of 1851, Hawthorne emphasizes the generational
nature of this conflict, and underscores the "moral" about the sins
of the fathers.
Purportedly written by Holgrave for magazine publication,
"Alice Pyncheon" functions as the romantic center of the text,
shaped by the gothicism of the Maules and the historicism of the
Pyncheons. Thus, this story creates a focal point of genre as well
as action: it anchors the generational conflict in the gothic, and
provides a history of female resistance to patriarchal will. That
will, as Holgrave earnestly explains to Phoebe, is the root of the
trouble surrounding the House:
"Under those seven gables, at which we now look
up--and which old Colonel Pyncheon meant to be
the home of his descendants, in prosperity and
happiness, down to an epoch far beyond the
present--under that roof, through a portion of
three centuries, there has been perpetual remorse
of conscience, a constantly defeated hope, strife
amongst kindred, various misery, a strange form
of death, dark suspicion, unspeakable disgrace-all, or most of which calamity, I have the means
of tracing to the old Puritan's inordinate desire to
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plant and endow a family. To plant a family! This
idea is at the bottom of most of the wrong which
men do" (II, 185).
This passage again illustrates the embedding of the gothic within
the Pyncheon history. Stripped of its aristocratic and vain
embellishments, Holgrave's outline of the story of the House of
the Seven Gables reads like a plot summary from Lewis or
Radcliffe. Clearly the genealogical imperative that informs Scott's
romance figures as a negative, even criminal, force here. The
"inordinate desire to plant . . . a family," contends Holgrave, is
responsible for generations of Pyncheon woe. The fact that the
tale is told by the heir of the suppressed Maules compounds the
gothic atmosphere of contested domestic space and the return of
the repressed.
Despite Holgrave's insistence that '''I cannot think of you as
one of them'" (II, 185), as a Pyncheon daughter Phoebe is the
obvious choice of audience for his theory of inherited lunacy (II,
185) and his manuscript. He cannot resist the opportunity to
read his tale of a disobedient daughter to a female Pyncheon who
has recently defied the head of the family. "Alice Pyncheon"
seems to be directed at Phoebe as both a rather sinister objectlesson and an encouragement. In his story and most of his
remarks about the House, Holgrave counsels a balance between
hauteur toward Maules and disobedience to Pyncheons. Should
Phoebe continue her alliance with the daguerrotypist, she would
achieve that middle ground which is represented in this scene of
storytelling by the garden-plot between Maule's Well and the
House of the Seven Gables, overhung by Alice Pyncheon's posies.
Holgrave devotes a good deal of his narrative to the gothic
elements of the Maule story, and emphasizes the private
Pyncheon fascination with rumors which they publicly deny. To
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admit counternarratives would be to legitimize the Maule claim,
and the Pyncheon history brooks no contradiction. In Holgrave's
telling, however, local rumor and superstition gain credibility
when memerism figures into Pyncheon comeuppance. Just as the
Pyncheons are locally rumored to be the nocturnal "bondservants to these plebeian Maules" (II, 26), so in Holgrave's story
"popular belief" and "ordinary saying" (II, 196) trouble their
waking minds. As Holgrave tells it,
Gervayse Pyncheon cherishes a distaste for the House dating from
his childhood discovery there of his grandfather's corpse.
Perversely, his sense of revulsion feeds on the rumors
surrounding the Maules' involvement in his inheritance.
Prompted by greed and local gossip, Gervayse seriously
investigates the gothic stories that countermand his family
history. Unlike the Colonel and Jaffrey, who ignore or never even
hear the private whisperings about their race, Gervayse admits
the possibility of another version of the original events. This one
instance of doubt opens up the Pyncheon consciousness to an
uncertainty which prompts the immediate sacrifice of a daughter
and culminates in parricide, false witness, and near-madness.
The plot of "Alice Pyncheon" is typical of 19th century
moral tales: spurned by a prideful beauty, an admirer wreaks
overly successful vengeance. The tale itself develops two
common themes of family narrative: the contractual exchange of
the daughter, and the daughter's disobedience.
Hawthorne
heightens the irony of this treatment by making Alice disobey
her father not in fleeing from the contract, but in enforcing it.
When Alice's admiring but proprietary glance offends Matthew
Maule's grandson, he vows to teach her a lesson about "human
spirit" (II, 201). The two male heirs to the feud agree to
exchange the House for a document disclosing the rights to the
lost eastern lands which all Pyncheons see as their fortune; Maule
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then demands that Alice be used as a medium for finding the
hidden document. This Maule sees in this Pyncheon daughter the
same receptivity that Holgrave finds in Phoebe: a '''true mind'"
(II, 185).
Alice's "clear, crystal medium of a pure and virgin
intelligence" (II, 200) may be the only means to discovering the
missing information, but that intelligence is also the source of her
disobedience.
The contract to exchange the House for the document
disguises the actual sexual transaction between the two men.
Matthew Maule has earlier expressed admiration for Alice, and
following her appraising look he channels that admiration into a
determination to possess her. Alice comes to stand for the House
itself, her person symbolizing the economic, honorary, and
material value of the Maule's loss. When Gervayse agrees to
trade the House for greater wealth, he in effect barters his
daughter for greater expectations. Such a contract is not unusual
in domestic fiction, and is a familiar device in gothic novels,
where it often provokes fear, flight, or death in female heroines.
Hawthorne provides a twist, however, when Alice proudly
enforces the contract, believing that "the preservative force of
womanhood" (II, 203) will guard her against all ills. While
Gervayse Pyncheon weighs his daughter against his desire for the
land, and hesitates, daunted by "grim, Puritan superstitions,
which no man of New England birth, at that early period, could
entirely escape" (II, 203), Alice holds no such fears: "She was
very proud. Setting aside all advantages of rank, this fair girl
deemed herself conscious of a power--combined of beauty, high,
unsullied purity, and the preservative force of womanhood" (II,
203). Alice's sense of power, enhanced by class and gender, leads
her to contradict her father, combining the themes of sexual
contract and daughterly defiance. When the actual seance begins,
Gervayse forbids Maule's first gesture toward his daughter,
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moved by a lifetime of superstItIOn. Alice uses the same negative
imperative that Hepzibah will later direct at Jaffrey: '''do not
interrupt the young man'" (II, 204, emphasis added). The force of
her speech leads Gervayse grudgingly to acquiesce, turning from
his daughter to examine one of his valuable paintings.
Apparently fortified by the sight of his possessions, Gervayse
rationalizes his daughter's disobedience: "It was then his
daughter's will, in opposition to his own, that the experiment
should be fully tried . . . . And was it not for her sake, far more
than for his own, that he desired its success?" (II, 204). Gervayse
soon justifies his consent with the argument that the material
profits from this seance will be Alice's.
Significantly, Gervayse's mind is "full of imaginary
magnificence" (II, 204) at the time of his daughter's possession,
and he just barely hears her cry out. This moment of possessIOn
certainly has sexual overtones, for Alice's cry tears at her father's
heart, "But, this time, the father did not turn"(II, 204). Gervayse
implicitly acknowledges the exchange of Alice for the information
that he covets, and will not intervene. By disobeying her father's
injunction against Maule's experiment, Alice has fallen into a
trance from which only Maule can wake her. She belongs to
Maule completely, as signified by the way in which her somnolent
face follows him about the room. The cultural distance between
father and daughter has become a physical and psychical distance
as well. Gervayse perceives Maule's success in the "remote, dim,
unattainable distance, betwixt himself and Alice, [which] was
impressed on the father by this impossibility of reaching her with
his voice" (II, 205). Outside the sound of her father's voice, Alice
is no longer bound to him nor subject to his word. The only voice
she hears, and which controls her thought and action, is that of
Matthew Maule.
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Maule's possession of Alice and the contract that legitimizes
it seem very like a marriage-contract. Gervayse's refusal to
intervene at her cry suggests that he sees her as another man's
possession now, and that his power over her has ended. Yet her
insensibility and total absorption in Maule illuminate for
Gervayse the true nature of his loss. As a marriagable daughter,
Alice had fuelled Gervayse's fantasies of alliance with European
nobility. Now, she is inextricably bound below her class; her
disobedience has marred his most perfect possession. Gervayse
gives way to a "gust of anger at her insensibility" (II, 205),
shaking Alice with violence. Having traded his daughter for a
chance at a greater inheritance, Gervayse has in effect only
fulfilled a dowry agreement. His anger derives from the way In
which Maule possesses her, and from the loss of his daughter as
the prize of his collection. 27 As soon as Alice becomes the
instrument of Maule's sinister control, her status in the family
changes. She herself is no longer proud, and her father can no
longer take pride in her value. Alice becomes an automaton
subject to Maule's whim: "it seemed to be Maule's impulse, not to
ruin Alice, nor to visit her with any black or gigantic mischief,
which would have crowned her sorrow with the grace of tragedy,
but to wreak a low, ungenerous scorn upon her" (II, 209).
Maule's control so devalues Alice that she becomes a "possession
27Lynda E. Boose explains the devaluation of daughters within the
economics of the culture: ". . . seducing an unbetrothed daughter deprives
the father of the perilously similar sexual right of possessive retention.
Through the displacement of exchange codes by uncodifed but
unprohibited retention privileges, the daughter who has been excluded
from the patrilineal and patronymic significance of the family house
finally earns a legitimate place within it by becoming its imprisoned
signifier. . . . Her revised relationship to both family and society therefore
proposes a whole new sexual economics.
Daughters are no longer valuable
for their imagined worth as property to be traded; their value now resides
in being possessions to be retained . . . . " See "The Father's House," 62.
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to be retained" (Boose's phrase) within the shelter of the family
and the House; indeed, her uncontrollable behavior finally leads
to her death and spiritual imprisonment in the House. Such
incarceration of daughters is a means of enhancing the family's
worth and social status, for now their absence from society means
more to the family than their presence as commodities in
marriage-alliances because it reinforces patriarchal control over
female activity and sexuality. Thus, as Lynda Boose explains, the
Pyncheon historic romance may actually gain value from this
episode of being bested by the Maules:
The greater the proportion of nobility the literary
text wishes to assign to its families, the more
elaborate must be its construction of symbolic
edifices such as Faulknerian mansions with
daughters locked inside. And because barriers
function to increase rather than reduce desire, it IS
less the presence than the strategic absence of the
daughter that eroticizes the literary or social text. 28
Obviously Alice does not fit the trope of live burial that Boose
implies in her reference to Faulkner. However, the notion that
literary families gain status from what Boose calls an "eroticized
literary game dependent on virginal daughters immured behind
walls, doors, gates, and mansions" reinforces the ideology of
power and privilege which Hawthorne's Pyncheons work so hard
to enforce. Their peculiar form of historical romance benefits
from the figure of the inaccessible, ethereal daughter; the gothic
means by which she becomes that figure, and the disobedience
which puts her in that position and gives the Maules the upper
28Boosc. 63
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hand, are ultimately inconsequential to the Pyncheon mind. Yet
these means and their consequences permanently destabilize the
Pyncheon history, and show it to be founded on mendacity, greed,
and punishment.
It is worth noting, too, that the second Matthew Maule and
Holgrave share in the disruption of the Pyncheon history by
encouraging or invoking disobedience from Pyncheon daughters.
Hawthorne describes their effects on Alice and Phoebe as
mesmeric, yet the hereditary power of the Maules has a more
sinister tinge to it. Alice essentially dries up and dies under the
control of Matthew Maule, a power which also tempts Holgrave:
It was evident, that, with but one wave of his hand
and a corresponding effort of his will, he could
complete his mastery over Phoebe's yet free and
virgin spirit; he could establish an influence over
this good, pure, and simple child, as dangerous, and
perhaps as disastrous, as that which the carpenter
of his legend had acquired and exercise over the
ill-fated Alice (II, 211-212).
The vampirism implicit in this passage often appears in domestic
fiction of the mid-century, perhaps in response to the
increasingly prescriptive notions of gender roles in the popular
press. 29 For the Pyncheon daughters, these oddly attractive
figures hold both erotic promise and erotic danger. Although
Phoebe cannot remember the story itself, she comments that "'I
have an impression of a vast deal of trouble and calamity--so, no

29For a useful overview of such prescriptive ideals, see Joanne
Nineteenth Century
Dobson, "Portraits of the Lady: Imagining Women in
America," American Literary History 3.2 (Summer 1991): 396-404.
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doubt, the story will prove exceedingly attractive'" (II, 212). By
telling Phoebe the story of Matthew Maule and Alice, Holgrave
both seduces her toward the plight of the Maules and warns her
of involvement with such a man. Thus he implicitly encourages
rebellion against the father, and, by resisting the temptation to
control her, offers a less disastrous resolution.

*****
The final act of filial rebellion in the romance falls to
Hepzibah, as did the first moment of daughterly resistance. When
Jaffrey decides through pure greed to force from Clifford the clue
to the missing two-thirds of his inheritance, he uses the asylum
as a threat. Hepzibah meets Jaffrey's threats with repeated
denials and questions about his own sanity, invoking his neglect
of the feminine as a reason for his delusions: "'it is you that are
diseased in mind, not Clifford! You have forgotten that a woman
was your mother!'" (II, 236). Jaffrey, of course, has forgotten all
aspects of the feminine, and, indeed, seeks to punish in Clifford
the very feminine, artistic qualities which Jaffrey sees as
devaluing the Pyncheon history. His monolithic sense of self
admits no weakness, which he associates with women and
Clifford.
Hepzibah, however, sees the Pyncheon past through a
different set of stories. Jaffrey fully ignores the domestic
counternarrative of the Pyncheons, but Hepzibah turns to other
Pyncheon daughters for answers to her problem. Only in
Hepzibah's dim childhood memories do these female progenitors
exist, for as we have noted they have no place in the official
Pyncheon historical romance. As she goes to fetch Clifford,
Hepzibah mentally reviews the family history and finds there
hints of empowerment:
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Her colloquy with Judge Pyncheon, who so perfectly
represented the person and attributes of the founder
of the family, had called back the dreary past.
It weighed upon her heart. Whatever she had
heard from legendary aunts and grandmothers,
concerning the good or evil fortunes of the
Pyncheons--stories, which had heretofore been
kept warm in her remembrance by the chimneycorner glow, that was associated with them--now
recurred to her, sombre, ghastly, cold, like most
passages of family history, when brooded over in
melancholy mood. The whole seemed little else
but a series of calamity, reproducing itself in
successive generations, with one general hue, and
varying in little save the outline. But Hepzibah now
felt as if the Judge, and Clifford, and herself--they
three together--were on the point of adding another
incident to the annals of the house, with a bolder
relief of wrong and sorrow, which would cause it to
stand out from all the rest (II, 241).
Like "the woman's, the private and domestic view" (II, 122) of
Jaffrey which revealed his true character, Hepzibah's memories of
hearthside stories told by female relatives conjure an
understanding of the historical imperative which Jaffrey
represents. These warm stories freeze into history when
deprived of the counternarrative, the often disobedient and
sometimes gothic tales of Pyncheon daughters. Hepzibah's
thoughts describe the process of eradication which occurs when
one narrative of events comes to dominate all others. Family
history becomes a "sombre, ghastly, cold" (II, 241) force which
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freezes out family feeling, oral narrative, and female storytelling.
Hepzibah draws only the slightest strength from her aunts and
grandmothers, and from the thought that her generation may
fulfill or countermand the promise of generations of calamity.
In her determination to resist Jaffrey's will, Hepzibah turns
to the two figures of absolute disruption in the Pyncheon history,
the village-maiden and the Maule. She herself has little practice
at defiance: her control over the House-door by opening the shop
and closing out Jaffrey constitutes her sole effort at resistance.
Faced again with the mendacious head of the family, Hepzibah's
thoughts turn instantly to another Pyncheon daughter, and one to
whom integrity is second nature: "Little Phoebe Pyncheon would
at once have lighted up the whole scene, if not by any available
suggestion, yet simply by the warm vivacity of her character" (II,
244). This warm vivacity stood Phoebe in good stead against
Jaffrey's appropriative gestures, and reanimated Clifford and
Hepzibah alike. Her cheerful resistance to the force of class and
blood in Jaffrey links Phoebe to the subversive narratives of the
Maules and the fireside female ancestors. These oral traditions
and rumors provide a source of power
which Hepzibah cannot
quite muster on her own. Barring Phoebe, another source of
resistance might be Holgrave, in whom Hepzibah had recognized
"a force . . . which might well adapt him to be the champion of a
crisis" (II, 244). Holgrave, of course, is a major source of and
actor in the Maule counternarrative, and his subversive politics
make him Jaffrey's adversary on every level. Unfortunately,
neither of the young people appears to aid Hepzibah, and she
must turn to the feeble Clifford to revise the Pyncheon history at
this point of resolution.
Yet her slow progress to Clifford's
chamber allows Jaffrey time to die, and a new story to begin.
Clifford gains strength and sanity from Jaffrey's death, as
the gothic mode gains momentum in the text. Jaffrey atavistically
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becomes the old Colonel in death, suggesting that the aristocratic
history has reached the height of its morbidity. Upon Jaffrey's
death, Clifford and Hepzibah exchange roles, as though her many
years of quiet resistance merely preface Clifford's accession to his
position as head of the family. Clifford becomes an oddly
vampiric figure, for he feeds off of Jaffrey's death and Hepzibah's
strength and lucidity as she herself fades into passivity:
There are chaotic, blind, or drunken moments, in
the lives of persons who lack real force of character-moments of test, in which courage would most
assert itself--but where these individuals, if left to
themselves, stagger aimlessly along, or follow
implicitly whatever guidance may befall them, even
if it be a child's. No matter how preposterous or
insane, a purpose is a god-send to them. Hepzibah
had reached this point. Unaccustomed to action or
responsibility--full of horror at what she had seen,
and afraid to inquire, or almost to imagine, how it
had come to pass--affrighted at the fatality which
seemed to pursue her brother--stupefied by the
dim, thick, stifling atmosphere of dread, which filled
the house as with a death-smell, and obliterated all
definiteness of thought--she yielded without a
question, and on the instant, to the will which Clifford
expressed. For herself, she was like a person in a
dream, when the will always sleeps (II, 251).
Like Alice and Phoebe, Hepzibah too has a mesmeric figure who
controls her by his will. Once Clifford assumes the more powerful
role, Hepzibah's disobedience vanishes, and she merely follows
his lead. Given that this figure is the same object of her daily
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obsessive devotions, Clifford differs very little from the eroticized
vampiric Maules. Hepzibah's passive dream-like state and her
doubts about Jaffrey's death contribute to the association of
Clifford with the wizard's heirs.
This implicit connection of
Clifford with the Maules emphasizes his gothic function in the
text, both as anti-type to Jaffrey and as agent of the subversive
counternarrative. Since his own story has been suppressed by
Jaffrey's ambition, Clifford's reanimation serves to disrupt once
and for all the Pyncheon dynastic romance.
"The Flight of the Two Owls" commences as a gothic escape
narrative, in which time and action are accelerated to underscore
the collapse of the genealogical order from which the innocents
flee. The breathless pace and strange sights of their journey
emphasize their movement away from the monolithic family
history which the tableau of Jaffrey's corpse in the House
represents. The train detaches Hepzibah and Clifford from the
confined existence of the House and its now confined master,
Jaffrey: "Everything was unfixed from its age-long rest, and
moving at whirlwind speed in a direction· opposite to their own"
(II, 256). This inversion of time and space leads Clifford to take
charge and to renounce his heritage through a denunciation of
houses, and one "rusty, crazy, creaky, dry-rotted, damp-rotted,
dingy, dark, and miserable old dungeon" in particular (II, 261):

"It is my firm belief and hope that these terms
of roof and hearth-stone, which have been held to
embody something sacred, are soon to pass out of
men's daily use, and be forgotten. Just imagine,
for a moment, how much of human evil will crumble
away, with this one change! What we call real
estate--the solid ground to build a house on-- is
the broad foundation on which all the guilt of this
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world rests. A man. . . lays his own dead corpse
beneath the underpinning, as one may say, and
hangs his frowning picture on the wall, and, after
thus converting himself into an evil destiny,
expects his remotest great-grand-children to
be happy there!" (II, 263).
Clifford's discourse, the result of temporary freedom from
Pyncheon House, directly echoes Holgrave's reformist doctrine.
By denouncing the House and its history, Clifford apparently
breaks the spell of the Pyncheon ambition and discounts the
historical romance of his family. In doing so, he adopts the
counternarrative of the women and Maules who have contested
Pyncheon dominance for generations. Yet Clifford's age and
infirmity prevent him
from truly acting upon his subversive convictions; action is left to
the succeeding generation of subversives, Holgrave and Phoebe.
Clifford and Hepzibah are, finally, helpless away from the House,
thrown on God's mercy at the end of the railway line. Their lives
and their consciousnesses are so completely circumscribed by the
House and its history that they cannot long sustain a rebellion
away from it.
At the death of Jaffrey, the ghostly narrator who
eavesdropped on Hepzibah reappears to pursue his sardonic
depiction of the moribund Pyncheon nobility. As though
orchestrated by this omniscient ghost, Jaffrey's death occurs true
to the curse and in the very room in which the original Puritan
died. This moment of atavism reinforces the purity of the
Pyncheon line, and establishes the family history as correct;
Jaffrey's final appearance in the guise of his ancestor, however,
also fulfills the Maule prophecy. Finally, in this figure of death,
the strains of gothic and historical narrative meet and mingle.
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"Governor Pyncheon" provides the gothic balance to "The
Pyncheon of To-Day," and the portrait of Jaffrey waiting out the
night under the image of his ancestor reveals all the greed,
ambition, and arrogance that the official Pyncheon history has
suppressed. As the hours tick by, the narrator ticks off items on
the Judge's schedule, crowing over the fact that Jaffrey forfeits all
his day's appointments in favor of this final one at the House. He
will forego his nomination dinner and sit before his ancestor's
portrait, reproducing "that crimson stain upon his shirt-bosom"
(II, 275), as he succeeds to the close of the Pyncheon history.
Even the House heralds the end of the Pyncheon story, as it
echoes its masters' final pronouncements to the world: "The old
house creaks again, and makes a vociferous but somewhat
unintelligible bellowing in its sooty throat" (II, 277). A magnified
version of the sighs that have marked Pyncheon exits and
entrances earlier in the story, this night's wind breathes neither
endurance nor resistance. This wind sounds the sigh of expiration
that accompanies the demise of genealogical power for the
Pyncheons.
Jaffrey's death, in which he assumes the guise of his Puritan
ancestor, subverts the trope of live burial within the House.
While the disobedient daughters have been immured in the
House for a variety of reasons ranging from choice to protection
to familial duty, Jaffrey's imprisonment is not imposed by a
father. His incarceration presents an ironic inversion of the trope
of live burial of daughters, for here it is the mendacious fatherfigure who is trapped within the House, forced to commune with
the ghosts of Pyncheons past, and to recognize the futility of their
genealogical ambition.
When the father becomes the immured
figure, the spatial dynamic which Lynda E. Boose has formulated
undergoes a serious revision. What Boose has termed an
asymmetry of presence (Boose, 20), with the father-presence
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occupying the outside, and the daughter-absence occupying the
inside of the domestic space, undergoes a curious permutation
when the father-presence invades the home. The House becomes
a sepulchre, a place to contain the father's presence.
Necessarily,
then, the daughter is expelled by banishment, marriage, or death.
In The HOllse of the Seven Gables the daughter's expUlsion from
the tomb of the father becomes a final act of disobedience:
Hepzibah and Phoebe refuse to stay in the House, and abandon it
to the fathers.
The choice is theirs, for no male relative casts
them out, and their departure begins life anew.
While many readers have complained of the facility of
Hawthorne's resolution,30 it provides a significant alternative for
daughters in historical or gothic romances. Romantic convention
dictates that opposing forces of class and gender be merged by
marriage or revelation of consanguinity; this union will produce
or adopt a child to provide a synthesis and continue the social
order. In The HOllse of the Seven Gables Hawthorne resists this
easy solution, for it would make his daughters mere agents of the
cultural model which prescribes female submission and
anonymity within the father's history.31 Instead, Hepzibah and

30For a useful overview of such complaints. see Brook Thomas. "The
House oj the Seve1l Gables: Reading the Romance of America." PMLA 97.2
(1982): 195-211.

31 Lynda Zwinger descrihes this sentimental model as a phenomenon
of the kind of high capitalism which produccd the Pynchcon history: "The
power dynamic hctwccn capitalist and cmployce. hetwecn husincssman
and society. hctween rich and poor. hctwccn white collar and no collar. is
cxactly the same as that hctween malc and fcmalc. hushand and wifc.
patriarch and family. father and daughtcr.
Lovc--whether sexual. filial.
or domestic (and thcse are only theorctically distinct categorics)--is not a
metaphor for power. Love is powcr. When you take it apart is looks just
like husiness. Or politics.
Or violencc." See Daughters, Fathers. and the
Novel. 44-45. Hawthorne refuses to allow his plot to trade in daughters. and
so to tradc 011 history. For him. history is power just Iikc husiness or
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Phoebe inherit Jaffrey's fortune on equal terms with Clifford. By
making them equal heirs, Hawthorne establishes their autonomy;
they cannot become nameless Pyncheon females, for they have
the economic means to control their own destinies. When Phoebe
chooses to marry Holgrave (ne Maule), she is not a hostage to her
father's ambition, nor is she an object of exchange between
dynasties. Even Alice achieves an autonomous apotheosis and
floats heavenward. Thus the resolution of The House of the Seven
Gables affords the disobedient daughters a new domestic order.
Based on a mingling of class, age, and gender, the newly
reconstructed family was unthinkable in the historicized, gothic
Pyncheon House: the conflicting forces of actual and imaginary,
history and gothic, father and daughter ultimately cannot
commingle there. The tale ends with the three disobedient
daughters departing the House and the conflict, having gained the
domestic stability that often appears in the final scenes of
contemporary women's fiction.3 2 Their successive acts of
rebellion or refusal allow a subversive discourse marked by class
and gender to threaten, and finally dismantle, the Pyncheon
patrimony.
The House of the Seven Gables, finally, presents a
provocative critique of domestic politics, and an endorsement of
the daughterly disobedience which may destabilize history,
genealogy, and the romance itself.

politics or violence, and any such monolith is subject to
cou ternarrati ve.

gothic

32 Sec, for example, the closing tableaux of matriarchy and
sisterhood in Southworth's The Hidden Hand (1853), Warner's The Wide.
Wide World (1850), Stowe's Uncle Tom's Cahin (1851), and fiction hy the
Gilded Age women such as Alcott and Chopin who saw them as models.
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CHAPTER THREE
MOTHERS AND MISCEGENATION:
THE CRISIS OF DOMESTICITY IN UNCLE TOM'S CABIN

So this is the little lady who made this big war.
--Abraham Lincoln

Harriet Beecher Stowe perceived slavery primarily as a
domestic issue. From her childbed she thought of it, from her
kitchen-table she wrote of it, and the form her thoughts and
words took was that of a domestic novel. For Stowe, slavery's
greatest threat is to the integrity of the family, and a domestic
tale could best illustrate the dangers that traffic in humans
imposed on both master and slave families. In all of her writings
mothers represent the domestic realm, and act as guardians
against the contaminations of the world. Stowe firmly upholds
the doctrine of separate spheres for men and women counseled
by her theology and her times. Yet Uncle Tom's Cabin also
demonstrates the failure of a domestic narrative that centers on
the reforming maternal force. Once anti-slavery propaganda
enters the novel, the domestic focus changes. Stowe's social
agenda intrudes on the narrative, exaggerating all aspects of
domestic life, transforming the benign into the horrific, and
figuring slavery as the transforming force.
As the novel
concentrates on the evils of slavery, the narrative deviates from
its original focus on domestic scenes. Deviation in its telling
sacrifices the domestic story, echoing the novel's theme of
domestic sacrifice. The progressive collapse of domesticity in this
novel enacts the failure of the domestic novel itself to fully
address the problems Stowe raises. As the scenes move from
hearth to hell, the narrative fluctuates between domestic and
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gothic, novel and romance. The exoticism of the romance
threatens the homely domestic novel, but their mixture creates
an uncanny offspring, a changeling narrative. Uncle Tom's Cabin,
then, demonstrates in both story and telling that the politicized
domestic novel can end only with failed mothers and fallen
houses.

*****
The Stowe-ic philosophy is a fatal contamination to woman.
--George Holmes, Southern Literary Messenger

In Uncle Tom's Cabin Harriet Beecher Stowe insists that the
divisive culture and politics of mid-nineteenth century America
are merely symptoms of a troubled family. Preoccupied with
home and family in her own life, Stowe proposes these two forces
as common elements in both black and white life in her
antebellum South. Within the domestic code that she would later
promote in American Woman's Home (1869), men build and
perpetuate houses and women oversee the households: "The
family state then, is the aptest earthly illustration of the heavenly
kingdom, and in it woman is its chief minister.
. . . To man IS
appointed the out-of-door labor." 1 For Stowe, the domestic
1 Catherine Beecher and Harriet Beecher Stowe, The American
Woman's Home. or Prjnciples of Domestic Science. (New York: J.B. Ford &
Co., 1869; rpl. Hartford, CT: Stowe-Day Foundation, 1987) 19. Cixous and
Clement discuss the spatial relations of gender which often determine such
conditions. Lahelled hy man as "outside" (or Other), woman is trapped in a
system dominated hy male naming which hoth casts out and contains her:
"But she cannot appropriate this 'outside' (it is rare that she even wants it);
it is his outside: outside on the condition that it not he entirely outside, the
unfamiliar stranger that would escape him. So she stays inside a
domesticated outside." Helene Cixous and Catherine Clement, The Newly
Born Woman, trans., Betsy Wing, Theory and History of Literature, Volume
24 (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1986) 68.
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sphere centers in the mother's part of the house, whether kitchen,
parlor, or boudoir. Similar to the cult of the Virgin in its
intensity, the cult of domesticity worshipped woman as an icon In
her proper niche, the home. This cultural convention idolized
house-wives as women literally married to the house and its care.
Magazines and housekeeping guides idealized an indoor life filled
with refined and efficient tasks designed to please and divert the
master, and to transform the mistress into an "angel in the
house." Like any cult, however, domesticity had its dangers. A
symbol of inherited identity for a man, the house was for a
woman often a threat to identity itself. With the rise of
manufacturing and city-based industry, women who had once
shared equal lives out of doors with men were now sent to their
rooms. 2 For women writers, in particular, the house was an
utterly other sort of icon. The house built by father, brother, or
husband could soon prove prison, madhouse, seraglio, or charnelhouse to its female inhabitants.
(The popularity of captivity
narratives among the female readership at this time may attest to
the joys of such confinement. Annette Kolodny notes that "the
single narrative form indigenous to the New World is the victim's
recounting of unwilling captivity and . . . in English, the history of
the genre begins with a Puritan woman. . .. For what the
captivity story provided was a mode of symbolic action crucial to
defining the otherwise dangerous or unacknowledged meaning of
women's experience of the dark and enclosing forests around
them." 3 By the nineteenth century, those "dark and enclosing
2 For a useful survey of the polarization of gender in the early
decades of the nineteenth century, see Nancy F. Cott, The Bonds of
Womanhood: "Woman's Sphere" in New England, InO-IR35 (New Haven:
Yale University Press. 1977) Chapter 2, especially pp. 64-71.
3 Annette Kolodny, The Land Before Her: Fantasy and Experience of
the American Frontiers, 1630-1 R60 (Chapel Hill, University of North
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forests" had given way to equally oppressive walls and roofs.)
Stowe's fictional use of the cult of domesticity, then, is not so
homely as it might seem. In 1845, Stowe writes from Cincinnati
to her frequently absent husband: "It is a dark, sloppy, rainy,
muddy, disagreeable day, and I have been working hard (for me)
all day in the kitchen, washing dishes, looking into closets, and
seeing a great deal of that dark side of domestic life which a
housekeeper may who will investigate too curiously into minutiae
10 warm, damp weather. . . . I am sick of the smell of sour milk,
and sour meat, and sour everything, and then the clothes will not
dry, and no wet thing does, and everything smells mouldy; and
altogether I feel as if I never wanted to eat again. "4 Five years
later, at the age of thirty-nine, Stowe traveled alone from
Cincinnati to Brunswick, Maine, eight months pregnant and with
three of her five children in tow. She again writes to the absent
Reverend Stowe: "there is actually not a place in the house where
I can lie down and take a nap without being disturbed. Overhead
is the school-room, next door is the dining-room, and the girls
practice two hours a day. If I lock my door and lie down, some
one is sure to be rattling the latch before fifteen minutes have
passed. "5 Small wonder, then, that houses could become places of
some distaste and horror in the female imagination. In much of
the women's literature of the last century, domestic confinement
produces uncanny tendencies in both houses and the women who
Carolina Press. 1984) 6.
4 Letter to Calvin Stowe. June 16. 1845. InIn Charles Edward Stowe.
Life of Harriet Beecher Stowe Compiled from Her letters and Journals hy
her Son Charles Edward Stowe (Boston: Houghton. Mifflin. and Company.
1889; rep. Detroit: Gale Research Company, 1967) Ill.

5 Annie Adams Fields. cd. Life and Lellers of Harriet Beecher Stowe
(Boston and New York: Houghton Mifflin. 1897) 132.
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run

them. 6

Stowe uses mothers as the agents of power in her story.
They are the people who have convictions, take chances, and
make decisions. Stowe contends polemically that motherly love
sacred, demonstrated in pity, tenderness, and prayers.7 It also

IS

6 Barbara Welter reports on "Female Complaints" of shut-ins with
reference to popular medical opinion and popular fiction in Dim i ty
Convictions: The American Woman in the Nineteenth Century (Athens:
Ohio Uni versity Press, 1976) 57-70.
She notes that the encouraged fashion
of frailty and confinement, while otherwise spiritual and protective, also
gave rise to "grave concern" among physicians over female masturbation,
which resulted in "idiocy, St. Vitus Dance, epilepsy" (64).
More pertinent
here, perhaps, is Frances B. Cogan's corrective to Welter, All-American
Girl: The Ideal of Real Womanhood in Mid-Nineteenth Century America
(Athens: University of Georgia Press, 1989) 35: "The body needs exercise,
[Virginia Penny] explains, to allow the brain to receive the blood it
requires to concentrate.
Without concentration, the intellect finds it hard
to deal with interests 'outside of itself and becomes diseased and ready for
the blandishments of the unprincipled or the imaginary aches and pains
of 'hysteria, hypochondriasis, and other varieties of mental disease. "'
Thus
household confinement, whether by choice or necessity. led in the
popular imagination, as well as in reality, to destructive behavior.
7 In a reading of the novel which has become the accepted
interpretation from a cultural studies perspective, Jane Tompkins argues
that Uncle Tom's Cabin offers to "reorganize culture from a woman's point
of view" (124). Tompkins figures the novel as a feminine hagiography of
sorts: "It is the summa llie%gica
of nineteenth-century America's
religion of domesticity, a brilliant redaction of the culture's favorite story
about itself-- the story of salvation through motherly love" (125).
This
good, Christian mother is the maternal type that Jane Tompkins has found
to be a compelling icon in American culture. While the mothers in Un c I e
Tom's Cahin do certainly appropriate "the central position of power and
to my mind their means of appropriation is
authority in the culture"( 125),
fear, not love. Freud has argued convincingly in Totem and Tahoo that the
"power and authority" of women is directly related to the culture's distrust
of the feminine, and Stowe's novel seems to bear out this contention.
Tompkins' approach is interesting, however, in that, like the novel, this
argument enacts the very issues it proposes to examine.
Tompkins adopts
the heroine's role in the trope she chooses for her characterization of the
novel, and assumes for hersel1· the cherished role of saving mother in her
essay.
See Sensational Designs: The Cultural Work of American Fiction
1790-1 RoO (New York: Oxford University Press, 1985) 123-146.
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transcends racial boundaries: Stowe's argument against slavery
hinges on the common maternal feeling shared by white and
As Julia Kristeva notes, however, this
slave mothers.
Christianized notion of maternal love offers "the whole range of
love-types from sublimation to asceticism and masochism. "8 And,
in Uncle Tom's Cabin, both white and black women of all classes
sell, kill, lie to, and sacrifice their children. Indeed, Stowe places
inept, insane, or destroying women at nearly every hearth. From
Mrs. Shelby to Mrs. Legree, Stowe's mothers are mainly
ineffective or frightening creatures who neglect, deceive, or abuse
their offspring. Even the good mothers become horrible, due to
the suffocating intensity of their maternal love. Loving, harmless
mothers do appear in the novel, most notably the Quaker Rachel
Halliday. However, when Stowe's women deviate from that
benign stereotype, they become gothic images of the feminine,
and degenerate into extremes: either the madwoman-vampire, or
the self-sacrificing mamma who obsessively loves her children to
death. 9 Of course, the results are the same: the vampire and the

8 Julia Kristeva, "Stahat Mater," Poetics Today 6.1-2 (1985) 136.
Kristeva describes the maternal as "that ambivalent principle that derives
on the one hand from the species and on the other hand from a
catastrophe of identity which . . . somehow involves our imaginary
representations of feminity, non-language, or the body."
She argues that
the Christian (Le., Western) notion of the maternal derives from the
"complex of images" surrounding Mary, mother of Christ.
These images
fall into three themes: the immaculate conception, which frees Mary from
sin and so from death; the coronation of Mary, as queen of heaven and
mother of the church; the adoration of Mary, which determines the tropes
of Western love: courtly love and love of the child" (136). This last
category of love pertains most to Uncle Tom's Cabin, for Stowe idolizes the
Christian image of motherhood. despite the fact thaI her novel presents
the entire range of "love-types."
9 Ann Douglas posits a "disestablishment" of northeastern middleclass women at mid-century, just when Uncle Tom's Cabin was being
written. According to Douglas, this was the end of "mother power": "Once
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angel become indistinguishable. As the two journey plots of
Uncle Tom's Cabin move their actors from one mother to the next,
an encyclopedia of domestic collapse takes shape. Angelic but
ineffective mammas meet the underground railroad, while the
river journeys on the Mississippi and the Red carry Tom from
termagant to shrew to madwoman. Uncle Tom's Cabin, then, tells
a story of failed mothers and fallen houses which registers great
anxiety about women's roles in the Union and the culture.

*****
For abjection. when all is said and done, is the other facet
of religious. moral, and ideological codes on which rest the
sleep of individuals and the breathing spells of society.
--Julia Kristeva, Powers oj Horror

Stowe prefaces Uncle Tom's Cabin with an essay that
equates race with the feminine. Defined by difference, persons of
color existed in Stowe's imagination as utterly opposite to the
white and Christian norm. Indeed, as she explains, these Others
are also alienated by caste:
The scenes of this story, as its title indicates, lie
among a race hitherto ignored by the associations
of polite and refined society; an exotic race, whose
ancestors, born beneath a tropic sun, brought with
them, and perpetuated to their descendants, a
her family had looked to her quite literally to clothe and feed them; now
they expected a comlex blend of nurture and escape from her 'voluntary'
care." See The Feminization of American Culture (New York: Knopf, 1977;
reprint New York: Anchor Press, Doubleday, 1988), 48.
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character so essentially unlike the hard and dominant
Anglo-Saxon race, as for many years to have won
from it only misunderstanding and contempt. 1 0
White dominance, Stowe observes, polarizes human character into
Anglo-Saxon and Other. This opposition derives mainly from
visible and situational differences, in that whites and blacks
looked different and did not live together or even in proximity In
the North. According to popular belief, Anglo-Saxons settled the
land, and in their myth of priority all others, and particularly
those of dark complexion, were considered outsiders and aliens.
When the outsider turns out to be unlike the "dominant" race, he
is degraded with "misunderstanding and contempt" in hopes of
subduing the threat of difference.
Stowe, however, associates Christianity with the "feminine"
trait of sympathy, that is, denial of difference. Her argument
throughout Uncle Tom's Cabin purports to depend upon this
notion of sympathy: if blacks and whites have similar feelings of
pain and love, one has no right to enslave the other. (A subtext
here is Galatians 3:28: "There is neither Jew nor Greek, there is
neither bond nor free, there is neither male nor female: for ye are
all one in Christ Jesus."11 Interestingly, this blending of
I 0 Harriet Beecher Stowe, Uncle Tom's Cahin: or. Life Among the
Lowly, cd., Katherine Kish Sklar ( New York: Library of America, 1982) 9,
emphasis added.
Subsequent page references are to this edition, which
follows the first book edition (Boston: J. P. Jewett, 1852).
I I As Kristeva compellingly argues, literature enacts the dissolution
of identity that plagues human consciousness: "On close inspection, all
literature is probably a version of the apocalypse that seems to me rooted,
no matter what the socio-historical conditions might be, on the fragile
border (borderline cases) where identities (subject/object, etc.) do not
exist or only barely so --double, fuzzy, hetergeneous, animal,
metamorphosed, altered, abject."
Julia Kristeva, Powers of Horror: An
Essay on Ahjection, trans. Leon S. Roudiez (New York: Columbia University
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distinctions provides the most culturally threatening moments in
the novel.) She argues that the arts--already associated with the
feminine by their emotional appeal--align with Christianity to
develop our sympathies: "another and better day is dawning;
every influence of literature, of poetry and of art, in our times, is
becoming more and more in unison with the great master chord
of Christianity, 'good will to man'" (9). Yet, artists "breathe a
humanizing and subduing influence" (9) over the Anglo-Saxon
character, with ambiguous results:
In this general movement, unhappy Africa at last
is remembered; Africa, who began the race of
civilization in the dim, gray dawn of early time,
but who, for centuries, has lain bound and bleeding
at the foot of civilized and Christianized humanity,
imploring compassion in vain.
But the heart of the dominant race, who have
been her conquerors, her hard masters, has at length
been turned toward her in mercy; and it has been
seen how far nobler it is in nations to protect the
feeble than to oppress them (9).
Perhaps unwittingly, this argument places blacks as the historical
parents of all races, linking them as a race to the mothers in the
novel. Stowe posits "Africa" as the first people, "who began the
race of civilization," who were conquered, dominated, and
forgotten by "civilized and Christianized humanity." The image of
Africa "bound and bleeding" at the foot of "Christianized
humanity" compares blacks to Christ, and slave holding Christians
to Romans, as well as foreshadowing Tom's death late in the
Press. 1982) 207.
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novel.
(Stowe insisted that an image of a martyred slave, which
came to her in a vision at church, was the germ of the novel. l2 )
The images of submission and sadism that surround the slave
here become associated with women, and particularly with
mothers, as the novel progresses.
Stowe's use of the female pronoun for "unhappy Africa"
conflates the soft and submissive "exotic race" with the feminine,
and emphasizes their shared alienation from the "hard and
dominant Anglo-Saxon." In Stowe's vision, Africa has worked
upon "the heart of the dominant race" much as a sentimental
heroine would. Indeed, the called-for transformation of master to
protector traces the seduction plot familiar to readers of women's
fiction of the day: "the heart . . . of her conquerors, her hard
masters, has at length been turned toward her in mercy; and it
has been seen how far nobler it is . . . to protect the feeble than to
oppress them" (9, emphasis added). Such a statement might well
be the conclusion to a seduced-and-abandoned story or a
captivity narrative. The familiarity of Stowe's trope of conquestmercy-protection would effectively blur the different
circumstances of exotics and women. Both are feeble beings,
easily oppressed, but better--nobler--protected.
In emphasizing the affinity of Negroes and women, Stowe
arranges an emotional appeal that echoes throughout the novel.
This plea depends to a great extent on her own narrative persona:
she writes under her own name (as she had not done in earlier
publications), as a respectable woman and minister's wife moved
to speak publicly on a controversial topic. Her tone craves
indulgence and mercy for her story. By writing as a woman, she
appropriates the role she has just drawn sympathy for ("how far
nobler it is
12 Fields 146; C.E. Stowe 148-9.
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· .. to protect the feeble"). In addition, she grants "some of the
noblest of minds and hearts" to Southerners (10), calling on their
legendary chivalry for protection of her story.13 In the same
spirit, Stowe insists that she "can sincerely disclaim any invidious
feeling towards those individuals who, often without any fault of
their own, are involved in the trials and embarrassments of the
legal relations of slavery" (10). However, she enlists her readers'
"sympathy and feeling for the African race, as they exist among
us" (9), again seeking what she has defined as feminine responses
to the "unspeakable whole" (10) of slavery. In concluding, she
again challenges the hard and dominant Anglo-Saxon sensibility:
"For, while politicians contend, and men are swerved this way
and that by conflicting tides of interest and passion, the great
cause of human liberty is in the hands of one, of whom it is said: '
· . He shall redeem their soul from deceit and violence,lAnd
precious shall their blood be in His sight'" (10). Ultimately Stowe
commits the problem to Christ, although in fact the "great cause of
human liberty" also rested firmly in the hands of one who would
write such a book: a woman and a mother.
The novel proper begins in a "well-furnished dining parlor"
13 Needless to say, the reactions of many Southcrn rcaders were far
from chivalrous. In the summer of 1853 Stowe wrote to her husband from
Andover. quoting a passage from the Alabama Planter :"'Thc plan for
assaulting the best institutions in the world may be made just as rational as
it is by the wicked (perhaps unconsciously so) authoress of this book. The
woman who wrote it must be either a very bad or a very fanatical person.
For her own domestic peace we trust no enemy will ever penetrate into hcr
household to pervert thc scenes hc may find thcre with as little logic or
kindncss as she has used in her Uncle Tom's Cabin.''' C.E. Stowe, The Life
187.
George Holmes of the Southern Literary Messenger similarly fclt no
call to chivalry: ". . . the womcn's rights Conventions. which have
rendered the late years infamous. have unsexed in great measure the
female mind. and shattered the temple of feminine delicacy and moral
graces; and the result is before us in thosc dirty insinuations of Mrs. Stowc.
· . ." See Elizabeth Ammons. Critical Essays 011 Harriet Beecher Stowe
(Boston: G.K.Hall. 1980) xi.
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(11) in Kentucky, locating the story immediately in a domestic
setting. And, indeed, the action of the first chapter has to do with
the redistribution of the household. This chapter, "In Which the
Reader is Introduced to a Man of Humanity," raises important
questions about the limits of the family, and the shifting
boundaries of the domestic circle. Stowe demonstrates that, when
tested, white fictions about familial relations with black servants
dissolve. The Shelby plantation, says the narrator, prospers
under agricultural conditions in which "the master, content with a
more gradual style of acquisition, has not those temptations to
hardheartedness which always overcome frail human nature
when the prospect of sudden and rapid gain is weighed in the
balance" (19). Yet, when the story begins, Mr. Shelby has
"speculated largely and quite loosely" (19). Unable to trust to
Providence (a feminine concern), unwilling to sell land or
household goods, Shelby contracts to sell Tom, who has raised him
from childhood. Pressured by the trader Haley, Shelby also
agrees to sell Eliza's Harry. Yet this man's conscience does not
worry him at all: "the heaviest load on his mind, after his
conversation with the trader, lay in the foreseen necessity of
breaking to his wife the arrangement contemplated, --meeting
the importunities and opposition which he knew he should have
reason to encounter" (21). Shelby's anxiety about telling his wife
of the sale takes the place of any concern for the contracted
properties, Tom and Harry. These black members of the
household are transformed into mere commodities as soon as
money is mentioned, reminding us that the novel's original
subtitle was "The Man Who Was a Thing." Remorse is saved for
white conventions and appearances. Shelby worries what his
wife will think of him, not how his foster-sibling Tom and young
Harry will feel about their sudden devolution to property. The
domestic arrangements on the Shelby plantation are largely
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illusory, for the actual "family" shrinks (and pales) when put to
the test.
The Shelby plantation in Kentucky, the starting point for
both the northward and southward journeys in the novel,
presents what Stowe considers to be a fairly benign example of
slavery. The climate is mild, the white people live in proximity to
free states and, she believes, therefore are more humane. Mr.
and Mrs. Shelby do wrestle with their consciences, although less
altruistically than we might hope. However, Stowe's gothic
characterization of the feminine has its roots in the Shelbys'
domestic life.

*****
"The Mother" introduces Eliza Harris, ostensibly the subject
of this second chapter. The opening statement leaves that title
role ambiguous, for Mrs. Shelby assumes the active maternal role;
Eliza is merely a passive child: "Eliza had been brought up by her
mistress from girlhood, as a petted and indulged favorite" (22).
Despite marriage and motherhood, she remains a n{l i've.
Throughout the novel Eliza is characterized as an innocent,
battered by the forces of nature and humanity. She faces her
greatest perils alone, and only at the very end of the novel does
she demonstrate any behavior that links her with the mothers of
the story. Although driven by "maternal love" (67) to escape
across the ice floes, Eliza functions in the novel much as Eva does:
as a pure, Christian child. Moreover, while Emily Shelby retains
the title of "missis," her behavior towards Eliza is unmistakably
maternal. Mrs. Shelby gives Eliza the room next to her own,
keeping her "safe under the protecting care of her mistress" (22).
Eliza grows up in "the house" (32) (rather than in a cabin) and
learns the manners and speech of a white family member.
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Indeed, the motherly hand of Mrs. Shelby even touches Eliza's
marriage to George Harris:
... with a little womanly complacency in matchmaking, [she] felt pleased to unite her handsome
favorite with one of her own class who seemed in
every way suited to her; and so they were married
in her mistress's great parlor, and her mistress
herself adorned the bride's beautiful hair with
orange blossoms, and threw over it the bridal veil.
For a year or two Eliza saw her husband frequently,
and there was nothing to interrupt their happiness,
except the loss of two infant children, to whom she
was passionately attached, and whom she mourned
with a grief so intense as to call for a gentle
remonstrance from her mistress, who sought, with
maternal anxiety, to direct her naturally passionate
feelings within the bound of reason and religion
(24, emphasis added).
Mrs. Shelby treats Eliza as she would a daughter: overseeing the
wedding, comforting her through the sorrows of infant mortality,
and worrying over her morbidness. If this passage is meant to
indicate Mrs. Shelby's thoughts, then she even allows herself the
conceit of attributing Eliza's skin color to "class" rather than race.
Remembering that Eliza has "that peculiar air of refinement, that
softness of voice and manner, which seems in many cases to be a
particular gift to the quadroon and mulatto women" (22), Mrs.
Shelby's solicitude may well be more than that of a kindly
"missis", for Eliza may be more a part of the family than we are
told. Mary Chestnut's contemporary remark is wryly to the point:
"Any lady is ready to tell you who is the father of all the mulatto
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children in everybody's house but her own. Those, she seems to
think, drop from the clouds."14 Indeed, Mrs. Shelby tries to calm
Eliza's justified fears for little Harry by emphasizing that "'I
would as soon have one of my own children sold'" (20).
Mrs. Shelby's solicitude may also veil a defensive impulse
against Eliza's sexuality. Stowe invests her preface with much
discussion of the exoticism of "Africa," and she gives Africa
feminine gender. That "particular gift" (22) of mulatto and
quadroon women may be responsible for Eliza's presence since
childhood on the Shelby place; it may also explain Mrs. Shelby's
determination to have Eliza married and Christianized.
Mary
Chestnut's comment on mulatto children is not exceptional;
mixed-race women proved a definite threat to white female
sexuality and property rights. Edward Said describes a popular
white conception of women of color: "[they] are usually the
creatures of a male power-fantasy. They express unlimited
sensuality, they are more or less stupid, and above all they are
willing."15
Such an image could prove extremely worrisome to
white women who were bound by stricter laws of religion and
dress than their exotic sisters. Kristin Herzog reports on the
American domestic novel that "While exotics were seen as
passionate, however, ethnic characters close to home were more
likely to be submissive." 16 Herzog makes a polarity out of a
14 Sec Mary Boykin Chestnut. A Diary From Dixie. ed .• Ben Ames
Williams (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co .• 1949) 514-515.
15 Edward Said. Orientalism (New York: Vintage/Random. 1978) 207.
16 Kristin Herzog. Women, Ethnics. and Exotics: Images of Power in
Mid-Nineteenth- Century American Fiction (Knoxville: University of
Tennessee Press. 1983) xxi. Whi Ie Herzog docs devote a chapter to "Harriet
Beecher Stowe's Uncle Tom's Cabin : Women and Dlacks Revolutionizing
Society." she emphasizes the sacred mother and the motherly black. rather
than the gothic possibilities of a sexual merging of the two.
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situation that was undoubtedly causal: because exotics were seen
as passionate, those close to home were more likely to be
submissive, or made so by their mistresses.
Mrs. Shelby's
"complacency in matchmaking" may have much to do with the
reward of veiling Eliza's mark of sensuality, her "beautiful hair"
(24), and channeling Eliza's sexuality into a union "with one of her
own class" (i.e., not a white man). In his landmark study of
attitudes toward race, Winthrop D. Jordan explains the
convenience of merging class and race:
The colonist on the American continent . . . remained
firm in his rejection of the mulatto, in his categorization
of mixed-bloods as belonging to the lower caste . . . .
For the separation of slaves from free men depended
on a clear demarcation of the races, and the presence
of mulattoes blurred this essential distinction.
Accordingly, he made every effort to nullify the effects
of racial intermixture. By classifying the mulatto as a
Negro he was in effect denying that intermixture had
occurred at al1. 17
Along with keeping Eliza III her own "caste, " Mrs. Shelby rebukes
her for mourning the death of two infants, and instead attempts
to "direct her naturally passionate feelings within the bound of
reason and religion" (24). By defining Eliza as a child, a mother,
and a Christian, Mrs. Shelby may successfully guard against an
outburst of the mulatto's "naturally passionate feelings," while
ensuring their existence as a mark of difference. While Mr.
17 Winthrop D. Jordan, White Over Black: American Attitudes Toward
the Negro 1550-1812 (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1968;
rep. Pengin, 1969) 177-178.
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Shelby's stated vices run toward fiscal rather than sexual
promiscuity, his wife forestalls any opportunity for the denial of
difference that Stowe counsels in her preface.
Thus, Mrs. Shelby's maternal bounty is superficial at best.
She contrives a filial relationship which exists largely for the sake
of appearances. While certainly not malicious, Mrs. Shelby's
treatment of Eliza is thoughtless. She converts Eliza to evangelical
Christianity, with its ideals of purity, piety, and monogamy: "I
have taught them the duties of the family, of parent and child,
and husband and wife . . . I have told her that one soul is worth
more than all the money in the world" (47). Then she marries off
Eliza to a man on another plantation, ensuring their continual
separation. Stowe takes great care throughout the novel to
illustrate the heartaches of slave couples owned by different
masters: even George Harris is told to "settle down" with a woman
on his home plantation (29). Mrs. Shelby's match-making, despite
its Christian and womanly purpose, is cruel in its apparent
kindness, perhaps for the reasons discussed above.
With the truth of the slave sale confirmed, Emily Shelby's
initial thoughts are not those of a surrogate mother and
grandmother; like her husband, she fears that her authority has
been challenged. Mrs. Shelby's first concern is for her own
credibility: "'How can I ever hold up my head again among them,
if, for the sake of a little paltry gain, we sell . . . how can I bear to
have this open acknowledgment that we care for no tie, no duty,
no relation, however sacred, compared with money? . . . how will
she [Eliza] believe me?'" (47, emphasis added). The "open
acknowledgment" (47) of the Shelbys' hypocrisy and their true
relation to their slaves holds far more horror for Mrs. Shelby than
does the actual sale of these two purported members of the
family. Both she and her husband falter at the thought of telling
their personal servants of the sale. While she does eventually
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offer her gold watch to save Harry, Mrs. Shelby avoids Eliza, and
explains the transaction only to Tom. Shelby himself cannot do
even that. He absents himself from the plantation on the day that
Tom is to leave with Haley. Mrs. Shelby's passivity --or
cowardice or neglect-- precipitates Eliza's escape and,
subsequently, the famous flight across the ice floes to Ohio. What
Eliza leaves behind is a mother figure who hides behind the
institution of slavery, abandoning her black children when the
responsibility becomes inconvenient.
Once Eliza flees "the only home she had ever known, . . . cut.
loose from the protection of a friend whom she had loved and
revered" (67), the enclosed, domestic space of the plantation is
replaced by a series of paths and waterways as the scene of
action. From the Ohio and Mississippi rivers to the Underground
Railroad, paths of flight in Uncle Tom's Cabin are associated with
rituals of the feminine. Primary among those rituals is birth. As
a novel of physical and spiritual escape, Uncle Tom's Cabin relies
heavily on themes of birth and rebirth in order to move the plot.
Eliza's dramatic escape across the Ohio River provides a narrative
transition between settings of slavery and freedom, innocence
and experience. (Oddly, in this configuration, slavery does occur
for Eliza as the state of innocence before she is tested.) Her
delivery from the Shelby place, recounted as "The Mother's
Struggle," enacts a birthing of the free Eliza in her flight from the
ambivalent maternal force at home. Her passage across water -or, in this case, ice-- is a constantly outward movement,
reminding us of the spiritual dimension of this crossll1g:
The huge green fragment of ice on which she
alighted pitched and creaked as her weight came
on it, but she staid there not a moment. With wild
cries and desperate energy she leaped to another
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and still another cake; stumbling--Ieaping--slipping-springing upwards again! Her shoes are gone-her stockings cut from her feet--while blood
marked every step; but she saw nothing, felt
nothing, till dimly, as in a dream, she saw the Ohio
side, and a man helping her up the bank (79).
The "wild cries and desperate energy," the blood and dream-like
state that follow the ordeal, all suggest moments of the birthing
process. Freud explained in his studies of dreams and their
narratives that "Birth is almost invariably represented by
something which has a connection with water : one either falls
into the water or climbs out of it, one rescues someone from the
water or is rescued by someone--that is to say, the relation is one
of mother to child." 18 Eliza functions as both mother and child in
this scene, for she is forced to deliver herself into her new life. It
is important to remember that Eliza is both the product of this
birth and its agent, because in this river crossing she frees herself
from the dominant mother figure in her life. Eliza follows the
umbilical underground railroad to escape across the river and
over treacherous paths from the suffocating domestic
arrangements in Kentucky. The physical conditions of her
journey into the backwoods on muddy, rutted paths further
suggest the travail and muckiness associated with birth: she
travels through areas "where mud is of unfathomable and
sublime depth" and travelers are forced to make their way
through "divers chasms and ruts of black mud intervening" (111).
This treacherous route north also carries the narrative into

on

153.

18 Sigmund Freud, "Symbolism in Dreams," Introductory Lectures
Psychoanalysis, trans., ed., .lames Strachey (New York: Norton, 1966)
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the realm of erotic terror, for the chase for Eliza has also a sexual
dimension. Its goal is the capture of a "treasure", and Eliza is
repeatedly described as not only pricey but toothsome. Should
she be captured, her body and her virtue would almost certainly
The lip-licking slave-catcher Marks, "his
suffer for her escape.
sharp eyes, nose and mouth, all alive with enterprise," says that
she is "'white and handsome'" (86); the Quaker Phineas Fletcher
overhears bounty-hunters say that "two of them were going to
run down to New Orleans to sell [her], on their own account, and
they calculated to get sixteen or eighteen hundred dollars for her"
(222). The predatory nature of her pursuers dominates the
scenes of Eliza's escape. Haley chases Eliza to the Ohio riverbank
"like a hound after a deer" (78); similarly bestial descriptions
characterize Loker and Marks in the riverside tavern in Kentucky.
Loker resembles a "bull-dog come unto man's estate" in whom
"brutal and unhesitating violence was in a state of the highest
possible development" (82). His companion Marks, the feline
"mousing man" (82) has "a long, thin, hand like a raven's claw"
(83). The suspense of Eliza's flight has a sexual dimension that
appears in many sentimental novels: an innocent woman flees
men with whips and guns on horses. These sadistic and nearly
cannibalistic slave-catchers are trying to make good for Haley on
the sale of little Harry, but are also symbolic agents of the
Shelbys. For Eliza, they constitute an immediate sexual threat as
well as an implicit remonstrance for leaving Mrs. Shelby. In a
discussion of persecution paranoia, Freud cites a case in which "A
girl, who believed she was being persecuted by a man with whom
she had had affectionate assignations on two occasions, had in fact
first had a delusion that was directed against a woman who could
be looked on as a substitute for her mother." 19 Clearly Eliza is not

19 Sigmund Freud, "Libido Theory and Narcissism," I III roduclory
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on affectionate terms with her pursuers, but they do in fact
loosely represent the Shelby interests, and thus, her surrogate
mother. Thus, Stowe mixes the threat of parental power with the
element of sexual danger. The two combine to punish Eliza both
for running away and for her exotic sexuality, both violations of
the white mother's power. Indeed, the final act of Eliza's flight to
Canada is to unsex herself, by cropping her hair and donning male
clothing (at which her husband perversely comments that he has
never seen her look "quite so pretty" [449]).
Famous for such sensational qualities, Eliza's escape has
become the set piece of the novel. Indeed, in the very popular
staged versions of Uncle Tom's Cabin, the chase, with the added
terror of bloodhounds, was a sure-fire crowd-pleaser. 2o Freud
argued that texts like Uncle Tom's Cabin, which are full of
domestic, if not familial, violence, offer the reader the
gratification of watching someone else being punished. He
attempts to explain the attraction of such melodrama and its
voyeuristic, morbid excitement in his discussion of infantile
neurosis in "'A Child Is Being Beaten.'" Freud's notion is that
beating-phantasies reflect a desire for the parent to favor the
subject over other children. The visual gratification derives from
the belief that if the voyeur is not punished, she must be the
Lectures, 426, emphasis added.
20 J.c. Furnas credi ts the British with sensationalizing the abuses
suffered by American slaves. The 1853 version of the play, produced at the
Royal Theater, Manchester, "ex dudes St Clare the kind master, Miss Ophelia
the well-wisher, and Eva the consolation of the slave in favor of a
completely gratuitous scene of Legree and dogs hunting a runaway, with
horrible offstage noises as the pack run down their quarry and Legree
shoots him as too mangled for further usefulness." J.C. Furnas, Goodbye 10
Uncle Tom, (New York: William Sloane Associates, 1956) 272.
The
titillation of all of this unseen torture has its roots in the chase for Eliza,
although in the novel Legree is not her pursuer.
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favored child. Once the subject is no longer of an age when
spanking is a real threat, she turns to reading for the voyeuristic
reassurance that others are punished while the subject herself is
not. Freud takes special note of Uncle Tom's Cabin as one of these
gratifying texts:
Though children were no longer beaten in the
higher forms at school, the influence of such
occasions was replaced and more than replaced by
the effects of reading. . .. it was almost always the
same books whose contents gave a new stimulus to
the beating-phantasies: those accessible to young
people, such as the so-called 'Bibliotheque rose',
Uncle Tom IS Cabin, etc. The child began to compete
with these works of fiction by producing its own
fantasies and producing a wealth of situations, and
even whole institutions, in which children were
beaten or were punished and disciplined in some
other way because of their naughtiness and bad
behaviour.2 I
Freud believes that such observation convlllces the viewer or
reader that he or she is still primary in the affections of the
punisher, which is usually a father. Yet for the reader of a text
such as Uncle Tom's Cabin, it seems to me, the punishing figure
may be father, mother, church, government, or any other cultural
authority figure. Not violence, but primacy in the domestic
hierarchy, is the goal of such a fantasy:
21 Sigmund Freud. "A Child is Being Beaten: A Contribution to the
Study of the Origin of Sexual Perversions." Collected Papers of Sigmund
Freud. Vol 2. trans .• Joan Riviere. cd .• Ernest Jones
(New York: Basic Books.
1959) 173.
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One soon learns that being beaten, even if it does
not hurt very much, signifies a deprivation of love
and a humiliation. And many children who believed
themselves securely enthroned in the unshakable
affection of their parents have by a single blow
been cast down from all the heavens of their
imaginary omnipotence. The idea of the father
beating this hateful child is therefore an agreeable
one, quite apart from whether he has actually been
seen doing it. It means: 'My father does not love
this other child, he loves only me .'22
Placed in the cultural arena 111 which Stowe's story occurs,
however, the thrills of reading or viewing the drama of Eliza's
flight have a specifically racial dimension: "The idea of the father
beating this hateful child is therefore an agreeable one, quite
apart from whether he has actually been seen doing it. 1/ Eliza
had been "securely enthroned in the unshakable affection" of Mrs.
Shelby until money became a problem. Her casting down from
the domestic heavens sends a clear signal to readers, one which
underscores the limited definition of family applied by the
Shelbys. For Stowe's largely white audience, the message is
unmistakable. To paraphrase Freud, it means: "My father does
not love this black child, he loves only me.1/ Or, "we are safe so
long as it is whites who are doing the beating." Such a reading
undermines Stowe's abolitionist intent, much as a close
examination of her mother figures discovers their horrific aspects.
Of course, Stowe's opposition to slavery did not entail abolition
22 Freud. "A Child is Being Beaten" 181.
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without provIsIOns. Her family supported, as does her novel,
repatriation or "colonization" of blacks in Africa. This solution
ensures a fall of a very great distance, indeed, and the
gratification for whites of the paternal government keeping them
on the home continent.

*****
He makcth a barren woman to keep housc.
and to be a joyful mother of children.
Psalm 113

Benign mothers are scarce in the South to which Tom is
taken by the trader Haley. New Orleans, site of the most debased
mothers in the novel, is reached by a long, muddy river, and is a
town of mysterious, alluring, flower-filled compounds. The
Mississippi River functions for Tom as the Ohio does for Eliza: as a
physical and psychological border. While Eliza's crossing is an
escape and a rebirth, Stowe implies that Tom's passage to New
Orleans is, both geographically and politically, a descent. His
journey south on "those turbid waters" of the Mississippi carries
him through "the shivery canes, and the tall, dark, cypress, hung
with wreaths of dark, funereal moss" (172). Stowe emphasizes
the spooky nature of the landscape, playing on the "funereal"
atmosphere of the South to make her point about its uncanny
ways. The conditions of Tom's tale are even more gothic than
those of Eliza's flight, perhaps because Stowe was describing
terrain which she had never seen. 23 Stowe's descriptions of her
imaginary South demonstrate the same sort of sensationalism
23 Stowc's ignorance of the South was a great source of contempt for
Southern readers. She is known to have crossed the Ohio River for one
day-trip into Kentucky in 1833 while she was living in Cincinnati. See
Fields 84-85 and C.E.Stowe 71-72.
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that Edward Said finds in many Western treatments of the Orient.
Said notes that within the binary opposition of Europe and Asia,
"It is Europe that articulates the Orient; this articulation is the
prerogative, not of a puppet master, but of a genuine creator,
whose life-giving power represents, animates, constitutes the
otherwise silent and dangerous space beyond familiar
boundaries. "24 From Brunswick, Maine, Stowe set out to "write
something that would make this whole nation feel what an
accursed thing slavery is"25 and in the process did indeed become
"a genuine creator" of the "otherwise silent and dangerous space
beyond [the] familiar boundaries" of the Ohio River. Her portrait
of the South emphasizes the same sort of detail that Said
identifies in the European creation of the Orient as neither pure
novelty nor purely familiar: "it is their vacillations, their tempting
suggestiveness, their capacity for entertaining and confusing the
mind, that are interesting."26 In describing a virtual terra
incognita, Stowe did alternate her emphasis on the exotic with
homely details. While Tom's journey from cabin to mansion
contains no overt element of sexual danger, the lushness and
sensuality of the South do create a picture of a seductively,
dangerously feminized and decadent place. Such an environment,
Stowe suggests, can only produce corrupt and horrific versions of
the family.
The St. Clare mansion houses an extreme of Southern
decadence and ennui, displayed in its "Moorish" architecture and
"picturesque and voluptuous ideality" (194). The entire
compound abounds in eastern, "arabesque," and exotic details and
24 Said 57.
25 Wilson 252.
26 Said 58.
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plantings. The narrator describes at length the seductive and
"heathenish" (195) aspects of the St. Clare home:
It was built in the Moorish fashion,--a square
building enclosing a court-yard, into which the
carriage drove through an arched gateway. The
court, in the inside, had evidently been arranged
to gratify a picturesque and voluptuous ideality.
Wide galleries ran all around the four sides, whose
Moorish arches, slender pillars, and arabesque
ornaments, carried the mind back, as in a dream,
to the reign of oriental romance in Spain. In the
middle of the court, a fountain threw high its silvery
water, falling in a never-ceasing spray into a marble
basin, fringed with a deep border of fragrant violets.
The water in the fountain, pellucid as crystal, was
alive with myriads of gold and silver fishes,
twinkling and darting through it like so many living
jewels. Around the fountain ran a walk, paved
with a mosaic of pebbles, laid in various fanciful
patterns; and this, again, was surrounded by turf,
smooth as green velvet, while a carriage-drive
enclosed the whole.
Two large orange-trees, now
fragrant with blossoms, threw a delicious shade;
and, ranged in a circle round upon the turf, were
marble vases of arabesque SCUlpture, containing the
choicest flowering plants of the tropics. Huge
pomegranate trees, with their glossy leaves and
flame-colored flowers, dark-leaved Arabian jessamines,
with their silvery stars, geraniums, luxuriant roses
bending beneath their heavy abundance of flowers,
golden jessamines, lemon-scented verbenum, all
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united their bloom and fragrance, while here and
there a mystic old aloe, with its strange, massive
leaves, sat looking like some hoary old enchanter,
sitting in weird grandeur among the more perishable
bloom and fragrance around it (194).
This description emphasizes the exotic and non-Christian
dimension of life in Stowe's imaginary South, listing the "Moorish"
and "Arabian" elements of the garden's design and plantings, and
associating them with the time of "oriental romance in Spain."
By
conflating the Orient, the Moors, and Spain, Stowe constructs a
body of images that, for her, describe the non-white, nonAmerican, non-Calvinist world. Indeed, the novel's
representative New Englander, Ophelia St. Clare, pronounces Eva's
"'own dear, darling home'" "'rather old and heathenish'" (195).
Thus Stowe's South is made out to be not only more European
than American, but almost more Oriental than European.
Coincidentally, Karen Halttunen finds a very similar garden in
Henry Ward Beecher's gothic "The Strange Woman," a lecture on
the evils of "the prostitute's 'house of death''': "The approach lies
through a beautiful garden filled with lush plant growth and
playing fountains." While the young man finds the mistress of
the house to be a seductive woman, she, like Marie St. Clare, sucks
out life and casts aside the bodies. 27
The prominence of the pomegranate tree in this garden
underscores its orientalism. A symbol of Catholicism in the New
World, the pomegranate (Sp., granada) represents the final
Spanish city to be recaptured from the Moors, and thus a papal
27 Karen HalLtunen, "Gothic Imagination and Social Reform: The
Haunted Houses of Lyman Beecher, Henry Ward Beecher, and Harriet
Beecher Stowe" in Eric .l. Sundquist, ed. New Essays on Stowe's Uncle Tom's
Cahi n (New York: Camhridge University Press, 1986) 113.
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victory as well as the hybrid of Catholicism and Islam that
evolved during the Moorish occupation. The pomegranate tree 10
the courtyard of the St. Clare compound hints at the untidy
religious, aesthetic, and racial mix of Catholic New Orleans which
so discomfits Miss Ophelia. It also evokes the Persephone myth,
in which a young woman is stolen from her home--raped-- by a
dark male figure. Yet, as Said explains, the untidy mix has its
attractions: "The Orient at large . . . vacillates between the West's
contempt for what is familiar and its shivers of delight in--or fear
of--novelty. "28 In Uncle Tom's Cabin, Stowe redraws this
Occident-Orient polarity on a North-South axis. Predictably, the
very elements of the South that shock and horrify Northerners
also compel their attention. Most shocking (and interesting)
among these, of course, are the racial anomalies and the odd
configurations of the slave holding family.
Said's notion of a simultaneous delight in and fear of
novelty resonates throughout Stowe's novel. Unknown people
and cultures are often given the status of "silent and dangerous"
in the minds of Europeans, Said implies, until they are remade
into a familiarly controllable entity (such as "slave" or "woman").
In this process of fabrication, the unknown culture must be made
odd or threatening in order to justify invasion and economic and
political domination. So with Stowe's fictive South: the oriental
elements of her description contribute to the mythology of the
"space beyond the familiar boundaries. "29 The reactions of
Ophelia's family and neighbors to her decision to join the New
Orleans household indicate the already xenophobic response of
New England to the slave holding culture:
28S a id 59.
29S aid 57.
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The old gray-headed father took down Morse's Atlas
out of the book-case, and looked out the exact latitude
and longitude; and read Flint's Travels in the South
and West, to make up his own mind as to the nature
of the country. The good mother inquired, anxiously,
"if Orleans was n't an awful wicked place," saying
"that it seemed to her most equal to going to the
Sandwich Islands, or anywhere among the heathen."
. . . The minister, who inclined strongly to abolitionist
views, was quite doubtful whether such a step might
not tend somewhat to encourage the southerners in
holding on to their slaves; while the doctor, who was
a staunch colonizationist, inclined. to the opinion
that Miss Ophelia ought to go, to show the Orleans
people that we don't think hardly of them, after all (188).
The patronizing tone of this passage barely disguises a profound
anxiety about the unknown reaches beyond the Ohio River. (Note
that the "good mother" is as xenophobic as anyone else.)
Certainly Stowe's descriptions of the imagined landscape of the
South depend upon just those "shivers of delight" that Said
describes. In this instance, Stowe seems to work quite hard to
establish the uncanny nature of the South, a strangeness so
pervasive that it affects even the conditions of housekeeping. For
Stowe, the most foreign terrain in the South is the home, which
should convey "the air of order and stillness, of perpetuity and
unchanging repose" (187) of the New England farm-house.
Divergence from this standard exposes the corruption which
slavery imposes on domesticity. The St. Clares' uncanny slave-run
kitchen, from which the rest of the household's method seems to
emanate, horrifies the termagant Ophelia, who was raised in an
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orderly house where the work was always already finished.
While Stowe concedes that "South as well as north, there are
women who have an extraordinary talent for command, and tact
in educating," she nonetheless admits that "Such a housekeeper
Marie St. Clare was not" (243). When Ophelia assumes domestic
control, in a manner to do credit to the domestic amazon
Catherine Beecher herself, "Hidden things of darkness were
brought to light to an extent that alarmed all the principalities
and powers of kitchen and chamber, and caused many
wonderings and murmurings. . . " (243-44). (It is worth noting
here that Freud grounds his theory of the uncanny in the
etymology of "home. "30) The prevalent condition of "no time, no
place, no order, --all going on in this shiftless way" (250) strikes
Ophelia as the inevitable consequence of a slave holding house;
her next concern--after clearing up--is for the souls of the
servants. Stowe describes here not the collapse of domesticity,
but its serious disruption by the master-slave relationship.
Marie St. Clare is the dominant mother in the New Orleans
section of Uncle Tom's Cabin. Enclosed in the Moorish, flowerfilled decadence of the St. Clare mansion, this "tall, dark-eyed,
sallow woman" (196) rules her home through hypochondria and
peevishness. As a mother, Marie is a domestic tyrant who bullies
her family and complains that she has not the strength to beat
her servants. Her maternal instincts are all directed inward, to
indulging her own hypochondria. Stowe shrewdly assesses her
condition: "There IS not on earth a more merciless exactor of love
from others than a thoroughly selfish woman; and the more
unlovely she grows, the more jealously and scrupulously she

30Sigmuno FreuJ, "The Uncanny, " in James Strachey, co., The
Standard Edition of the Complete Psychological Works of Sigmund Freud. 24
vols. (Lonoon: Hogarth Press, 1953-74) Volume 17: 371.
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exacts love, to the uttermost farthing" (186).
Marie's version of
motherhood inverts Stowe's traditional notion of maternal
sacrifice: she must be the center of attention, while servants and
children must defer to her needs. Indeed, her character is the
antithesis of what, two decades later, Stowe and her sister
Catherine Beecher would promote as womanly in their American
Woman's Home (1869):
Woman's profession embraces the care and nursing
of the body in the critical periods of infancy and
sickness, the training of the human mind in the
most impressible period of childhood, the instruction
and control of servants, and most of the government
and economies of the family state. These duties of
woman are as sacred and important as any ordained
to man .... 31
Not one of these sacred duties has any danger of being performed
by Marie St. Clare. All nursing, training of children, and
instruction of servants must be re-directed to fulfilling her
whims. Instead of nurturing those around her, she feeds off of
the entire household. A contemporary Southern man hailed this
type of woman as proper and seemly: "So long as she is nervous,
fickle, capricious, delicate, diffident and dependent, man will
worship and adore her. Her weakness is her strength, and her
true art is to cultivate and improve that weakness. "32 However
31Beecher and Stowe 14.
32 George Fitzhugh. Sociology for Ihe Soulh (Richmond: Morris.
1854). 214. Cited in Anne Firor Scott. The Southern Lady: From Pedestal 10
Polit ics, I R'W-1930 (Chicago: University of Chicago Press. 1970) 17.
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seemly her condition, Marie seems to suck the life out of her
family with her petty demands and capricious fits of "sickheadache" (187).33 The narrator notes that her parasitic nature
developed as a direct result of motherhood:
A life of constant inaction, bodily and mental,--the
friction of ceaseless ennui and discontent, united
to the ordinary weakness which attended the period
of maternity, --in course of a few years changed the
blooming young belle into a yellow, faded, sickly
woman, whose time was divided among a variety
of fanciful diseases, and who considered herself,
III every sense, the most ill-used and suffering
person in existence (186).
Repulsing Eva's embraces "after she had languidly kissed her"
(196), greeting Ophelia "with languid politeness" (196), pestering

:1:1 Constance Mayfield Rourke notes that constitutional frailty was
part of upper-class feminine demeanor in both North and South before the
war.
While Stowe's letters arc filled with complaints of her health. and she
"cultivated an hospitable feminine convention of her time. that of extreme
fragility," she could not overcome the "iron Beecher constitution."
and
proposed her ill-health mainly as a matter of small talk. See Rourke.
Trumpets of Jubilee: Henry Ward Beecher. Harriet Beecher Stowe. Lyman
Beecher. Horace Greeley. P. T. Barnum (New York: Harcourt Brace. and
Company. 1927) 99.
Indeed. most biographers point to Stowe's languid
reaction to the Fugutive Slave Act: "I would write something that would
make this whole nation feci what an accursed thing slavery is.
I will write
something. I will if I live." Forrest Wilson, Crusader in Crinoline: The Life
of Harriet Beecher Stowe (New York: J.B. Lippincott, 1941) 252. Annie
Fields. wife of Stowe's publisher. records a December. 1850. message to
Catherine: "As long as the baby sleeps with me nights I can't do much at
anything, but I will do it at last. I will write that thing if I live." Life and
Letters 130. Oddly. Stowe imposes her own zesty hypochondria upon one of
her most distasteful fictional characters. an association which again
indicates her ambivalence toward confinement in the feminine realm.
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Mammy, Marie St. Clare is most often associated with languor.
Bright light and activity drive her to recline in shuttered rooms.
The vampiric Marie herself warns that "the least breath disturbs
me; and a strange hand about me would drive me absolutely
frantic" (201). As Elaine Showalter has documented, the Victorian
fashion of frailty was grounded in a widespread cultural belief in
an organic relationship between female biology, constitutional
weakness, and insanity.
Moreover, many Victorian psychiatrists
held that feminine languor and discontent stemmed directly from
the vacuous education offered to women:
"so far as it is moral it is directed to sordid and selfish
feelings, and substitutes a vapid sentimentalism for a
knowledge of the realities and duties of life. From such
a perversion of the means of training, what can be expected
to flow but sickly refinement, weak insipidity, or
absolute disease?" 34
Marie St. Clare is clearly a product of such a cultural education,
and a very good student indeed. She spends her days reclining
behind curtains and veils, her body covered by rugs and
draperies, tormenting Mammy and St. Clare with selfish demands
and petulance. Marie even appropriates Eva's tuberculosis,
claiming the bloodless and ethereal condition as her own.
As the angelic Eva grows pale and weakens, her mother
conversely gains the energy and will to indulge in repeated fits of
"violent hysterics" (341) and, once Eva is dead, "hysterical
spasms" (350). Although not particularly devoted to Eva when

34W.A.F. Browne. quoted in Elaine Showalter. The Female Malady:
Women. Madness and En!:lish Culture. 1830-I9RO (New York: Penguin.

1985). 60.
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she was alive, Marie seIzes the occaSlOn of her daughter's death to
conduct a grand opera of grief: "and Marie's room was darkened,
and she lay on the bed, sobbing and moaning in uncontrollable
grief, and calling every moment for the attentions of all of her
servants" (350). These bursts of hypochondria absorb the
attention and energies of the household to such a degree "that
many of the servants really thought that Missis was the principal
sufferer in the case" (350). Marie diverts attention from Eva to
herself, declaring that "the state of her mind was such, it was
impossible for her to rest; and, of course, it was against her
principles to let anyone else rest" (342). Marie's "principles" and
selfishness almost certainly contribute to Eva's death. That death,
which sets the turning point for the fortunes of most of the
novel's characters, is often cited as portraying the novel's true
message, that Christian conversion is the only answer to slavery.
For example, Eric J. Sundquist argues: "Subsuming the failed
power of institutional religion into the realm of sentimental social
reform, Eva's death belongs to the period's enormous literature of
mourning and consolation but transcends its simple pieties as
Stowe seeks out a new world of power by reconceiving Christian
man in the image of a beatific child-woman. "35 Yet the effects of
Eva's death are largely negative, even in Stowe's terms: Topsy
learns not to be good, but to be a good slave, and Ophelia becomes
a slave owner; Tom is not freed, and St. Clare is not converted.
Meanwhile, Marie's strength grows with each new tragedy, as if
Eva's failures were her own gains.
Throughout this middle part of the novel, Eva is repeatedly
associated with St. Clare's mother. Both are pious, angelic, and
other-worldly creatures whom St. Clare adores. His mother "had
35 Eric J. Sundquist, "Introduction," New Essays on Uncle

Cahin 27.

Tom's
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been a woman of uncommon elevation and purity of character,
and he gave to this child his mother's name, fondly fancying that
she would prove a reproduction of her image" (186), a fact that
Marie notes with jealousy. On the night of his death, Augustine
thinks of his mother: " 'I don't know what makes me think of my
mother so much, to-night,' he said. 'I have a strange kind of
feeling, as if she were near me. . .. ' "(367). This sense of his
mother's proximity heralds St. Clare's passing. Before his
conversion, before Tom's manumission, and before Marie's
temper has been salved, St. Clare is fatally stabbed. The chapter
that leads to his "Reunion" with his little Evangeline ends with his
vision of "joy and recognition" (370) of his evangelical mother.
With his dying breath, St. Clare cries "'Mother!'" (370). Thus, even
this mother, whose influence was notably pious and chaste,
returns as an angel of death.
In contrast to such white mothers is the negro Prue, whose
mistress forces her to abandon her baby to starvation. Prue had
been a breed-slave in Kentucky, and was sold to a New Orleans
man who allowed her to keep one final child. His wife, however,
demanded such nursing and attention that the infant was
neglected, with the horrifying result that
"Missis got sot agin it, and she said 't wan't nothin'
but crossness. She wished it was dead, she said;
and she would n't let me have it 0' nights, cause,
she said, it kept me awake, and made me good
for nothing. She made me sleep in her room; and
I had to put it away off in a little kind 0' garret, and
thar it cried itself to death, one night. It did; and I
tuck to drinkin' to keep its crying out of my ears!
I did,--and I will drink!" (256).
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Prue's own death echoes her child's, for she is locked away in the
cellar after repeated beatings for drunkenness. Thus, her
mistress repeats the infanticide by effectively killing one who
stands in a loosely filial relation to her. Marie St. Clare similarly
refused to let Mammy bring her two "dirty little things" (202) to
New Orleans, and is equally impatient with Mammy's "sulkiness"
(202). Although mistresses like Mrs. Shelby seem benign in
comparison to these women, the common principle remains:
slaves are members of the white family until they become
inconvenient, and then they are sacrificed or abandoned by their
white "mothers." This treatment, in turn, produces particularly
debased slave mothers, who are forced by their mistresses to
abandon and sacrifice their own children. Infanticide, as Elaine
Showalter has shown, was the primal sin of Victorian culture: "It
was during the nineteenth century that the infanticidal woman
first became the subject of psychiatric as well as legal discourse.
Her crime was the worst that could be imagined by a society that
exalted maternity; medical theory struggled to account for it in a
way that maintained the mythology of motherhood and of
maternal instinct. "36 Gillian Brown examines the "promiscuous
housekeeping"37 at the St. Clare mansion, and finds as its cause
the chaotic disruption that slavery inflicts on the domestic
economy: "This failure of domestic practices to sustain both black
family unity and the white mistress's authority points not only to
the slave economy's disregard of domestic values but to
domesticity's dependence on the whims of whatever economic
practice it adjoins. "38 In Brown's reading, only a domestic
36ShowaItcr, 58.
37 Gillian Brown, "Gelling in the Kitchen with Dinah: Domestic
Politics in Uncle Tom's Cahill." America1/ Quarterly 36.4 (1984): 503.
38 Brown, 509-510.
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economy ordered by women can soothe the chaos and abolish
slavery.39 As I read it, however, the matriarchal solution signals
only collapse and crisis and the return of the domestically
repressed.

*****
But in America feelings vehement and absorbing. . .
become still more deep, morbid. and impassioned by
the constant habits of self-government which the
rigid forms of our society demand. They arc repressed.
and they burn inward till they burn the very soul.
leaving only dust and ashes.
--Harriet Beecher Stowe
There is something about the mysterious connection of
damnation and motherly love which troubles. as well as
titillates Mrs. Stowe.
--Leslie Fiedler

Legree's Louisiana plantation reflects the absolute collapse
of domesticity, as Stowe indicates by entitling the first chapter of
the Red River section of her novel "Dark Places." She offers the
epigraph from Psalm 24 for emphasis: "The dark places of the
earth are full of the habitations of cruelty" (398). The cruelty of
this habitation is a direct result, Stowe implies, of Legree's
rapacious attitude toward slavery. His policy of "use up, and buy
more" (395) extends to the condition of the house and its garden.
The St. Clare garden was exotic and oriental, like the benevolent
household of pampered mulattos. Legree's garden is reverting to
wildness:

39 "Uncle Tom's Cahin politicizes women's domestic role at the very
moment of sentimentalizing that role. urging women to stop slavery in the
name of love. Love and protest. maternal duty and political action, compose
Stowe's reformulated domestic virtue."
Brown 513.
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What was once a large garden was now all grown
over with weeds, through which, here and there,
some solitary exotic reared its forsaken head. What
had been a conservatory had now no window sashes,
and on the mouldering shelves stood some dry,
forsaken flower-pots, with sticks in them, whose
dried leaves showed they had once been plants. (400)
The inhabitants of this plantation are little better off. In the main
house, the half-mad Cassy and the trembling Emmeline provide a
very minor strain of the mixed-race exoticism prevalent in the St.
Clare establishment. These "solitary exotic[s]" are indeed
forsaken, for Legree owns both light-skinned women, as Stowe IS
fond of saying , "body and soul."
The ravaged conservatory has a
human correlative in the slave cabins, which house "sullen,
scowling, imbruted men, and feeble, discouraged women, or
women that were not women. . . who, treated in every way like
brutes, had sunk as nearly to their level as it was possible for
human beings to do" (404). "Women that were not women" mark
the devastation that slavery has inflicted upon the black family.
For Stowe, any conditions that produce unwomanly women
subvert the natural order of things. Without women in their
proper place as administrators of the home, the rest of society
cannot function. Sure enough, Legree's field hands are forced to
hand-grind and cook their own corn for supper each day, and the
big house shows no evidence of housekeeping. While house
slaves do appear in the narrative, their effects are certainly
absent; Legree's plantation simply does not contain a domestic
contingent.
The ravaged condition of Legree's house and the absence of
any semblance of housekeeping signal the final corruption of
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domesticity in the novel. Ann Romines has argued, with cause,
that "Uncle Tom's Cabin is not a novel of domestic ritual. Instead,
it chronicles the repeated violation of domestic ritual occasioned
by slavery."40No domestic tie is recognized, and no domestic
actIVIty occurs. The house is decrepit, there are no regular meals;
far from the minor chaos of the St. Clare kitchen, this house
appears to have no kitchen at all. The decay in which Legree
lives is an extension of Stowe's uncanny Southern landscape:
The sitting-room of Legree's establishment was a
large, long room, with a wide, ample fireplace. It had
once been hung with a showy and expensive paper,
which now hung mouldering, torn and discolored, from
the damp walls. The place had that peculiar sickening,
unwholesome smell, compounded of mingled damp, dirt
and decay, which one often notices in close old houses.
The wall-paper was defaced, in spots, by slops of beer
and wine; or garnished with chalk memorandums,
and long sums footed up, as if somebody had been
practising [sic] arithmetic there (430).
The damp walls and molding, defaced wallpaper produce the
"sickening, unwholesome smell" of decay, another mark of
domestic failure on Legree's plantation. In House and Home
Papers (1865) Stowe would insist that "No other gift of God, so
precious, so inspiring, is treated with such utter irreverence and
contempt in the calculations of us mortals as this same air of
heaven. A sermon on oxygen . . . might do more to repress sin
than the most orthodox discourse to show when and how and
40 Ann Romines. The Home Plot: Women, Writing. and Domestic
Ritual (Amherts: UniversiLy of Massachusetts Press. 1992). 19.
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why sin came. "41 The smell in the big house, like the condition of
the garden, directly reflects Legree's "godless and cruel" nature
(432). The writing on the stained and spotted wall foretells his
destruction. His calculations of profit in human souls recall the
Biblical message that Daniel interpreted: "God hath numbered thy
kingdom and finished it. "42 But arithmetic is not all that is
practiced here. The house itself seems to conjure a repressed
mother to avenge Legree's domestic abuses. Karen Halttunen has
found that the haunted, decaying house is a familiar trope in
writings by other Beecher family members. Both Stowe's father,
Lyman Beecher, and her brother, Henry Ward Beecher, used the
haunted house as a rhetorical device in their respective reformist
tracts, Six Sermons on Intemperance (1826), and Seven Lectures
to Young Men (1844).43 Of particular interest here is "The
Strange Woman," in which Henry Ward Beecher equates feminine
sexuality with danger and a house in which "'sickly fumes' fill the
air, 'the naked walls drip filth,' and the room 'echoes with mirth
concealing hideous misery. "'44
As Halttunen observes, the
imagery is surprisingly similar in the male Beecher hauntings and
Stowe's Legree house. Legree's house is one not just of
41 Quoted in Beecher and Stowe 49.
42 Daniel 5:26.

43 Halttunen lOR. HaIttunen also provides the provocative
biographical detail that Harriet Beecher believed that her childhood home
in Litchfield. Connecticut. was haunted. See New Essays 1OR.
The extended Beecher-Stowe family had quite an affinity for the
supernatural.
Harriet's younger half-sister Isabella Beecher Hooker
became equally infamous for her seances as for her feminism. and Calvin
Stowe in his declining years held lengthy conversations with visions.
mistaking his wife for one in at least one recorded instance. See Rourke.
Trumpets of Jubilee 130-131.
44 Halttunen 113.
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intemperance or sexual dominance, but slavery as well; little
wonder that the wallpaper is peeling.
Cassy, quadroon mistress of Simon Legree, represents the
extreme condition of a mother debased by slavery. Cassy is the
product of many fallen houses, the first of which was her white
father's. Upon his death she is sold to a young man who fathers
her children and treats her like a wife until his gambling debts
get out of hand. Her third owner sells away her children and
finally sells Cassy herself when she tries to knife the man who
buys her son. A fourth owner fathers another child, whom she
overdoses with laudanum to spare it the fate of her older children
(423-427). Cassy's story combines all of the abuses that are
practiced upon slave women throughout the novel, and exhibits
all of the resulting corruptions of the domestic ideal. On Legree's
ruined plantation, Cassy lives as a gothic madwoman, the
"forsaken exotic" that rules the house through her fearsome
strangeness. Like Henry Ward Beecher's "strange woman" of sm,
Cassy makes the house into a dangerous, uncanny place; the
difference is that she is both victim and perpetrator. 45 Her past
45S andra M. Gilbert and Susan Gubar argued in their important I...b..Q
Madwoman in the Allie: The Woman Writer and the Nineteenth-Century
Literary Imagination (New Haven. Conn.: Yale University Press. 1979) that
the fictional deranged woman in many nineteenth-century women's
novels embodied the female writer's resistance to patriarchal culture.
Indeed. they contend that the gothic madwoman serves as a monstrous
double to "the female author [who] enacts her own raging desires to
escape male houses and male texts" (85). This rather doctrinaire approach
neglects the truly complex terms of existence for someone like Stowe. A
stalwart defender of separate spheres for the sexes. she wrote because her
husband could not support their ever-expanding family.
Stowe certainly
did not see writing as an escape from a gender-determined world; initially,
it kept her more in the kitchen and at home than ever. Nor do her strong
female characters: they constantly search for a home in which to be
properly feminine again.
It is important to note that Stowe's gothic
madwoman survives her incarceration and goes on to head a dynasty
without the cataclysmic demise amid fire or water that was the fate of
Bronte or Eliot wraiths.

III

life and present conditions combine to produce in her an
"irritability [which] at times, broke out into raving insanity; and
this liability made her a sort of object of dread to Legree, who
had that superstitious horror of insane persons which is common
to coarse and uninstructed minds" (431). Cassy's madness is the
force that controls this house, and it is a force of subverted and
corrupted sexuality and domesticity. Because of her exotic mixed
blood, she was betrayed, prostituted, and forced into infanticide
by the very ones who named her exotic in the first place.
Because of that same exoticism, Cassy cannot be domesticated: she
always represents Said's "silent and dangerous space beyond
familiar boundaries." The legal destruction of this mother's
dignity and integrity, Stowe suggests, is a primary horror of
slavery. Such perversions of the domestic can only produce an
uncanny figure of madness, sexuality, and revenge. Here the
novel becomes a gothic narrative, itself a corruption of the
domestic plot.
Madness, sexuality, and revenge combine in the gothic
scenes involving Legree's superstitions to reveal what Julia
Kristeva has called "the two-sided sacred."46 Kristeva constructs

46 In a discussion of incest taboos and exogamy, Kristeva asks, "Could
the sacred be, whatever its variants, a two-sided formation?
One aspect
founded by murder and the social bond made up of murder's guilt-ridden
atonement, with all the projective mechanisms and obsessive rituals that
accompany it; and another aspect, like a lining, more secret still and
invisible, non-representable. oriented toward those uncertain spaces of
stable identity. toward the fragility--both threatening and fusional-- of
the archaic dyad, toward the non-separation of SUbject/object. on which
language has no hold but one woven of fright and repulsion?" Powers of
Horror 57-58. Given the overtly sacred status accorded to the monstrous
mothers in Stowe's novel. Kristeva's point is well taken.
Certainly Legree's
reactions to his mother are founded on "murder's guilt-ridden atonement"
as well as the "threatening and fusional" "nonseparation of subject/object"
that her ghostly visits imply.
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a formulation of sanctity in which "One aspect is defensive and
socializing, the other shows fear and indifferentiation. "47 Stowe's
ideal of the sacred mother displays both of these aspects in
Mother Legree. Portrayed as a "good" mother like Rachel Halliday
or Mrs. Senator Bird, Mrs. Legree had lived the role of the
"defensive and socializing" mother, who "had trained her only son,
with long, unwearied love, and patient prayers" (433). Yet she
soon becomes an object of ten-or for Legree. Having left his New
England home for the sea, he returned once, only to spurn his
fair-haired mother. He learns of her death in a letter which
contains her forgiveness and a serpentine "lock of long, curling
hair" which "twined about his fingers" in a manner as cloying to
him as his mother had been in life (434). While Legree's mother
is the innocent victim of a brutal husband and an equally brutal
son, in this narrative she acquires a monstrous quality. Her
goodness and patience and tolerance become horrifying in their
intensity, which of course increases after her death. Stowe freely
states that the best of mothers may have dire effects on their
children: "There is a dread, unhallowed necromancy of evil, that
turns things sweetest and holiest to phantoms of horror and
affright. That pale, loving mother, --her dying prayers, her
forgiving love, --wrought in that demoniac heart of sin only as a
damning sentence, bringing with it a fearful looking for of
judgment and fiery indignation" (434). This fearsome,
necromantic quality, which Kristeva terms "the abject, "48 appears
47 Kristeva. Powers of Horror 58.
48 "11' 'something maternal' happens to bear upon the uncertainty
that I call abjection. it illuminates the literary scription of the essential
struggle that a writer (man or woman) has to engage in with what he calls
demonic only to call attention to it as the inseparable obverse of his very
being. of the other (sex) that torments and possesses him." Kristeva.
Powers of Horror 208.
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Legree's mother as a natural counterpart to her excessive
goodness. Once Cassy takes the shroud of this spurned mother,
Stowe's maternal ideal becomes inverted, and another angelic
mother returns as an angel of death.
For Legree's house, with its utter dearth of housekeeping
and domestic comfort, the ghostly figure of a wronged mother is
an appropriate mistress. She seems to return to avenge the
corruption wrought on the house and its inhabitants by Legree's
neglect of domestic concerns. In order to free herself from her
devastated surroundings, Cassy appropriates this spirit of
Legree's mother. Her impersonation of Legree's mother's ghost
allows Cassy to amplify both motherly duties of protection and
punishment, both faces of the sacred. Having suffered at Legree's
hands herself, Cassy takes the new concubine Emmeline under
her protection, and ministers to Tom, who has been beaten for
refusing to strike another slave. When "all the smouldering
embers of womanly feeling flashed up in the worn heart of Cassy"
(431), an accidental discovery allows her to care for the
unprotected by terrorizing Legree. With "perfect amazement" she
notes his reaction to the talismanic lock of Eva's hair. The "'witch
thing'" (431-432) found on Tom provokes both suspicion and
terror in Legree, when "There dropped out of it . . . a long, shining
curl of fair hair, --hair which, like a living thing, twined itself
round Legree's fingers" (432). The animation of this dead lock of
hair throws Legree into a fit of terror, in which he screams to
""Take it off--burn it up!--burn it up!'" (433).49 The sinuous
twining of the hair of a young girl around the finger of a man IS
In

49 Freud usefully reminds us that "Dismemhered limbs. a severed
head. a hand cut off at the wrist. feet which dance hy themselves --all
these have something peculiarly uncanny ahout them. especially when.
in the last instance. they prove ahle to move of themselves in addition."
"The Uncanny" 397.

as
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suggestive, to say the least. And, this instance also echoes
Legree's last contact with his mother. In death, darling Eva has
become an object of erotic terror and an agent of Legree's own
monstrous mother.
This entire episode of domestic vengeance contains an erotic
dimension that signals the narrative shift away from a simple
domestic novel. When Cassy dons the maternal shroud for
nightly visitations, the fusion of mistress and mother in the same
terrifying figure evokes incest taboos that daunt even Legree.
The sweetness of his living mother was a torment to Legree; the
persistence of her deathly form leaves him sleepless, dissipated,
and raving. His impression that his mother has replaced his lover
as ghostly mistress of the house (when in fact his mistress has
replaced his mother as ghost) raises all of the terrors of racial
indifferentiation that Winthrop D. Jordan has catalogued. The
very presence of mulattos, Jordan argues, "blurred this essential
distinction" between slaves and free men. 50 In that sense, Cassy
represents the slipperiness of race: once absolute distinctions
between black and white fade, all other distinctions collapse. 51
50 Jordan 178.
51 Jacques Derrida's concept of the suppleme1lt

describes Cassy's
condition: "For the concept of the supplement--which here determines
that of the representative image--harbors within itself two significations
whose cohabitation is as strange as it is necessary. The supplement adds
itself, it is a surplus, a plenitude enriching another plenitude, the fullest
measure of presence. . . . But the supplement supplements. It adds only to
replace.
It intervenes or insinuates itself ill-the-place-of ; if it fills, it is as
if one fills a void. If it represents and makes an image, it is by the anterior
default of a presence." Of Cirammalology, trans .• Gayatri Chakravorty
Spivak (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press. 1976) 144-145.
In
essence, the mulatto is "a plenitude enriching another plenitude". a sort of
race-plus entity; she is also. however. insinuated in the place of Legree's
mother, "by the anterior default of a presence."
Hence the danger of the
supplement: she fulfills existing racial definitions--Cassy is black--, while
standing in ("passing") as the thing she is not: white.
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This indifferentiation is, of course, one side of Kristeva's dual
sacred ("One aspect is defensive and socializing, the other shows
fear and ind~tferentiation "). When the exotic, sensual, mad
mulatto becomes indistinguishable from the white, pure, Christian
mother, the true dangers of interracial intercourse come to light.
If Cassy and Mother cannot be told apart, Cassy might be Mother.
One outcome of this horror of the feminine is the brutal
beating of Tom. Tom knows of Cassy's escape plans, and admits
that knowledge to Legree, but refuses to tell the details.
Overwrought by his nights with Mother, Legree vows to '''count
every drop of blood there is in you, and take 'em, one by one'"
(479). Tom's passivity--like that of Legree's living mother-drives Legree, finally, to beat Tom to death. Kristeva explains
how this sort of violence may be a reaction to the sacred:
A whole facet of the sacred, true lining of the
sacrificial, compulsive, and paranoid side of
religions, assumes the task of warding off that
danger. This is precisely where we encounter the
rituals (~f defilement and their derivatives, which,
based on the feeling of abjection and all converging
on the maternal, attempt to symbolize the other
threat to the subject: that of being swamped by the
dual relationship, thereby risking the loss not of a
part (castration) but of the totality of his living being. 52
Legree's fear of "being swamped" by his mother appears in his
phobic response to Eva's curl, and in the "ritual of defilement"
that ends in Tom's death. Many critics have commented upon the
sado-masochistic and bloodthirsty nature of Legree's contact with
52 Kristeva, Powers

0

f Horror, 64, emphasis added.
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the passIve Tom 53 . The intensity and frantic nature of Legree's
cruelty indicate that he is fighting other demons than Tom's
Methodism. (It is worth remembering here, too, that Stowe's
germinal vision of this scene came to her during a communion
service, a ritual that sanctifies a certain type of cannibalism. 54 )
Curiously, the very evils practiced by the monstrous mothers in
the novel are reproduced in Legree's reactions to the image of his
mother.
Following Tom's death, Stowe reports, ghost stories "were
uncommonly rife" (490) on the plantation. She then tells "An
Authentic Ghost Story" about Legree:
Well, he slept, for he was tired, --slept soundly.
But, finally, there came over his sleep a shadow,
a horror, an apprehension of something dreadful
hanging over him. It was his mother's shroud,
he thought; but Cassy had it, holding it up, and
showing it to him. . .. It was a cloudy, misty,
moonlight, and there he saw it! -- something white,
gliding in! He heard the still rustle of its ghostly
garments. It stood still by his bed; --a cold hand
touched his; a voice said, three times, in a low,
fearful whisper, "Come! come! come!" (491-2).
The erotic implications of the ghost's command aside, the image of
Cassy holding up his mother's shroud does threaten the loss of the
"totality of his living being." This is clearly more than a castration

53 Sec. in particular. Leslie Fiedler. The Inadvertent Epic: From
Uncle Tow's Cabin 10 Roots (New York: Simon and Schusler. 1979). 25. 36.
54 Fields 146; C.R. Stowe 148-9.
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dream, for Legree is encouraged to manifest sexual power in the
face of an absorbing and totalizing force, the ghost of his mother.
The fact that Cassy now has the shroud, and specifically shows it
to him, indicates again a blurring of mother and lover, white and
black, now with the implication that the opposition of master and
slave is by no means stable. Having lost all ability to make the
distinctions that his mastery depends upon, Legree dies in the
ruined house with the "stern, white, inexorable figure" (492) at
his bedside, another victim of a maternal angel of death.

*****
In her "Concluding Remarks" to the novel, Stowe
remonstrates with Northern women for lapses in their sacred
motherly responsibility, and describes the profane result:
If the mothers of the free states had all felt as

they should, in times past, the sons of the free
states would not have been the holders, and,
proverbially, the hardest masters of slaves; the sons
of the free states would not have connived at the
extension of slavery, in our national body; the
sons of the free states would not, as they do, trade
the souls and bodies of men as an equivalent to
money, in their mercantile dealings (515).
Lack of proper maternal feeling, Stowe argues, contributes to the
institution of slavery and creates those most hideous of offspring,
Northern slave-holders and brokers. Simon Legree is indeed the
hardest master in the novel, and in fact his mother haunts him
into illness and insanity.
Yet, due to the intensity of her
goodness, she becomes an object of fear, a lamia of sorts. For
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Stowe, only restoration of the family, and a return to domestic
order will heal the ills of the slave trade. Yet when we examine
the family and domestic order that Stowe chooses to restore at
the end of the novel, we find much to give us pause.
The shift into eroticism and horror at the end of the novel
marks Stowe's abandonment of the domestic plot. The Southern
story ends with Tom's death and George Shelby's fulfillment of
his promise of manumission. Yet Tom's family is not restored,
and the domestic model that replaces it is quite untraditional.
Eliza crops her hair and dresses like a man to cross Lake Erie; she
is so changed that little Harry does not know her, although George
finds her un sexing strangely attractive. The Harrises' northward
journey resolves in a chance reunion with Cassy (Eliza's mother)
and Madame de Thoux (George's sister). This tidy restoration of
the mulatto family seeks to contain the women's exoticism in
domesticity and confine George's intellect to the non-white, nonAmerican venue of Liberia. The cross-dressing of the exotic Eliza
and the establishment of the mad Cassy as matriarch, however,
reinforce the novel's fascination with the mixed-race, sexual
mother. Meanwhile, the white domestic models are dispersed or
forgotten. The Quakers are left behind and not mentioned again;
Mrs. Legree, a woman who "felt as [she] should," produces the
heinous Simon and then haunts him by racial and sexual proxy.
Race, sexuality, and motherhood fracture Stowe's domestic plot
into images of failed mothers and fallen houses, leaving a new
family model based on gender confusion and madness.
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CHAPTER FOUR
"HOUSEKEEPING AIN'T NO JOKE":
RECONSTRUCTING THE FEMININE IN WORK
. . . the formal principle of the novel [as such] had little
to do with verisimilitude and much to do with desire.
Nina Raym, Novels. Readers. a1ld Reviewers (1984)

As the writer of family tales and gothic thrillers, Louisa
May Alcott was familiar with the plots and structures of both
sentimental and sensational fiction. In Work: A Story of
Experience, Alcott combines the homely sentimentality of
domestic fiction with the psychological strain of the gothic. She
examines American domesticity and exposes what Harriet
Beecher Stowe called "the dark side of domestic life." 1 As a
reader and writer of sentimental tales, Alcott knew that no body
of fiction so intently devoted to chastity, romantic love,
homosocial and homey values could long escape the return of all
it repressed about family life. While not as gothic as her early
thrillers, Work exposes the traps of romance and sentimentality
in parallel depictions of female labor and female stories. The
ensuing story emerges as a pointed critique of the cult of
domesticity and its fables.
In the sequence of aborted narratives
which forms the novel, Alcott evaluates common domestic tropes
and plots, charting the disintegration of sentimental ideas about
domesticity. The episodic structure of the novel allows Alcott to

1Letter to Calvin Stowe, June 16, 1845. In Charles Edward Stowe. Li fe
of Harriet Beecher Stowe Compiled from Her leHers and Journals by her
Son Charles Edward Stowe (Boston: Houghton, Mifflin, 1889; rep. Detroit:
Gale Research, 1967), Ill.
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play out the implications of a variety of sentimental and domestic
plots, finding in each a repressed destructive element.
Structuring Work in episodic chapters devoted to Christie Devon's
many jobs--servant, actress, governess, companion, seamstress-allows Alcott to borrow the plots of women's fiction of the time
and comment on both domestic life and domestic fiction in
Victorian America. Unlike the novels of E.D.E.N. Southworth or
Alcott's own professed favorite, Susan Warner, Work does not
lurch from sexual assault to forced marriage to gothic escape;
rather, the novel employs a thoughtful substructure in which the
formula plots of women's fiction provide cultural commentary
rather than prescriptive ideals. In Work Alcott exposes the fables
of domestic captivity and plots a romance--the orphan's quest for
community--along realistic lines, reconstructing domestic fiction
on the basis of female community rather than the hackneyed
tropes of heterosexual desire.
As Alcott well knew, sentimental and gothic fiction share
many elements. Both use a family home as a setting or catalyst,
both rely upon complex notions of textuality which incorporate
letters, poetry, newspaper accounts and the like into the main
narrative, and both depict the paranoia born of the fear of
exposure or disclosure. Within both the gothic and the
sentimental novel we find the paired plots of journey and
captivity. The journey plot, a foundation of epic as well as novel,
is widespread in American literature, incorporating as it does the
exploration of nature and of the self. Kathryn Allen Rabuzzi notes
that the journey plot "may not be formally appropriate to express
traditional female experience. "2 However, its natural counterpart
the captivity narrative provides a repository for all the anxiety
2Kathryn Allen Rabuzzi. The Sacred and the Feminine; Toward a
Theolocy of Housework (New York: Seabury. 1982). 153.
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that accompanies exploration of the unknown. Indeed, these two
plots share many elements: for example, Bradford's history of
Plymouth Plantation casts the ocean journey and first winter in
America in terms of imprisonment and trial. Similarly, Mary
Rowlandson emphasizes the peripatetic nature of her extended
captivity. The pattern of emotion in both journey and captivity
plots runs to extremes, from gothic terror to the most sentimental
of prayers and reunions, all with an ideal of home as a
foundation. So, too, with the literature of domesticity. As Bonnie
K. Frederick and Virginia Hyde have credibly argued,
Women's journeys are as much about departure as they
are about arrival. Home is both the literal and the
metaphorical point of departure: whatever home might be
(and it is frequently awful), it is the fixed point to which
other places will be explicitly or implicitly compared . . . .
"Claustrophobic" describes much of middle- and upper-class
Victorian homelife: its interior decoration, cumbersome
clothing, closed windows, and some social mores. . .. For
many women, the family house, and particularly the AngloGermanic notion of home, is at once a romantic dream of
peace and contentment and a nightmare of suffocation. 3
Heroes, and more often heroines, may journey forth to escape
confinement at home, but may experience on their quest a series
of economic, emotional, or psychological captivities. Thus, the
journey may provide an escape, or may itself become a form of
captivity with a gothic and a sentimental dimension. Susan K.
3Bonnie K. Frederick and Virginia Hyde, introduction to Women
the ,Journey by Women In Literature Study Group, Washington State
University. unpublished manuscript, 4-5.
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Harris argues that women's literature, particularly in Victorian
America, adopts and adapts the escape motif to examine the
specific reaches of women's lives:
There exists, then, a community of expression and
interpretation actively involved in examining
women's nature and possibilities--a women's
community in continuous discourse about itself.
Within this context, women's novels function as a
means of testing women's possibilities for
alternative modes of being . . . . The women's novels'
mode of presenting themselves--their formulaic
covering or overplot--is a means of participating in
that discourse without, at the same time, seeming to
challenge social definitions of women's roles.
the most prevalent use of formulaic covering--that
is, to disguise subversive discourse--occurs in the
dominant novelistic sub-genre of the 1850s and
1860s, the novel type that [Herbert Ross] Brown
called "sentimental," [Nina] Baym "women's," and
[Mary] Kelley "domestic," but that I prefer to call
exploratory because it explores just such
extensions beyond the realm of approved female
behavior, an exploration that takes place as much
on the formal level as the thematic. 4
Harris's notion of the "exploratory" novel is useful here in
understanding the degree to which Alcott borrowed from
4Susan K. Harris, 19th Century American Women's Noyels:
Interpretive Strategies (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1990), 1920.
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contemporary forms and plots, but reconstructed them to suit her
own purposes. Christie is not immoral, but she does live most of
her life beyond what Harris calls "the realm of approved female
behavior"; the revision of hackneyed plots to incorporate the
world of work necessarily changes the domestic novel.
In the first third of the novel Christie moves from house to
house, doing a variety of jobs. The chapters that relate her
adventures alternate between a chapter that illustrates of a type
of female behavior, and a second chapter in which another
household suffers the consequences of similar behavior. During
this peripatetic time, Christie observes the spectrum of the upper
middle-class white Americans who most often appear in women's
fiction. She sees the love of the nouveau riche for appearance
and, subsequently, the dangers of artifice. She watches the ritual
of predatory flirtation and then discovers the consequences of
ambitious marriage. She pities ruined virtue and soon feels the
contamination of contact. Christie herself does not change
significantly through the course of the narrative; her changes of
venue, however, allow Alcott to comment on contemporary
American culture. The chapters of Work thus follow the formulas
of serial fiction. (W ork itself was originally serialized in Henry
Ward Beecher's The Christian Union.)S These narratives about the
moral and social effects of deviation from the established cultural
code for women tended to develop a limited number of themes:
the tragic (or comic) resolution of true love doomed by class, race,
or parental differences; the fall of a haughty beauty; the
reformation of an ambitious or impecunious bride; the salvation
of an honest working girl tempted by easy money or worldly
5"Work: Or Christie's Experiment," The Christian Union, December
1872-June 1873; Ch. 1 rpt. The lndcpcndcnl, January 1873. and Hearth and
Home. 18 January 1873.
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friends. 6

Nina Baym describes the formula for constructing a
"novel proper": "Individual segments of the plot were called
'incidents,' and plot artistry consisted of two specific
achievements: first, inventing incidents; second, arranging and
proportioning them with respect to winding up. "7 However,
Work
Alcott borrows prescriptive patterns only to reject them.
goes far beyond simple "moral pap"8 to counsel practical
feminism and workers' rights. While each episode in the novel
reproduces a familiar tale, the "overplot"9 of the novel calls
6 A casual glance at any issue of Godey's Lady's Book will immediately
reveal the contemporary notion of proper femininity in fiction, poetry,
advice, and advertisements.
Under the careful eye of Sarah Josepha Hale,
Godey's became both almanac and time capsule of female life in
nineteenth-century America.
See, for example, "Poor Relations," Godey's,
February 1863, 139-143; "The Turrets of the Stone House." Godey's April
1865, 313-322; "A Nice Neighborhood," Godey's January 1861, 33-41; and
"The Pursuit of Wealth," Godey's September 1863, 230-39 and October 1863,
326-332. I take examples from the period of Alcott's comparable early
publications.
Significantly. Alcott was not published in Godey's. despite
Hale's promotion of many of her later works. See Madeleine B. Stern,
Louisa May Alcott (New York: Peter Nevill. 1952), 186, 188. 198, 206, 235.
Ann Douglas also provides an invaluable compendium of "the popular
press" and its treatment of feminine and clerical mores in ~
Feminization of American Culture (New York: Doubleday, 1977; rep. New
York: Anchor, 1988). 227-256.
7Nina Baym. Novels. Readers. and Reviewers: Responses to Fiction in
Antebellum America (Ithaca. N.Y.: Cornell University Press, 1984). 75.
Baym's entire chapter on "Plot. the Formal Principle" (63-81) is instructive
and exhaustive in examples.
8Martha Saxton. Louisa May: A Modern Biography of Louisa May
Alco!! (Boston: Houghton Mifflin. 1977). 15. Despite Saxton's political
depiction the Alcoll family as predatory and parasitic. her assessment of
Alcott's attitude toward her own work and fame is convincing.
9S usan K. Harris credits this term to Nina Baym, who uses it to mean
Harris redefines the term to
a specific type of female hildungsroman plot.
extend to any plot that counters the overt message of the story-line.
Harris. 19th Century American Women's Novels. 9. 20-23.
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attention to their formulaic nature and establishes a
metanarrative (or "exploratory" as Harris would have it)
structure for the novel.
Work, then, comments on its own devices and tells its story
in terms of other texts. Having been an avid reader since
childhood, Christie is decidedly story-minded; her entire existence
is circumscribed by books, stories, documents--her very origin is
represented by her parents' books. Thus, it is no surprise that,
when she decides to leave home, Christie invokes two types of
origin stories to justify her actions. She announces to her aunt
that "'there's going to be a new Declaration of Independence'" (1)
and expands this American impulse by vowing "'like the people in
fairy tales, [to] travel away into the world and seek my fortune'"
(2).
A generation ago, Ellen Moers could only find antecedents
for Alcott in British Protestant culture. She commented that "The
fairy tale which underlies Work is actually The Pilgrim's Progress,
most revered of Puritan fantasies, and it makes a structure far
too solid for this unpretentious tale. . . ." 10 Moers neglects the fact
that Alcott appeals to the document of national origin (and its
echo at the Seneca Falls Convention) as well as to the folklore of
adolescent ambition to offer Christie justification for her journey.
Christie's antecedents range from Thomas Jefferson and Susan B.
Anthony to Cinderella and Jack the Giant-Slayer. Unlike Christian,
this fairy tale protagonist journeys toward independence and
self-reliance, and does not seek the spiritual rewards she finds.

IOUterary Women: The Great Writers (Garden City, NY: Doubleday,
1977), 132. Sarah Elhert also insists upon Alcott's use of The Pilgrim's
Pro ~ress as the master text for her works. See A HUllcer for Home: Louisa
May Alcott's Place in American Culture (New Brunswick, N.J.: Rutgers
University Press, 1987), 247 -48. This reading would seem to limit Alcott's
aspirations to mere exegesis and didacticism.
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Christie finds life uncomfortable at home for a variety of
reasons, including an unsympathetic father figure, parochial
boredom, ambition, and economic necessity--personal issues
which also figure in the national struggle for independence. Like
many a fairy-tale hero, she leaves the safety of the family to seek
her fortune and to find her place in the adult community. For
males this pattern is as old or older than the fable of the prodigal
son, yet, as Jean Fagan Yellin has noted, for American heroines it
almost always ends in marriage or death: "From Hawthorne's
Zenobia to Chopin's Edna, in nineteenth-century American fiction
female characters who stray beyond the domestic sphere end
their lives as suicides." II Alcott flirts with such drama, but by
connecting a manifesto of personal liberty with a fairy-tale plot,
she indicates that Christie's redemption and return will not find
the predictable resolution in marriage and motherhood (Le.,
death). Indeed, for Alcott these events are merely chapters in a
larger story that extends beyond the traditional end-point of
female fiction.
By placing a sequence of simple plots next to each other as
episodes in her novel, Alcott exposes their formulaic nature. She
draws attention to them as pure pattern, enabling the overplot to
transcend the traps of such fiction. Glenn Hendler suggests that
such exposure is more typical of women's fiction than critics have
commonly recognized:
the sentimental narrative has a surpnsll1g
tendency to disarticulate domestic spaces. . .. And
II"From Success to Experience: Louisa May Alcott's Work," The
Massachusetts Review 21.3 (Fall 1980), 527. Yellin's discussion of the novel
lays much of the groundwork for my argument, but ultimately focuses on
Christie's "attempt to lead an authentic life," rather than Alcott's attempt to
present an authentic narrative.
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instead of concluding with happy marriages or by
otherwise restoring their heroines to normatively
defined families--in which case the initial
departure from the family could be read as
ultimately supportive of domestic values--the
novels often place their heroines in situations that
are notable for their deviations from that norm.l2
Hendler's notion of domestic space as "disarticulated" figures
greatly in an understanding of the way in which Alcott used the
fictional tropes of her time to construct this novel. Deviation from
the norm is Christie's fate in nearly every chapter of the book.
She cannot learn to behave as a "proper" farm girl, servant,
actress, governess, companion, or seamstress, and her actions do
indeed show the "normatively defined" situations to be untenable
or false. Not only does Alcott disarticulate domestic space, but
Work itself disarticulates domestic fictional ploys.

*****
The fundamental feminine trope 10 19th century popular
fiction is the domestic woman. Such women became cultural
models, hearth goddesses of the so-called "cult of domesticity"
promoted by the Beecher sisters and Godey's editor Sarah Josepha
Hale, among others. Christie's mother embodies the domestic
female ideal: like Little Eva or Beth March, she adopts good, little-

l2Glenn Hendler, "The Limits of Sympathy: Louisa May Alcott and
the Sentimental Novel," American Lilerary History 3.4 (Winter 1991): 685706; 685.
The past thirty years of criticism on the sentimental novel in
America provide a virtual genealogy of feminist literary trends.
For a
meticulous overview see Harris, 19th Century American Women's Novels,

2-12.
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womanly behavior. In fact, her domestication and marital
happiness are so idyllic that her sexuality is erased and she IS
represented as the virginal woman-child. Also like Little Eva and
Beth March, she is dead. While many critics have remarked upon
the cultural power of such characters' apotheoses, the fact
remains that their deaths remove them (albeit with great pathos
and many readerly tears) from the narrative and its message. 13
For all practical purposes they are able to exert only the smallest
effects upon the plot and the surviving characters. Christie's
mother is a perfect example: she marries poorly but within her
class, and sacrifices security for love. Her commitment to love at
the price of all else ensures her sentimental reification: she "had
gone away to teach . . . . Had met, loved, and married a poor
gentleman, and, after a few years of genuine happiness . . . had
followed him out of the world" (11). Clearly, these domestic
angels were fictional constructs devised to promote a variety of
political purposes, from class stability to abolition to fiscal
responsibility.14 Alcott pointedly uses this staple of serial fiction
13For characteristically reverent readings of Eva's death see Eric
Sundquist's introduction to New Essays on Unele Tom's Cabin. ed., Eric J.
Sundquist (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1986) and Jane P.
Tompkins's chapter on "Sentimental Power" in her Sensational Designs:
The Cultural Work of American Fiction, 1790-1860 (New York: Oxford
University Press, 1985).
14The motives behind the aggressive domestication of the American
woman in the mid-nineteenth century are as diverse as the critics who
have discussed them. Ann Douglas claims in The Feminization of American
Culture (New York: Knopf; rep., Doubleday, 1988) that the "feminization" of
American culture accompanied the rise of ministers and female novelists
in the, for her, anti-intelIectual life of the republic; Jane Tompkins sees
domestication as a means of female empowerment which produced a
powerful positive cultural mythology in Sensational Designs. See also
Elizabeth Langland, "Nobody's Angels: Domestic Ideology and Middle-Class
Women in the Victorian Novel," PMLA
107.2 (March 1992), 290-304; and
Nancy Armstrong's powerful treatment of the English novel. Desjre and
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as an already dead ideal to contrast with Christie's ambition. The
sentimental feminine exists largely as a foil in Alcott's fiction, a
means of illuminating the iconoclastic (but ultimately successful)
qualities of the heroine. The sweet, pious, domestic, ethereal
woman delivers everything that the culture demands from her,
including her own death. In Alcott's imagination, as in that of
many of her peers,
good girls clearly finish first.
The domestic feminine surrounds Christie in her aunt and
uncle's home. Aunt Betsey lives nearly exclusively in the kitchen
and subsumes her needs and thoughts to those of her husband.
The Devon home is a model of the fabled domestic order that Jane
Tompkins has identified as dear to the antebellum American
heart: "The home is the center of all meaningful activity; women
perform the most important tasks; work is carried on in a spirit of
mutual cooperation; and the whole is guided by a Christian
woman who, through the influence of her 'loving words,' 'gentle
moralities,' and 'motherly loving kindness,' rules the world from
her rocking chair." 15 As Tompkins goes on to argue, such
publicity, which emphasized the passive power of the lady of the
house, fed upon the notion that the domestic woman was the
center of men's lives, the bolster of their success and the
champion of their piety and progress. By transforming the
internment of women in the home into a cultural trope, domestic
Domestic Fiction: A Political History of the Novel (New York: Oxford
UNiversity Press, 1987), 90-91.
15 Tompkins, Sensat ional Desi gns, 141-42. Tompkins's discussion
focuses on Uncle Tom's Cahin. She adds: "The form that Stowe's utopian
society takes bears no resemblance to the current social order.
Man-made
institutions--the church, the courts of law, the legislatures, the economic
system--are nowhere in sight" (141). While I disagree with Tompkins'
assertion thal the cultural icon of motherhood holds true in Uncle Tom's
Cabin, her identification of the good mother, expanding upon the work of
Ann Douglas, is percepti ve and useful.
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captivity could be made tolerable and even inviting. Aunt Betsey,
in fact, cannot even understand her niece's restlessness until
Christie translates it into a domestic vocabulary.
Christie participates in domestic life not as the household
angel, but as a reader. Alcott notes that Christie hungered for an
escape from farm-house life, and that "her father's old books
were all she could command" (12). Her love of language and
story thus distinguishes her from the sentimental homebody.
Christie manages her household tasks by translating them into
complicated extended metaphors. Clearly her interest is literary
rather than practical, as when she explains her discontent over
the breadbowl: "'There was more yeast put into my composition, I
guess; and, after standing quiet in a warm corner so long, I begin
to ferment, and ought to be kneaded up in time, so that I may
turn out a wholesome loaf"'(3). While a kind of language-game
for Christie, this explanation is the only one that Aunt Betsey can
understand. Her life is so fully circumscribed by household
concerns that Christie is forced to translate her own "hung[er] for
love, and a larger, nobler life" (12) into baking terms. While
Christie treats this practice as storytelling, as a creative act of
imagination, her aunt sees no discontinuity between one form of
language and another. Thus Aunt Betsey's reply comes in the
form of a cake recipe:
"I ain't no right to keep you, dear, ef you choose to
take (a pinch of salt). I'm sorry you ain't very
happy, and think you might be ef you'd only (beat
six eggs, yolks and whites together). But ef you
can't, and feel that you need (two cups of sugar),
only speak to Uncle, and ef he says (a squeeze of
fresh lemon), go, my dear, and take my blessin' with
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you (not forgettin' to cover with a piece of paper)."
(3-4)

Aunt Betsey does not have Christie's facility with language: the
domestic figure fails in this passage precisely because Aunt
Betsey doesn't notice the difference between active and figurative
language. Every statement of approval ends with a domestic
detail that shows the limits of her homely imagination. With each
expression encouraging Christie to go, the "interlarded" recipe
draws on her domestic upbringing and the homebound culture of
filial duty. While Christie finds her aunt's reply funny, it also
bespeaks her reasons for leaving. A pinch of salt, six eggs, and
two cups of sugar simply will not do for Christie.
As sanitized as it was sanctified, the myth of household
angels glossed over the repressed emotions of women who were
trapped in the roles of "a farmer's household drudge," "a sour
spinster," or, unable to "crush and curb her needs and
aspirations," a suicide (12). The domestic plot which Christie sees
for herself holds three alternatives: marriage, celibacy, or death.
Alcott suggests that in essence these options are one and the
same. Rather than fearing punishment for leaving the domestic
sphere, Christie sees any commitment to home and family duty as
a form of suicide:
She would either marry Joe Butterfield in sheer
desperation, and become a farmer's household
drudge; settle down into a sour spinster, content to
make butter, gossip, and lay up money all her days;
or do what poor Matty Stone had done, try to crush
and curb her needs and aspirations till the struggle
grew too hard, and then in a fit of despair end her
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life, and leave a tragic story to haunt their quiet
river. (12)
Matty Stone's death becomes a kind of primal scene for the novel,
an image which returns to Christie at moments of crisis. Matty's
death reprises that of Christie's mother. Both women followed
the rules of the culture, and both died for their obedience.
Clearly, the submission of one's will to familial expectations is a
fate worse than (or equal to) death. As Nina Baym has noted, "all
women's fiction had shown the real family to be a source of
suffering, conflict, and frustration for the heroine--as indeed it
was in fact for Louisa May Alcott."16
The paired deaths of Matty Stone and Christie's mother
demonstrate the ambivalence of journey/captivity plots. In the
miniature narratives of each woman's life, we see that death
provides the transition from one state to another. Apart from the
living daily toil of domestic life, household internment could lead
to a permanent captivity in death. Matty found death to be an
escape from her curbed aspirations; for Christie's mother, the
short journey of her life ends in death and apotheosis. After her
brief attempt at independence, Christie's mother reenters the
domestic sphere and returns to a web of duty and obedience so
extensive that she must follow her husband even into death. "All
the good and helpful memories she could recall" (11) of her
mother show Christie only a deadly compromise of independence
and romantic love. In her "thought[s] of her mother, so like
herse(f," (11, emphasis added) the resolution of female ambition
is a happy but short life. The message here seems to be not that
leaving home is lethal (indeed, staying home is worse), but that
16Nina Baym. Woman's Fiction: A Guide to Noyels by and about
Women in America. lR20-IR70 (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1978), 298.
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making a home at all has dire effects. Christie resolves not to
enter the pattern at all, cryptically dissociating her mother from
the very choices she made:
"I won't marry Joe; I won't wear myself out in a
district schoo] for the mean sum they give a woman;
I won't delve away here where I'm not wanted; and
I won't end my life like a coward, because it is dull
and hard. I'll try my fate as mother did, and
perhaps I may succeed as well" (13).
Christie's mother, by her daughter's own description, married,
taught in a district school, delved, and died. Her example is one
of conformity, not resistance. Christie' emulates her mother's will
to leave without considering the consequences of return. With
the dead domestic angel as her ideal, Christie seeks to escape
domestic captivity.
Alcott first uses the journey plot, then, as a means of
removing Christie from certain household internment, and then as
a way of depicting other forms of female captivity which were
often promoted by the women's fiction of the time. As Frederick
and Hyde caution, "For women alienated from the 'home' given to
them by their society, the journey may becomes an end in itself;
it may not have a projected arrival point at all. . ..
Mobility
becomes a way to combat a feeling of homelessness that has
nothing to do with the physical site of home." 17 Rather than
being cast from the house by an angry relative, Christie chooses
to go: "'Uncle doesn't love or understand me; I am a burden to
him, and I must go where I can take care of myself. I can't be
happy till I do, for there's nothing here for me. I'm sick of this
17Frcderick and Hyde, Women and the Journey. 8.
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dull town, where the one idea is eat, drink, and get rich; I don't
find any friends to help me as I want to be helped, or any work
that I can do well'" (2). Indeed, her par~ing speech makes clear
that she is not the wronged innocent, but a new breed of heroine,
the working woman. Christie is also careful to define work
differently from her uncle , in order to break with the "treadmill"
of ruthless capitalism. For her, work must nourish body and
spirit:
"I can't starve my soul for the sake of my body, and
I mean to get out of the treadmill if I can. . .. I'm
willing to work, but I want work that I can put my
heart into, and feel that it does me good, no matter
how hard it is. I only ask for a chance to be a useful,
happy woman, and I don't think that it is a bad
ambition. Even if I only do what my dear mother
did, earn my living honestly and happily, and leave a
beautiful example behind me, to help one other
woman as hers helps me, I shall be satisfied." (9)
Christie's ambition, then, is directed toward her mother's early
life. She sees her escape as part of a process of female
emancipation, and ignores the domestic captivity to which her
mother returned. She makes amends with her uncle at the last
moment, and he sends her off with one hundred dollars and a
reminder that "the old house ain't never shet aginst you" (15).
Escaping the fate of literary forebears such as Jane Eyre, Hester
Prynne, and Clarissa Harlowe, Christie sets out to seek her fortune
with a return ticket in hand. Barring her pride and fatal
accidents she can always return home, whatever that may mean.

*****
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Christie's domestic trammg both enables and limits her job
prospects. When she sets out to work, Christie finds that women
from farming communities--even resistant, reading women-have very few marketable skills; her sole virtue at the
intelligence office is that she is native-born, which is ironic in
light of her re-declaration of independence. She is unacceptable
as a governess because "the mammas thought less of the solid
than of the ornamental . . . and wished their little darlings to
learn French before English, music before grammar, and drawing
before writing" (16). She resolves to go into service, reasoning
that "'I never thought it degradation to do it for [Aunt Betsey], so
why should I mind doing it for others if they pay for it?'" (16).
She finally finds "'a desirable place in a small, genteel family'"
(17) and enters into a class struggle played out on different levels
of domestic life.
The Stuarts display very little of the fabled domestic
comfort of the American woman's home. Their house is
handsome and well-appointed, overseen by the pretentious Mrs.
Stuart. Christie meets this artistic lady while she is copying "that
pleasing work which was sold upsidedown and no one found it
out," Turner's "Rain, Wind, and Hail" (19). Mrs. Stuart's intent
copying of the "upsidedown" Turner indicates the values of this
stylish couple. Their household, run mainly for appearance and
to showcase the self-styled "queen of society" (19), provides no
loving, matriarchal haven from the world. Indeed, no children
mar the Stuarts' ambitions, and their fashionable decor favors
comfort and light less than mal-de-mer:
Mrs. Stuart, having just returned from Italy, affected
the artistic, and [Christie] found her with a Roman
scarf about her head, a rosary like a string of small
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cannon balls at her side, and azure draperies which
became her as well as they did the sea-green
furniture of her marine boudoir, where unwary
walkers tripped over coral and shells, grew sea-sick
looking at pictures of tempestuous billows engulfing
every sort of craft, . . . and had their appetites
effectually taken away by a choice collection of
water-bugs and snakes in a glass globe, that looked
like a jar of mixed pickles in a state of agitation.
(17-18)
The aggressive decor of this room and the affectations of its
mistress establish the Stuarts as anti-domestic. All comfort in this
house is found in the servants' quarters, where Christie meets the
Negro cook, Hepsey. Race and class vacillate as social issues in
this episode: Christie refuses jobs in which she would have to
work with Irish immigrants, but finds a Negro cook
unobjectionable. Alcott comments that "the black cook had been
an insurmountable obstacle to all the Irish ladies who had
applied" (20). Class also marks this episode, for Christie sees no
distinction in class between herself and her employers. Coming
from an educated background, she sees honor in honest work but
balks at tasks which she sees as beneath her, such as jacking and
cleaning Mr. Stuart's boots, tasks more appropriate for a boy.
(Her objection has more to do with the submissive aspects of
valeting and the necessary kneeling to an employer than to the
dirt involved, as Alcott clarifies at length in "How I Went Out to
Service." IX) Only when the freedwoman Hepsey places
18Louisa May Alcott,"How I Went Out to Service," Alternative Alcott,
ed. and intro., Elaine Showalter (New Brunswick, N.J.: Rutgers University
Press, 1988), 350-363.
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bootjacking in contrast to slavery does Christie realize that her
own behavior is as selfish and classist as that of the master who
ordered her to remove and clean his overshoes.
Hepsey offers a contrast to the type of domestic
confinement that Christie resists. Like Chloe in Uncle Tom's Cabin,
Hepsey raises the consciousness of a white child about slavery.
Christie soon forgets "her own small injury at this suggestion of
the greatest of all wrongs" (23) and vows that "'while I'm here,
there must be no difference made'" (24). Indeed, no difference is
made at all: both are treated as chattel. More than the
bootjacking incident, Mrs. Stuart's epithet for Christie demotes
her from human to thing and gives her a direct experience of
Hepsey's past. As soon as they hire her, Christie's employers
change her identity and reduce her to the one-syllable "Jane,"
which stands for all housemaids. Christie finds the pretense
amusing, but behind the comical sketch of Mrs. Stuart lies a less
decorative portrait of nouveau riche womanhood. Alcott is
careful to note that Christie "did not learn to love her mistress.
because Mrs. Stuart evidently considered herself as one belonging
to a superior race of beings, and had no desire to establish any of
the friendly relations that may become so helpful and pleasant to
both mistress and maid" (25). The female community at the
Stuart household exists entirely below stairs, and is founded on
the common goal of Hepsey and Christie to redeem the black
woman's aging mother from captivity in the South.
The "Servant" chapter of Work thus contains three subplots
familiar to serial readers. The ambitious Stuarts and their
nouveau riche pretensions provide the backdrop of careless and
unproductive wealth. Initially Christie is awed by the exalted
company kept by her employers, but "after studying dilettantism
through the crack of the door for some months, Christie left the
'trained canaries' to twitter and hop about their gilded cage, and
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devoted herself to Hepsey" (28). The lofty Mrs. Stuart shows her
true character when she abandons her airs and snobberies to
stand on a chair and shriek at Christie during a house fire (32).
The second plot is the story of Hepsey and Christie's loving,
parent-child friendship which develops across class and racial
boundaries. By the time Work was published in 1872, the
tableau of Eva and Uncle Tom reading the Bible had become a
cultural cliche, depicted in magazine engravings, ceramic
figurines, and the new parlor-game of tableaux vivants. Thus, the
scene of Christie teaching Hepsey to read invokes a set-piece of
sentimental fiction, and underscores the novel's abolitionist
message. The significant difference between Christie's tableau
and Eva's, however, is that Christie's occurs within an adult,
female community and does not raise the issues of repressed
sexuality that Victorian America was careful to ignore in the
figure of the fair-haired girl perched on the black man's knee.
The final subplot casts Christie as a Cinderella, and pulls
together the other two story-lines. This story of the "distressed
gentlewoman" who works as a servant and dreams of a better life
parallels the structure of many fairy tales. In this case, however,
the romantic resolution is forestalled by Christie's love for books.
Christie's success depends upon no prince, and she sees her happy
ending as entirely self-produced. She is a willing and efficient
servant, but reminds herself that "'I've got no rich friends to help
me up, but, sooner or later, I mean to find a place among
cultivated people; and while I'm working and waiting, I can be
fitting myself to fill that place like a gentlewoman, as I am'" (26).
Christie's love of reading moves her to coach Hepsey, and to find
the attic full of books in the Stuarts' house. Having gorged herself
on Scott's romances, Christie's taste in stories turns to Hepsey,
who "could give her a comedy and tragedy surpassing any thing
she found in [novels], because truth stamped her tales with a
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power and pathos the most gifted fancy could but poorly imitate"
(30). The three plots come together when Christie falls asleep
over a book and sets the house on fire. Mrs. Stuart's true nature
comes to light as she "stood upon a chair and scolded like any
shrew" (32); Christie's surprised laughter provokes Mrs. Stuart to
fire her, commenting that "'she is too fond of books, and it has
turned her brain'" (33). This comment echoes her uncle's
injunction against her '''redic'lus notions about independence and
self-culture'" (8), a trait she has inherited from her doomed
mother. Clearly, reading ill-suits a woman for life in a "nice"
household. Thus the three plots resolve in Christie's departure,
an embarkation prompted again by her love of books.
The "Actress" chapter affords Christie every opportunity to
indulge her fetish for stories. The magazine plot is one of female
friendship and female jealousy, resolved by an accident and a
reconciliation. Within this simple structure, Alcott explores the
range of female fantasies available to women of her time. By
casting Christie in a variety of female stage roles, Alcott is able to
show both women's potential and the pitfalls of shallow values
for female friendship.
When Christie leaves the Stuarts' employ, she stands like
Eve, with "all the world before her where to choose" (34), lacking
an Adam to lead her. Having resolved "not to be a slave to
anybody" (34), she enters the theatrical world, leaving the known
structures and codes of domestic life. The "Actress" chapter is
remarkable for taking place almost entirely at the theater.
Despite its relative respectability, the theater is still a cultural
nether world in which Christie must redefine herself according to
a new set of referents. Alcott describes it as "an enchanted
world" full of "gauzy glories" (35) based upon "dusty and dull"
(37) reality.
Backstage at the theater the usual rules of language
and social custom do not apply, as Christie learns when she takes
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offense at Mr. Sharp calling her "my dear" (38). Rehearsals
provide Alcott with the opportunity to expose the cheap and
gaudy side of theatrical life, contrasting the dramatic prop or role
with mundane reality to debunk all suspension of disbelief. For
example, from beneath a palm tree "strangely suggestive of a
dilapidated green umbrella" (40) Christie observes the odd,
liminal quality of rehearsing actors:
Princes, with varnished boots and suppressed cIgars,
fought, bled, and died, without a change of
countenance. Damsels of unparalleled beauty,
according to the text, gaped in the faces of adoring
lovers, and crocheted serenely on the brink of
annihilation. Fairies, in rubber-boots and woollen
[sic] head-gear, disported themselves on flowery
barks of canvas . . . [while] demons, guiltless of hoof
or horn, clutched their victims with the inevitable
"Ha! ha!" and vanished darkly, eating pea-nuts. (40)
The juxtaposition of fantastic and mundane lends a carnivalesque
atmosphere to life at the theater. 19 Christie finds a sense of

19 As Helene Cixous and Catherine Clement explain. such nether
worlds both expose and create gaps in the dominant cultural order:
"Societies do not succeed in offering everyone the same way of filling into
the symbolic order; those who are. if one may say so, between symbolic
systems, in the interstices, offside. are the ones who are afflicted with a
dangerous symbolic mobility.
Dangerous for them, because those are
people afflicted with what we call madness. anomaly, perversion, or whom
we even label. says [Marcel] Mauss. "neurotics. ecstatics, outsiders, ell m ies,
drifters. jugglers. a1ld acrobats." . . . And more than any others, women
bizarrely embody this group of anomalies showing the cracks in an
overall system.
Or rather. women. who are elsewhere bearers of the
greatest norm. that of reproduction, embody ([ Iso the anomaly."
Helene
Cixous and Catherine Clement. The Newly Born Woman. trans. Betsy Wing,
with an introduction by Sandra M. Gilbert. Theory and History of
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freedom in the changeable nature of appearance and reality, as
well as in her role as Queen of the Amazons. Insulated and
isolated from the burdensome domestic arena, Christie discovers
a new self in the theater. Alcott treats the world of the stage as
comical in its dissonant signs, yet her depictions of theater in
everything from her thrillers to Li Ule Women emphasize the
iconoclasm, the cross-dressing, and the dangerously anomalous
nature of women who have access to the stage. 20
Christie's debut role as "Queen of the Amazons," is a pointed piece
of masquerade on Alcott's part. Having posed as an independent
Eve at the beginning of the chapter, Christie now adopts the role
of an independent ruler of women. Her friend Lucy explains the
role: "'You've only got to sing in one chorus, march in the grand
procession, and lead your band in the terrific battle-scene. The
dress is splendid! Red tunic, tiger-skin over shoulder, helmet,
shield, fleshings, sandals, hair down, and as much cork to your
eyebrows as you like'" (36).
While Christie does not strike the one-breasted pose of Amazonia,
her costume list shows that this queen is not Victorian in
anything but the tunic and fleshings. Here Christie clearly
diverges from the image of the domestic angel, leaving behind
her mother's sentimental example. Any doubts about propriety
fade when she considers the effect of this role upon her uncle:
"What would he say if she went calmly to destruction by that
road? Sad to relate, this recollection rather strengthened her
Litcraturc. Vol. 24 (Minneapolis: Univcrsity of Minncsota Prcss. 1986). 7-8
first cmphasis mine. sccond emphasis Cixous and CICmcnt.
20ln "Bchind A Mask." for examplc. the jaded actress Jean Muir is
ablc to rc-enter thc domcstic arcna and rise several stations in wealth and
class due to her somewhat sinister theatrical skills. See Louisa May Alcott,
Behind A Mask: The Unknown Thrillers of I,ouisa May Alcott. ed. and intro.
by Madeleine Stern (New York: Quill/William MOrrow. 1984).
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purpose, for a delicious sense of freedom pervaded her soul, and
the old defiant spirit seemed to rise up within her at the memory
of her Uncle's grim prophecies and narrow views" (37). Despite a
few lingering fears for her modesty, Christie takes to the stage
with all the relish of a young woman on her first adventure into
the truly unknown. As she stands in the green room, Christie
looks for courage not to theatrical forebears, but to woman
warriors: "there was much of the heroic spirit in the girl, and
even this poor counterfeit pleased her eye and filled her fancy
with martial memories of Joan of Are, Zenobia, and Britomarte"
(41). These queens have more in common with her role than
with Christie herself, but she absorbs their anomalous spirit and,
when the time comes, leads her band of Amazons into the
"agonized squirm" on stage with a "ringing shout" and "an energy
that inspired her followers" (43).
Significantly, Christie plays a female queen rescuing a
female victim from male demons. Even in the metanarrative
realm of the play, Alcott insists upon the value of female
community.
Indeed, the narrator's amusement at the inverted
roles of men who attempt to be both evil and chivalrous contrasts
with the melodrama of women leading a massacre:
With clashing of arms and shrill war-cries the
rescuers of innocence assailed the sooty fiends who
fell before their unscientific blows with a rapidity
which inspired in the minds of beholders a suspicion
that the goblins' own voluminous tails tripped them
up and gallantry kept them prostrate. As the last
groan expired, the last agonized squirm subsided, the
conquerors performed the intricate dance with
which it appears the Amazons were wont to
celebrate their victories. Then the scene closed with
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a glare of red light and a "grand tableau" of the
martial queen standing in a bower of lances, the
rescued princess gracefully fainting in her arms, and
the vanquished demon scowling fiercely under her
foot, while four-and-twenty dishevelled [sic] damsels
sang a song of exultation, to the barbaric music of a
tattoo on their shields. (43)
The homoeroticism of the fainting princess clasped in the arms of
the "martial queen" clearly reverses the romantic heterosexual
tableaux we find in Cooper, for instance. Lest the point be
missed, Alcott adds the demon (presumably with "voluminous
tail") underfoot to invert the image of St. George, and to remind
us that phallic demons have no place in this picture. Because
Christie plays at being an exotic, an other, her character may
avoid the traditional figures of heterosexuality. The tableau at
the end of "The Demon's Daughter, or The Castle of the Sun"
pointedly disrupts the cultural assumptions about the proper role
of women. Alcott's tone is comic, and undercuts the melodramatic
paradigm in which women return to domestic roles and are
reabsorbed into culture at the end of the action.
Christie's time in the theater is almost exclusively sororal,
despite the fact that half the company is male. She keeps to the
homosocial world of the chorus, the dressing room, and the
boarding house. Christie succeeds in the theater by "hard work
and an innocent nature" (48) and in the theatrical world by "a
native refinement about her that made it impossible for her to
romp and flirt as some of her mates did" (46). Uninterested in
heterosexual friendship, Christie nonetheless accepts the fatherly
patronage of a veteran actor, and succeeds under his tutelage.
When Christie receives a promotion that her friend Lucy wants,
the girls' close and confidential friendship falters. Moreover,
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when Christie chooses to present "Masks and Faces" for a benefit
she learns that "Lucy was not only jealous of her as an actress,
but as a woman" (50). The jealous rivals plot that develops has
the effect of banishing Christie from the domestic circle at the
boarding house. She soon becomes as "selfish, frivolous, and vain"
as any prima donna (49). Whereas proximity to domestic life
once threatened to destroy her, the absence of any domestic
component in her life proves equally dangerous. Once
marginalized in the domestic world by her learning, she now
survives in the marginal world of the theater by her skill at
caricature. Christie finds that she has aptly chosen her script, for
after three years In the theater she finds nothing more than
masks and faces In the mirror:
[her face] was pale and jaded now, and all its
freshness seemed to be gone; hard lines had come
about the mouth, a feverish disquiet filled the eyes,
and on the forehead seemed to lie the shadow of a
discontent that saddened the whole face . . . .
With gloomy eyes fixed on her altered face she
stood a moment struggling with herself. Then the
hard look returned, and she spoke out defiantly, as if
in answer to some warning voice within herself. "No
one cares what I am, so why care myself? Why not
go on and get as much fame as I can? Success gives
me power if it cannot give me happiness, and I must
have some reward for my hard work! Yes! A gay
life and a short one, then out with the lights and
down with the curtain!"
But in spite of her reckless words Christie
sobbed herself to sleep that night like a child who
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knows it is astray, yet cannot see the right path or
hear its mother's voice calling it home. (52)
The face in the mirror does not reflect the good, working woman
that Christie knows herself to be. Her isolation from female
community has led to a spiritual isolation, as well. Despite her
cavalier attitude, Christie ends her speech with an image of death.
The isolation and thwarted ambition that drove Matty Stone to
the river rise to haunt Christie as she looks at her own "jaded"
face. The simile in the final sentence of the passage compares her
sorrow to that of a lost child, and Christie is, in fact, alienated
As Christie's
from home and the domestic arena she once fled.
expertise grows, she moves from playing female Amazons into
soubrette roles, away, that is, from depictions of female power
and mastery, and toward more stereotypical sentimental and
comic female roles. This change in roles pat·aBels Christie's move
away from the domestic circle at the boarding-house. When she
was in the heart of the Black family circle, Christie played strong,
independent women at the theater; as her roles become more
domestic and her success accordingly increases, she finds herself
further alienated from such a role at home. After her moment of
insight in front of the mirror, Christie puts her whole heart and
soul into recuperating the image of "a good angel [come] to the
home of the poor play-wright [sic]" (53), to which she is assigned.
She succeeds so well at retrieving her better self that when a
piece of falling scenery endangers Lucy, Christie leaps into its
path and takes the blow herself (54). Alcott restores Christie to
her status as worker in this generous act:
Christie's quick eye saw the impending danger, and
with a sudden spring she caught her friend from it.
It was only a second's work, but it cost her much; for
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the act, down crashed one of the mechanical
contrivances used in a late spectacle, and in its fall
stretched Christie stunned and senseless on the
stage. (54, emphasis added)
In

This act of self-sacrifice affirms Christie's angelic role, and very
nearly ensures its reality. This crisis, however, marks the return
of Christie to domestic work and to the domestic arena. Curiously,
her complete alienation from domestic concerns proves as
threatening as did total immersion. As a woman and a worker
Christie lives in an anomalous realm, although she soon finds that
she cannot easily return to sentimental homemaking.
At this point in the narrative, Christie will predictably
continue along her journey. But her cultural position has been
irrevocably changed by her three years in the theater: for one
thing, she must now repress that experience in order to obtain a
job as a governess. Although marginal figures themselves,
governesses, as Gilbert and Gubar have shown, occupied a far less
threatening cultural interstice than did actresses. 21 The
timelessness involved in the dramatic portrayal of a series of
roles somehow liberates actresses from time-bound mores and
behaviors. 22 For Christie, the double threat of being a woman and
an actress places her in a position of dangerous marginality.
Certainly Alcott intends her to anticipate the culture to come and
to express a constantly present utopia of useful, working women.
21 Sandra M. Gilbert and Susan Gubar. The Madwoman in the Attic:
The Woman Writer and the Nineteenth-Century Literary Imagination (New
Haven. Conn.: Yale University Press. 1979).
22As Cixous and Clement ask. "Do the abnormal ones--madmen.
deviants. neurotics. women. drifters. jugglers. tumblers--anticipate the
culture to come. repeat the past cullurc. or express a constantly present
utopia'!" (9).
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Yet within the antebellum American culture that Alcott depicts,
Christie's past and present offer much to repress in her search for
a new job. Happily for Alcott, the repressed returns with a
vengeance to disrupt and disturb and bring the margins to the
middle.

*****
Christie returns to her journey after a long convalescence
and a period of reflection upon her progress. She recognizes that
life on the stage holds too many dangers for her, and rues
becoming captive to her pride, selfishness, and ambition. Thus
she vows to return to "the old ways, dull but safe, and plod along
till I find my real place and work" (58). Against her better
judgment she hides her past when applying for a position as
governess, and so begins a very familiar nineteenth-century
story. By its very nature a captivity story, the governess plot
tells the story of a young woman living in the house of others,
responsible for the moral and educational well-being of the
children. She serves as a surrogate mother, and often elicits
unwanted attention from the male-in-residence: the master of the
house, the children's male guardian, the spoiled son and heir, or
the corrupt overseer. The gothic consequences of such an
arrangement have been explored on nearly all levels by the
Brontes, Poe, James, Conan Doyle, many of Alcott's own
contemporaries including Chopin and Southworth, and countless
bodice-ripping pulp writers in the twentieth century. Either the
governess succumbs to the man's threats and becomes a sexual
prisoner, or she flees the house, with or without the children, 111 a
catastrophic rain, wind, fire, or snowstorm. Occasionally she
"wins," like Jane Eyre, and gets the money, the title, and the
position by marrying the now crippled, impotent, aged, or
imbecile head of household. A Pyrrhic victory, at best.
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The

Alcott, however, treats the governess plot realistically.
story is told again against the backdrop of nouveau ric he
pretense, but the Saltenstall family is more of a domestic unit
than the Stuarts, and Christie finds a comfortable home with
them. Christie applies for the position "which seemed to combine
the two things she most needed just then,--employment and
change of air" (59). As Christie has no sense of a governess's
value, she agrees to a low wage and is engaged to accompany the
Saltenstall household to the seaside.
The household consists of
Mrs. Saltenstall, her children Louis Napoleon and Wilhelmina, and
her brother, Mr. Philip Fletcher. Mrs. Saltenstall "had a husband
somewhere abroad, who so happily combined business with
pleasure that he never found time to come home" (65), leaving
Mr. Fletcher as the nominal head of the household. All of the
elements of a gothic governess plot are in place, including the
uninterested and dissipated young man, but it is the sea that
brings color to Christie's cheeks and a smile to her lips.
Her duties being light, Christie occupies her time by
observing her employers. Alcott satirizes the height of
antebellum fashion, in which women and furniture were both
upholstered to the limits of movement and use. She describes
Christie's new employer as "a frail, tea-colored lady . . . displaying
such a small proportion of woman to such a large proportion of
purple and fine linen, that she looked as if she was literally as
well as figuratively 'dressed to death'" (59). The Saltenstall
children are also little icons of fashion, sporting the latest
Britannic fashions drawn from Prince Albert's love of Scottish
plaid and the characteristically nostalgic clothing inflicted on
female children: "presently appeared an eight-year old boy, so
excessively scotch in his costume that he looked like an animated
checker-board; and a little girl, who presented the appearance of
a miniature opera-dancer staggering under the weight of an
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enormous sash" (60). Such a devotee of the fashion plates is Mrs.
Saltenstall that her entire summer is absorbed by changing colors,
hat brims, skirt-widths, waist-lengths, and ornaments of
"vegetables, bugs, and birds" (65), leaving Christie to her own
devices. Her time at the sea-side has done Christie good, and
Alcott describes her as a classic sentimental heroine, in stark
contrast to the Saltenstall fripperies:
Christie was at her best that summer, physically
speaking, for sickness had refined her face, giving it
that indescribable expression which pain often
leaves upon a countenance as if in compensation for
the bloom it takes away. The frank eyes had a softer
shadow in their depths, the firm lips smiled less
often, but when it came the smile was sweeter for
the gravity that went before, and in her voice there
was a new undertone of that subtle music, called
sympathy, which steals into the heart and nestles
there. (67)
Having left a carnival atmosphere where few social rules
apply, Christie suddenly falls into the complex and arcane ritual
of society watering-places. Here, too, she is an anomaly, for
working women are not creatures of the social season. Christie IS
largely invisible here, and retains none of the powerful,
disruptive force that her theatrical roles imparted:
The dashing young men took no more notice of her
than if she had been a little gray peep on the sands;
not so much, for they shot peeps now and then, but a
governess was not. worth bringing down. The
fashionable belles and beauties were not even aware
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of her existence, being too entirely absorbed in their
yearly husband-hunt to think of anyone but
themselves and their prey. The dowagers had more
interesting topics to discuss, and found nothing In
Christie's humble fortunes worthy of a thought, for
they liked their gossip strong and highly flavored,
like their tea. (68)
Christie's insignificance makes her attractive to the lazy Mr.
Fletcher, who finds her honest grief at the death of Aunt Betsey
touching. He forgoes "tantalizing the fair fowlers who spread
their nets for him, and goading sundry desperate spinsters to
despair" (71) to follow and chat up Christie. Unaccustomed to
thinking women, Philip Fletcher finds himself curiously piqued by
Christie. In true serial-plot fashion, Philip Fletcher's decay is
nearly halted and reformed by Christie's unwittingly good
influence.
Eventually Christie becomes aware of his attentions
and resolves to take her chances with him.
Philip Fletcher soon finds that solipsism is its own reward.
His proposal to Christie is laced with "unconscious condescension"
(83) and runs counter to her ideal of marriage as "the perfect
faith, the glad surrender, the sweet content that made all things
possible and changed this work-a-day world into a heaven while
the joy lasted" (83). When Fletcher grandly offers to overlook her
past as an actress (and implicitly threatens her with exposure),
his fate as a lover is sealed. Even this slight bit of blackmail, mild
in comparison to the threats and menacing of gothic suitors, gives
Christie reason to leave her position. Mrs. Saltenstall cares not in
the least that her governess was an actress, but once she hears
that Christie has refused the Fletcher heart--and diamonds--she
is willing to let her go immediately. Thus the sexually charged
resolution of the gothic governess plot loses much of its force
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when Christie and her employers both act with middle-class
pragmatism.
Alcott depicts only obliquely the type of captivity that
Christie escapes in this chapter. Christie learns from overheard
comments about the social world in which the Fletchers and
Saltenstall travel, and her impression is not a pleasant one.
Women openly discuss the eligibility of possible husbands, and
Philip Fletcher's fortune draws more interest than himself.
Indeed, his failings are nearly axiomatic:

"Men who have been gay in their youth make very
good husbands when their wild oats are sowed."
"
whoever he marries will be a perfect slave to
him. His fortune would be a nice thing if he did not
live long."
"You can do anything you like with a husband a good
deal older than yourself. He's happy with his
business, his club, and his dinner, and leaves you to
do what you please; just keep him comfortable and
he'll pay your bills without much fuss," said one
young thing who had seen life at twenty. (77)
"I'd take him if I had the chance, just because
everybody wants him. Don't admire him a particle,
but it will make a jolly stir whenever he does marry,
and I wouldn't mind having a hand in it," said the
second budding belle.
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"I'd take him for the diamonds alone. Mamma says
they are splendid, and have been in the family for
ages." (78)
As in the "Meg Goes to Vanity Fair" chapter in Little Women,
Alcott shows "society" to be full of "'mercenary, worldly,
unwomanly flirts'" (78). Such a life would be a true form of
domestic captivity for any woman with the ideals and intellect of
Christie Devon. Fashion-chasers like Mrs. Stuart and Mrs.
Saltenstall are severely limited in their interests and tied to their
husbands' purse-strings. In its loftiest form, society wifedom also
produces the languor that denotes the difference between
Christie's latest mistress and Mrs. Stuart, who could at least
summon the energy to scold. Such a life is not for the allAmerican girl whom Alcott chooses for her heroine. Despite the
temptation of reforming a wasted man, Christie cannot overcome
her belief that "a man should have energy enough to save
himself, and not expect the 'weaker vessel,' as he ca11s her, to do
it for him" (81). Just so.

*****
In the Carrol household Christie enters into another type of
governess plot, that of the orphaned young woman incarcerated
in a house of illness or madness which eventually begins to
threaten her own health and sanity. This particular domestic
captivity hinges on the heroine's care for a double: an invalid or
mad young woman of similar age whose circumstances may soon
become the heroine's own. 23 Unlike the sexual governess plot,
23This chapter and the two suceeding ones have much in common
with Charlotte BroniC's Villette (1853), in which a friendless governess and
teacher moves from caring for an hysteric to teaching in a cloistered
girls' school, to being left alone there over holidays with a child warped in
both mind and body.
Elaine Showalter explains that "Granted the rights to
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the governess-double plot nearly always charts the young
woman's journey into madness or hysteria, induced by domestic
internment without recourse to heterosexual contact or physical
activity. Ironically, Christie's position as "Companion" comes as a
result of her kindness to Miss Tudor, an elderly unmarried
woman whom Alcott depicts as happily independent. The
celibate Miss Tudor's example stands as a positive rejection of the
cloistered madness of homosocial communities, and endorses
Christie's decision not to marry Philip Fletcher and to continue
her work.
As her journey moves her further and further into the
realm of matrilineal households, Christie moves, like Huck Finn,
from mother to mother in search of domesticity without captivity.
In fact, Christie has yet to live under a man's mastery. Each
household she enters is dominated by the feminine, from the
memory of her mother at home to the vacuous presence of Mrs.
Saltenstall. Alcott seems unwilling to depict a male-headed
household, for reasons perhaps biographical and perhaps
polemical. James D. Wallace has suggested that
Work signals the point at which the institutionalized
separation of male and female into distinguishable
cultures enters fully into American literature. . . . as

mobility. work, and autonomy that Victorian feminists like Nightingale
were beginning to demand, Lucy still finds herself racked 'by a cruel
sense of desolation.' Only when she finds the assurance that she is loved-along with rewarding work--is Lucy no longer sick.
In this novel, then,
Bronte provides the sophisticated understanding of women's complex
emotional needs that the more sensational Jane Eyre lacks." Showalter, 71.
Showalter does not mention W 0 r k; for this connection, see Elizabeth Abel,
Marianne Hirsch, and Elizabeth Langland, The voyage In: Fictions of
Female Development (Hanover, N.H.: Dartmouth College/University Press
of New England, 1983), 3-21.
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in Alcott's other fiction, the figure of the father is
abstracted and depersonalized; the father disappears
behind generalized forces and powers as Alcott
begins an analysis of the forms of patriarchal power
and privilege. 24
The absence of fathers In Alcott's works has more to do with an
investigation of female communities and captivities, it would
seem, than with an indictment of patriarchy as an institution.
Women can be and are equally formulaic, empty, and fatuous as
men in Alcott's imagination, as we see in the villainesses of her
thrillers and the bourgeois mock-villainesses of Work. The
fatherless households, then, point to a presence of mothers rather
than an absence of fathers, a positive rather than a negative.
Leaving the fatherless Saltonstall family, Christie joins the
fatherless Carrol family, and becomes a companion under the roof
of a strong gentlewoman. Mrs. Carrol is the antithesis of the

24 James D. Wallace, "Where the Absent Father Went: Alcott's Work,"
in Reficurjnc the Father: New Fcmjnist Rcadjn!;s of patriarchy, cd.
Patricia Yeager and Beth Kowalski-Wallace (Carbondale: Southern Illinois
University Press, 1989), 261. Wallace contends that Alcott uscs the father
as a trope for "the quality of mind that reduccs expericncc to rotc formula,
cmpty rules of conduct, fatuous propriety" in contrast to Christie's
sincerity and genuine feeling.
Such an essentialist claim--that men arc
dolts and women are not--misses the point of the communities depicted in
Work. Wallace goes on to claim that Alcott's works join those of her
contemporaries Fern, Stowe, and Phelps to "constitute an aggressive
critiquc of the ideology of the domestic sphere, an ideology that gave such
sweeping powcrs to men and so closely circumscribed the arena of
women's competence that it ended by structuring a II
male-female
relations as essentially those between a father and his daughter."
These
women do indeed attack the ideology of the domestic sphere, but more
oftcn than not they expose the subversive nature of women's roles within
that social paradigm.
Angelic mothers love their children to death,
devoted daughters disobey, marriageable girls
drown themselves rather
than submit.
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homey hearth-goddess Aunt Betsey. A "stately woman, still
beautiful in spite of her fifty years," Mrs. Carrol suffers a
domestic captivity to a secret, "some heavy cross, from which her
wealth could purchase no release, for which her pride could find
no effectual screen" (93). This version of the maternal feminine
shares with the other mothers in the novel a life of her own; it is
important to note that thus far, no woman who is also a mother is
exclusively tied to child-rearing and housework (hence Christie
finds ready employment). Unlike Mrs. Saltenstall, however, Mrs.
Carrol's interests center on her children, who maintain a
mysterious distance from her.
Most distanced from the mother is Christie's new charge,
Helen Carrol. A typical female invalid of nineteenth-century life
and letters, Helen has no social or intellectual demands, and
therefore no reason to overcome the depression that sets in after
the breach of her engagement. Mrs. Carrol's description of her
daughter covers all of the common elements in female
neurasthenia:
"My daughter has been very ill and is still weak and
nervous. I must hint to you that the loss of one very
dear to her was the cause of the illness and the
melancholy which now oppresses her. Therefore we
must avoid anything that can suggest or recall this
trouble. She cares for nothing as yet, . . . will see no
one, and prefers to live alone.
She is still so feeble
this is but natural; yet solitude is bad for her, and
her physician thinks that a new face might rouse
her, and the society of one in no way connected with
the painful past might interest and do her good. You
see it is a little difficult to find just what we want,
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for a young companion IS best, yet must be discreet
and firm, as few young people are." (93-94)
By her own mother's description, Helen Carrol has come to her
"melancholy" through "the loss of one very dear to her." The
discretion and firmness required of her companion speak to the
family's fears of inappropriate bursts of morbidity or sexuality,
two drives anathema to middle-class young women. Yet Alcott
here blatantly employs one of the century's female icons, the
deathly-erotic Romantic heroine: pale, large-eyed, weak, and
slightly tubercular. This woman can never be domesticated: she
is Evangeline, she is the tragic mulatto, she is Madeline Usher.
She may die a gothic or tragic death, but she will never bustle
about the kitchen or coo over the children. She is a familiar
figure from Poe, as well as from Alcott's own early work, and
often appears in magazine illustrations: "On a low luxurious couch
lay a girl, so beautiful and pale and still, that for an instant
Christie thought her dead or sleeping. She was neither, for at the
sound of a voice the great eyes opened wide, darkening and
dilating with a strange expression as they fell on the unfamiliar
face" (95). The eroticism of Helen Carrol on her couch, and
particularly of her awakening, reminds us of the tenuous relation
between solitude and death, a connection that harkens back to
Matty Stone and foreshadows Christie's own darker days. The
culture had no doubt that solitude for young women could lead to
morbid (and/or sexual) thoughts; idleness and solitude combined
might well be the death of anyone. Traditionally, these soulful
heroines could not be rescued by marriage and motherhood,
much less by useful employment. Their exoticism and mystery
depends upon their economic and social distance from Yankee
common-sense and industry. And, we soon find that class has
much to do with Helen's ethereal beauty. Christie finds her
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patient surrounded by a "marble hearth," a "velvet carpet and
rich hangings," "flowers," "a gay little conservatory, [while]
nothing but the roll of a distant carriage broke the silence now
and then" (97). Helen Carrol clearly has the leisure and income to
indulge her melancholy. While she and Christie find common
experience in being "ill and wretched" (98), Christie's need to
work, and especially her experience as an actress set her apart
from Helen. The invalid concedes that activity of any kind would
have forestalled her illness, and envies Christie her stint on the
stage: "'I used to wish I could be one [an actress], I was so fond of
the theatre. They should have consented, it would have given me
something to do, and, however hard it is, it can't be worse than
this'" (99). Inactivity itself, as Alcott and many other women
writers would counsel, often led to illness and depression.
Victorian daughters often took to their beds in depression
after declining or failing to marry; confinement gave them a head
start on their other options: invalidism and death. A young
woman's obligation to fulfill the culture's ambition for her was a
very serious business, indeed. Without marriage, bourgeois
daughters had very few choices in life, and the dramatic rise of
female illness and psychosomatica in the nineteenth century
attests to their frustration with rigid class and gender boundaries.
(Alice James solved the problem of middle-class spinsterhood
early on, by choosing death as her life's work and making a
respectable 44-year career of it.) Given the documented
desperation of real women, it is no surprise that female novelists
soon took up women's mental illness as a cause. In the thirty
years after the Civil War, stories of neurasthenia, sadistic doctors,
crippling rest-cures, and mind-numbing bed-rest 25 filled the

25S ee Anne Wood Douglas, " 'The Fashionahle Diseases': Women's
Complaints and Their Treatment in Nineteenth Century America,"
in Mary
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women's magazines and serial novels. In her study of female
madness, Elaine Showalter characterizes the single woman's
dilemma:
Unmarried middle-class women, for example, were
widely considered a social problem by the
Victorians. Stigmatized by terms like "redundant,"
"superfluous," and "odd," they were also regarded as
peculiarly subject to mental disorders. But while
doctors blamed menstrual problems or sexual
abnormality, women writers suggested that it was
the lack of meaningful work, hope, or companionship
that led to depression or breakdown. 26
Although her work often leaves her world-weary, Christie does
not suffer as Helen Carrol does because she has something to do.
Christie manages to escape both the pressure to marry and the
stigma of being single by being a member of an economic
oxymoron: the impoverished middle-class. She simply cannot
afford the rest-cures and spa visits that many women of her class
pursued, thus she cannot indulge in the pose of the ethereal
invalid. As Frances B. Cogan has lately brought to light, a whole
literature of advice and instruction counseled work as the best
S. Hartman and Lois Banner. cd .• Clio's Consciousness Raised (New York:
Harper and Row. 1974). 1-22 .
26Showaller. 61. Interestingly. one of the most vivid examples of
bourgeois female psychosis in realistic fiction is the postpartum narrative
in Charlotte Perkins Gilman's The Yellow Wallpaper (1892). As Gilman
shows (and knew from personal experience). chronic depression and
unsympathetic doctors were not the sole province of spinsters.
In her
story, adamant medical directives restrict the heroine from doing
anything at all and most particularly from writing. a rule which her
husband cheerfully enforces.
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cure for what ailed American girls, be it poverty, spinsterhood,
bourgeois vacuity, or heartbreak. 27
Helen's condition results from the luxury which surrounds
her. Christie's first impression of the house, in "an imposing block
in a West End square" (92) is "'What a happy family the Carrols
must be!'" (92). Wealth and luxury by rights ought to make
anyone happy; Alcott's logic, like Stowe's, however, holds that
material excess affords women an enervating inactivity. The
exoticism of the house with its Rappacinian conservatory is
augmented by its inhabitants. One brother of Helen "wore the
dress of a priest, had a pale, ascetic face, with melancholy eyes,
stern mouth, and the absent air of one who leads an inward life"
(101). The other, more boyish, still bears "marks of dissipation"
(101), the classic symptom of a doomed family line. Between
dissipation and Catholicism, the Carrols show a clear decline into
mortal decadence. While Harriet Beecher Stowe could attribute
such decline to the slave-holding practices of Catholic and
misgenenated New Orleans, when Alcott finds such exoticism
(read "decadence") in the North its cause can only be the excesses
of religion.
The morbidity of this household soon becomes suffocating,
although Christie remains unaware of its source. The ascetic
brother Augustine passes in and out of the sickroom "like a
shadow" (103); the mother's "handsome face always wore its
gracious smile" which Christie soon determines is "a mask put on
to hide some heavy sorrow from a curious world" (103). Only
with the younger brother Harry is Helen animated and lively:
"Harry's salvation was the only duty that she owned or tried to
27See Frances B. Cogan, All-American Gjrl: The Ideal of Womanhood
in Mid-Nineteenth-Century America (Athens: University of Georgia Press,
1989), esp. 197-256.
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fulfill" (104). A brief summer stay at "the fine old country-house
just out of town" (104) offers a respite from the daily depression
and atmosphere of suppressed mystery at home. Escape from
domestic confinement is fleeting, however. A fourth child
reappears on the scene, heralded by Alcott at her most gothic:
"When all was brightest, the black shadow came; when all looked
safest, danger was at hand; and when the past seemed buried, the
ghost which haunted it returned, for the punishment of a broken
law is as inevitable as death" (105). The return of the younger
daughter, Bella, infuses the household with "a strange anxiety"
(105). Mrs. Carrol explains that Bella was away during Helen's
romantic misadventure, and the mother enlists Christie to keep
the sisters apart. Bella's debut and subsequent "career as a
beauty and a belle" (106) cause Helen to decline, and yet Bella's
adventures are reported to Helen and Bella herself shows Helen
her gowns and happy face before each evening out. Christie
cannot understand this apparently sadistic behavior and in vain
begs Harry and Bella to desist and Mrs. Carrol to allow her to take
Helen away. The family ignore Christie's pleading and persist
while Helen's agitation and afflictions grow.
The secret turns out to be a strain of inherited madness
inflicted upon the Carrol children by their mother's ambitious
marriage. Here we see the outcome of a poor woman marrying a
dissipated but wealthy man, as Christie might have done with
Philip Fletcher. While Christie would have been captive to an
invalid-husband, Mrs. Carrol's ambition imprisons her in a house
of madness and guilt with children who hate and resent her. Like
Poe's Usher siblings, the Carrols are the last generation of a family
that has labored for generations under "the curse of insanity":
We are all mad, or shall be; we come of a mad race,
and for years we have gone on recklessly
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bequeathing this awful inheritance to our
descendants. It should end with us, we are the last;
none of us should marry; none dare think of it but
Bella, and she knows nothing. (108)
Helen's family history seems to be drawn directly from the pages
of Poe, as she herself bears a striking resemblance to the doomed
Usher sister. The self-destructive, cloistered family is a particular
favorite of American writers of the last century, affording as it
does a glimpse of the dark side of the religious and sentimental
cult of the family. In many of these tales of fractured families
the destruction may be traced to miscegenation, rape, or incest;
marital ambition casts a small shadow next to these monoliths of
sm. Yet Mrs. Carrol knowingly commits her children to genetic
doom, having been warned that "though he [her husband] might
escape, his children were sure to inherit the curse, for when one
generation goes free it falls more heavily upon the rest" (109).
This sin of the mother inverts the traditional relation of
obedience, allowing Helen to ignore her mother's restrictions
against making their story known. As Helen explains to Christie,
"'There comes a time when children judge their parents as men
and women, in spite of filial duty, and woe to those whose actions
change affection and respect to hatred or contempt'" (110). Once
the parent-child relation is breached, a cataclysm of madness,
exposure and suicide soon follow. Helen slips further into
agitated dementia and, arraying herself as the bride of death,
takes her own life with her brother's pearl-handled penknife.
The eroticism of Helen's first appearance on her couch is
replicated in her death. She looks more beautiful than ever, save
for the red gashes at her throat, suggesting the vampiric nature of
the hereditary blood which has kept her entombed in the family
home.
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At this point in the story Christie is called upon to explain to
Bella why she must reject a pending marriage proposal. Mrs.
Carrol is too overcome by her deathbed reconciliation with Helen,
and still too tainted by her ill-fated ambition to offer proper
counsel to her youngest daughter. Christie's advice has elicited
many a critical double-take, for the redemptive family closeness
that she counsels carries overtones of incest. Glenn Hendler's
discussion is paradigmatic:
She advises them to live for each other, to let their
mutual sympathy sustain them. When the siblings
return in the final chapter of the novel, everything
they say indicates that they should act as if they
were married. '"
Even their assertion that they will
never marry anyone else now sounds like a
declaration of romantic love. . .. Even when it
reworks family rhetoric for apparently social and
political ends, the sentimental novel limits the
seemingly unrestricted extension of sympathy by
raising the threat of incest. 28
As Hendler suggests, incest appears as a latent threat in the
resolutions of many sentimental novels. Serial fiction, taking its
cue from--and in some cases being first drafts of--the bestsellers
of the day, would adopt the pairing-off of adult siblings to neatly
sidestep the problem of sexuality and what one writer has called
"the interesting revelations of the marriage-bed." Certainly in a
story which she intended to be serious work Alcott would
attempt to avoid the sensationalism of her gothic thrillers;
nonetheless, as Hendler observes, lurking in the sentimental
28Hcndlcr, 689-90.
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formula is the gothic demon of sexuality and its children, sm and
death. It is no surprise that Christie declines the Carrols's offer to
live with them in Helen's place. The "Companion" episode takes
Christie further into gothic realms than realism might condone.
Yet in pursuing the theme of domestic captivity, Alcott will enlist
greater realism and starker circumstances before Christie is able
to reconstruct the feminine outside of the tropes of sentimental
and gothic fiction.

*****
The transitional "Seamstress" chapter charts Christie's fall
from financial security and independence to the lowest point of
her journey. Here Alcott invokes the fallen woman plot, but
oddly imposes it upon the innocent Christie. Rather than being
seduced and abandoned like so many a sentimental heroine
before her, Christie assumes the social isolation and condemnation
for another's sin. This strategy allows Alcott to use a popular
serial plot while keeping her protagonist chaste and independent.
The pathos of the fallen woman plot is heightened by Christie's
contamination by contact with the fallen Rachel, and Alcott uses
this chapter and the subsequent one to show the absolute
desolation of a woman, even a working woman, without a moral
repu tation.
When Christie departs from her fourth live-in household,
she returns to welcome time alone at the boarding-house. She
"needed rest, longed for freedom, . . . [was] weary, but well
satisfied, for she had earned her rest" (126). She pays off her
uncle's loan, sends money to Hepsey to redeem her family, and
helps other friends with her earnings from the Carrols.
Ultimately Christie takes up sewing, for it affords her adequate
wages and independence. Christie has carefully made "her own
little home, solitary and simple as it was, and felt a great
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reluctance to accept any place where she would be mixed up with
family affairs again" (128). Finally she is mistress of her own
home, although it is only a single room; she no longer lives by
another's rules, and she soon learns to value a room of one's
own. 29
The "large and well-conducted mantua-making
establishment" where Christie works is, by contrast, full of young
women and "lively gossip" about dress, wages, and each other
(129). As such, it closely mirrors the village in which she was
raised. Here, too, her only close friend is a despairing, lonely
young woman, a type of the drowned Matty Stone. This young
isolate, Rachel, avoids the seamstresses but appeals to Christie.
Both young women are hungry for companionship, neither finding
sympathy in the sewing-room community.
Isolated from her
fellows by her education and sense of class, Christie sees a
kindred spirit in Rachel. Alcott again emphasizes Christie's ability
to find all she needs in female community, so long as the
community is a thinking, working one. The doubling of Christie
and Rachel, however, signals danger, for Rachel, as we have noted,
is also a double of Matty Stone.
Once established in Christie's stage debut, the connection of
eroticism and death becomes a recurring theme in chapters which
chart close female friendship. The connection is always
sequential--eroticism and then death--but the two are
irrevocably linked in Alcott's imagination. 30 As the friendship of
29Virginia Woolf was not the first woman writer to understand the
relation between space and creativity.
Stowe and Alcott both complain
about the intrusions of domestic life upon one who writes at the kitchen
table, and Alcott particularly rejoices when given her own room for the
first time at age 13. See Saxton, 158-59.
30Indeed, this connection is the premise of Martha Saxton's angry
psycho-biography of Alcott.
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these doubles evolves along vaguely homoerotic lines, Alcott's
language echoes that of the sentimental romance:
Now someone cared for her, and, better still, she
could make someone happy, and in the act of
lavishing the affection of her generous nature on a
creature sadder and more solitary than herself, she
found a satisfaction that never lost its charm. There
was nothing in her possession that she did not offer
Rachel, from the whole of her heart to the larger
half of her little room. (132)
If, as Glenn Hendley suggests, the reconstruction of the fictional
family flirts with the threat of incest, so the reconstruction of the
feminine here edges toward homoeroticism. The eroticism may
seem incidental, but even within the conventions of the day
Alcott's language makes clear the distinction between
companionate and impassioned friendship. This is not to say that
Alcott endorses homosexuality as an alternative to the restrictive
patriarchy, as more strident essentialists might argue; rather, she
depicts female friendship as fulfilling and rewarding in a world of
work into which husbands and families do not (yet) figure. Alcott
suggests that Christie's friendship with Rachel functions as part
of a process of maturation in which one learns about love and
sharing without the complications of sexuality. Molded by a
series of emotional friendships with both women and men, loving,
sharing, educated little women will then be able to choose and
challenge a mate on equal terms. Hence the journey. Moreover,
coming away from the scene of marital and maternal crimes at
the Carrol house, Christie can hardly be expected to seek solace in
heterosexual romance.
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Rachel refuses Christie's offer to share rooms, barred from
close communion with anyone by the dark secret of her lost
virtue. Rachel well knows that her secret will harm not just her,
but all who take an interest in her. Hence her self-imposed
isolation and her attempts to rebuff Christie's friendly advances.
Once spiteful forewoman Miss Cotton investigates Rachel's past,
she discovers the worst: '''that Rachel, whom we all considered a
most respectable and worthy girl, has been quite the reverse'"
(135). True to sentimental form, Rachel's "reverse" behavior so
contaminates her that it wreaks actual physical change: Rachel's
fall may be read in her face. (Significantly, only the jealous and
spiteful "ancient virgin" Miss Cotton is able to decipher Rachel's
face; none of the other women who work with her have given her
quiet demeanor this particular interpretation.) When accused,
Rachel confesses that
it is true that I once went astray, but God knows I
have repented; . . . for years I've tried to be an
honest girl again. '" you can never know how bitter
hard it is to outlive a sin like mine, and struggle up
again from such a fall. It clings to me; it won't be
shaken off or buried out of sight. No sooner do I find
a safe place like this, and try to forget the past, than
some one reads my secret in my face and hunts me
down. (136)
Alcott shows the harshest, predatory side of female community
when she invokes the fallen woman theme, for a threat to the
code of chastity is a threat to the female power structure and, in
this case, to the female economic structure. The exposure of
Rachel's past makes her as a scapegoat for the small community
within the sewing-room. Her past behavior brings a second fall--
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this time from economic grace--and sparks Mrs. King's anxiety
about the rest of her young employees. She sends Rachel from
the sewing-room with the reminder that "there are proper
institutions for such as you" (138), fearing that Rachel's moral
contamination will infect the rest of her employees, regardless of
how long ago Rachel had gone astray. Mrs. King explains that "'it
would be the ruin of my establishment; not a girl would remain,
and the character of my rooms would be lost for ever'" (137). By
casting out Rachel, so the logic of sacrifice goes, sin itself may be
purged from the shop and the moral and financial process may
continue.
Rachel's sin is the greatest possible within the realm of
unmarried single women, and yet it mirrors that of Mrs. Carrol:
ignoring convention for the sake of passion. Both women,
although markedly different in social condition and stature, suffer
for following their hearts rather than cultural mores. Mrs. Carrol
and Rachel are both insulated from their sin, however. Mrs.
Carrol has her husband's money and her material life to guard
her from scandal, while Rachel has already fallen as low as she
can and is secure in her own determination to reform. Christie,
on the other hand, does not have the security of wealth or of
family or of the drive to reform. Thus she is the most fragile of
the three and suffers most from the contamination of contact.
When Christie fails to convince Mrs. King to keep Rachel at
the shop rather than turning her back to the streets, she vows to
take Rachel into her own home.
Christie invokes her ideal of
female community, imploring Mrs. King to consider the social
consequences of one woman turning against another: ", But where
will she go if we send her away? Who will employ her if you
inform against her? What stranger will believe in her if we, who
have known her so long, fail to befriend her now? Mrs. King,
think of your own daughters, and be a mother to this poor girl for
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their sake'" (137). This selfless gesture costs Christie her job at
the sewing-room, on the principle that a girl who would continue
to associate with Rachel deserves the cryptic condemnation of
being "no better than she should be." When Rachel disappears,
Christie pridefully takes sewing home and spends all her time
working in isolation. Her loyalty to Rachel keeps her from finding
a new friend or sharing the room with someone who would not
welcome back the fallen woman. This lonely life becomes a sort
of vicarious penance for Rachel's sin: Christie forgoes social
contact, keeps to herself, and admits that "'I shall be solitary all
my life, perhaps; so the sooner I make up my mind to it, the
easier it will be to bear'" (143). This stage of Christie's life is the
unhealthiest and the least productive, and while Alcott endorses
Christie's generosity to Rachel, she depicts the price of friendly
sacrifice and the contamination of contact as very high indeed.
Alcott again digresses from formula in this episode, for
Christie suffers from no sin of her own. Unlike the fallen women
in her master Dickens's works, Alcott's heroine is not seduced and
abandoned by a scheming man, nor is she cast from her home by
menacing relatives to earn her living on the streets. This
particular trial is self-imposed, with none of the sin or violence
typical of the theme. This deviation from form is in some ways
consistent with Alcott's later novels of domestocracy. Christie
pays without playing, as do Meg and Amy March for their
similarly well-intentioned social blunders. We have no accurate
record of how many chapters of Work Alcott completed before
abandoning it during the War; certainly the flavor of the novel
changes at this point to adopt the more overtly Calvinist values
and penances of her works of the 1870s and '80s. The shift in
tone from the thrillers to the more familiar sentimental and
homely "girls' books" marks the central division of the novel, a
threshold between work and womanhood.
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*****
"Through the Mist" is the chapter which most powerfully
displays the effects of alienation from domestic life. While
throughout the novel domesticity is portrayed as claustrophobic,
distance from domestic life carries equally powerful psychic
effects. As we have seen in the "Actress" chapter, when Christie's
friendship with the Blacks wanes, her spirit and her sense of
purpose suffer from the absence of home life. Christie becomes a
captive of her own vanity and ambition, but the bump on the
head foreshadows the danger which Christie encounters when she
again has no access to domestic life. When she is not an actual
domestic captive, Christie becomes captive to the domestic ideal.
In some sense the cloying domesticity which she works to avoid
functions like the repressed, returning to haunt her in her
weakest moments.
Christie's desolation, illness, poverty and near-suicide are
consistent with the bathetic women's fiction of the time. Such
misfortunes would merely serve as a test of the heroine and
would presage better things to come. The plight of the fallen
woman and the orphan-of-the-storm, two versions of the same
trope depending on the presence or absence of sexuality, were
familiar fictional situations. By assuming responsibility for
Rachel's sin, Christie manages to combine the two. The fact of
Christie's unjust penance for an uncommitted crime seems to be
forgotten in the tragic drama of her despair. Indeed, Christie
herself attributes her empty heart and her hungry soul to the fact
that "I am not good enough yet to deserve happiness" (146) and
seeks religion in hopes of finding solace. This puritanical bent
would show Victorian readers a good soul, worthy of redemption,
and would assure them of a happy ending. For despairing
bathetic heroines, either God or a husband typically offered the
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only rescue from meaningless work and empty lives. Organized
religion disappoints Christie, however. She needs "a living God"
(146) and finds in the churches and creeds she explores only a
religion of fear, consumed with the picayune and oblivious to "the
natural religion which has no name but godliness" (147). At this
point in her journey, "home" means "father": '''I want a Father to
whom I can go with all my sins and sorrows, all my hopes and
joys, as freely and fearlessly as I used to go to my human father,
sure of help and sympathy and love"' (147). This one speech
signals a radical shift in Christie's thinking, for up to this point
she has been content with the advice and company of women.
Only at her lowest point does Christie turn to the cultural icon of
authority and wisdom, God the Father. There, too, her quest fails.
Unable to find a home in either the domestic or the
ecumenical realm, Christie despairs.
While nineteenth-century
readers might interpret this as a measure of Christie's goodness,
Jean Fagan Yellin argues that the failure of religion is directly tied
In Alcott's mind to the alienation of the worker from her work:
Christie's cnSlS, triggered by her unemployment,
results from her awareness that in the absence of
any intrinsic value or of a social context which could
lend it significance, her work seems meaningless . . . .
Alcott's narrator comments on Christie's situation by
generalizing about women workers who--exhausted,
demoralized, overwhelmed--urgently need
alternatives to the alienated relationships they
experience as debtors, tenants, and wage-earners. 31

31 Yellin, "Louisa May Alcott's Work," 531.
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So with Christie: her alienation from domestic life and the
demands of work increase her alienation, for she has no
community from which to draw support. 32 Certainly she can find
no church in which women's work is valued or even discussed,
and her connection with Rachel precludes her from another
female friendship. Absence of a cultural context for the work
that defines her existence leaves Christie herself without
definition. As we shall see, Rachel is able to use this unnamable
quality to her advantage, but Christie has no imagination or
ambition left to struggle against the culture's norms. When a
bout of illness keeps Christie from working, she goes into debt
and begins sewing again before she is well. Her final decline
comes as a result of her landlady's accusing her of planning to run
away from her debts and a woman's refusing to pay for garments
she had commissioned. Christie leaves her coat home as
collateral, and wanders from house to house asking for sewing to
do. A glimpse of comfortable, domestic life at a bridal party sends
her woefully to the river's edge, wailing, "'it isn't fair, it isn't right,
that she should have so much and I so little 1'" (156). Yellin
argues that Christie's alienation is not capped by the scene of a
woman with a husband, but by the fact that her work has failed
her.D With neither husband, god, nor craft, Christie is left to
confront what is for her a primal scene of the useless feminine.
III and desperate, Christie stares hypnotically into the
water, "yielding to the perilous fascination that drew her there"
(158). One might expect a Narcissus scene here, but Alcott
32For incisive work on women and community. see Nina Auerbach.
Communities of Women: An Idea in Fiction (Cambridge. Mass.: Harvard
Universtiy Press. 1978) and Dale Bauer. Feminist Dialogics: A Theory of
Failed Communities (Albany: State University of New York Press. 1988).
33Yellin. 531.
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returns to the recurring figure of the early part of the novel: a
dead woman. Christie's throbbing head sends "a troop of wild
fancies whirling through her brain" (158), the foremost of which
evokes the dead mother, the drowned Matty Stone, the suicide
Helen Carrol:
Something white swept by below,--only a broken
oar--but she began to wonder how a human body
would look floating through the night. It was an
awesome fancy, but it took possession of her, and as
it grew, her eyes dilated, her breath came fast, and
her lips fell apart, for she seemed to see the
phantom she had conjured up, and it wore the
likeness of herself. . . . So plainly did she see it, so
peaceful was the white face, so full of rest the folded
hands, so strangely like, and yet unlike, herself, that
she seemed to lose her iden ti ty (158).
This scene combines elements of each of the three dead women,
and again links eroticism with death. Christie imagines the
broken oar to be a human body, like the drowned body of Matty
Stone, who would rather kill herself than succumb to village life.
The thought of a human body floating through the night possesses
Christie and elicits an extremely eroticized reaction from her, one
which initially seems to mirror the homoerotic hints from earlier
chapters. She reproduces the behavior of the sleeping Helen
Carrol as she imagines "something white" in the river like the
ethereal Helen in her bed. We find that Christie's fever is more
autoerotic than homoerotic, however, when the object is revealed
to wear "the likeness of herself." The final complication of this
passage is the language which binds Christie to the figure in the
river: "so strangely like, and yet unlike, herself." Christie's
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clearest memory of her mother is captured in the simile "so like
herself" (11). Thus this passage culls from the three primal
deaths in Christie's life, and combines them into an image of
herself: homoerotic, autoerotic, and still remembering mama.
Small wonder that she "seemed to lose her identity"; yet she also
reaches out to "see where that dead thing would pass away" (158)
and, perhaps, merge with it.
Glenn Hendley calls the constellation of dead women "a
senes of nearly psychotic identifications"34 born of too finely
honed sympathy. (For Hendley there is no eroticism here, and
hence no identification with women who chose to die rather than
marry, or married and then died.) He argues that Christie's
highly developed sympathy lends subjectivity to the oar and
creates a series of equivalences that link Christie to oar, oar to
corpse, thus Christie to corpse. "The imaginative equivalence at
the basis of sympathy here doubles back on itself. Domestic
ideology's image of femininity is transformed into a nightmarish
parody of self-effacement, a fantasy of death."35 A fantasy of
death, indeed, and one born of sympathy.
But Alcott's language
offers us far more compelling objects of identification (read:
desire) than a phallic oar. The tripled image of mother, best
friend, and adolescent double projected onto an oar suggests a
moment of absolute gender confusion: should Christie follow the
path of independent women, or cling to the oar in hope of rescue
by god or man? This scene seems to offer not so much a "parody
of self-effacement" as Hendley would have it, as an absolute
imaging of self with all the dangers that such narcissism entails.
More than half in love with a watery death, Christie is
plucked from the shore by Rachel. This rescue inverts the
34Hcnolcy, 692.
35Hcnolcy, 692.
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tableau at the end of "The Demon's Daughter": now Christie plays
the rescued princess to Rachel's Amazon. The role of powerful
woman has passed to Rachel, as one might expect, by dint of her
sexual knowledge and status as an outsider. She has the
"dangerous symbolic mobility" Clement and Cixous attribute to
one who inhabits the nether world of a culture. Like many
savior-heroes of the twentieth century, Rachel remains in the
shadows and only appears at a moment of extreme crisis. Rachel
now is the agent of change, as Christie had been during her series
of domestic captivities. The freedom of the outsider allows Rachel
to act without the aegis of a church or religion; while portrayed as
one struggling to be worthy of faith and religion, Rachel functions
in the text much as the sorceress that Cixous and Clement herald:
"the feminine figure who crystallizes around herself the swirling
glances of a threatened culture. And not far away--revolutionary
myths, the figure of liberty. "36 Indeed, through Rachel's agency
Christie slowly recovers to reconstruct domesticity and become a
figure of li berty.

*****
Rachel fulfills her disruptive function by plunging Christie
into heady domesticity at the home of Cinthy Wilkins, "Clear
Starcher." Alcott is at her comic best in this Dickensian interlude,
which details the comforting familiarity of home and hearth. The
scenes of "A Cure for Despair" are typical of the local-color
literature favored by the women writers of the previous
generation, but Alcott includes a subversive undercurrent. The
carnivalesque home life that Cinthy Wilkins offers Christie entails
"six lively infants" with names to do Barnum credit: George
Washington, Victory Adelaide, Augusta, Ann Eliza, Andrew

36Cixous and Clement. 26.
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Jackson, and Daniel Webster. The children enact and rewrite
Bible stories, set books on fire, fall in the pork-barrel, and
generally act as vivid anti types of the preposterous Saltenstall
children. Beyond the ritualized chaos of child-rearing, this
household inverts the notion of a middle-class home as a temple
to the cult of domesticity. Cinthy Wilkins supports their family
through her washing and clear-starching. This is the first
marriage of near equals that Christie has observed, and it is one
in which the partners survive to raise their children and serve as
helpmeets to one another, although Cinthy is clearly in charge.
Cheerful about her burdens, Cinthy functions more as a domestic
whirlwind than a domestic angel, and proves to Christie that
family life can be highly satisfying with a woman as head of the
household.
As part of the cure, Cinthy sends Christie to her minister,
and in him Christie finds the father she had missed before. A
"rampant radical and infidel of the deepest dye" (201), Mr. Power
provides the religious and personal succor that Christie sorely
missed. His congregation draws from a cross-section of the
republic, and provides a panorama of Christie's recent past:
Delicate girls looking with the sweet wistfulness of
maidenly hearts for something strong to lean upon
and love; sad-eyed women turning to heaven for the
consolations or the satisfactions earth could not give
them; anxious mothers perplexed with many cares,
trying to find light and strength; young men with
ardent faces, restless, aspiring, and impetuous,
longing to do and dare; tired-looking students, with
perplexed wrinkles on their foreheads. . . and soulsick people trying this new, and perhaps dangerous
medicine, when others failed to cure. (205)
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All the types are there, from Christie's own ambitious phase to
Lucy, Philip Fletcher, Mrs. Carrol, and Harry Carrol. Christie finds
in this church a community of earnest folks and in Mr. Power the
charismatic and transcendental religion that she had wanted. His
sermon on vanity converts Christie completely and thus she
returns to a patriarchy of sorts. Yet this patriarchy does not
demand power and fear--this is not a return to Uncle Enos's
yoke--but rather tutelage in self-reliance.
Christie's journey from domestic captivity has slowed
considerably, the travel having changed from physical to
spiritual. On Mr. Power's suggestion she leaves the chaotic jumble
at the Wilkinses to help an aging Quaker woman and her son on
their farm. David Sterling's greenhouse fulfills Christie's longing to
return to the country, and the quiet housework allows her to
slowly reconstruct her sense of self in relation to domestic life.
This Edenic return is overseen not by Mr. Power, but by the
gentle and motherly Mrs. Sterling. The figure of the Quakeress
appears in the same role as she had in Uncle Tom's Cabin: as the
wise, motherly, beautiful older woman who offers comfort and
care universally. Mrs. Sterling is as close to an angel in the house
as Alcott will allow, but she is no model for Christie's
reconstruction of herself. David Sterling has much to do with
Christie's reassessment of the feminine. Under his tutelage
Christie finds value and meaning in her work. She also learns to
reflect upon gender roles as her friendship with David Sterling
becomes close and confidential.
As the two work side by side in
the greenhouse, David often asks for her help with a bouquet
because it needs a woman's eye or a woman's touch.
Meanwhile,
under Mr. Power's tutelage, Christie learns to accept David's
character and to appreciate his formal ways and inner struggles
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place of outward ambition.
her vision of manhood:

In

She also has the leisure to assess

Women who stand alone in the world, and have their
own way to make, have a better chance to know men
truly than those who sit safe at home and only see
one side of mankind.
We lose something; but I
think we gain a great deal that is more valuable than
admiration, flattery, and the superficial service most
men give to our sex . . . . we who are compelled to be
fellow-workers with men understand and value
them more truly than many a belle who has a dozen
lovers sighing at her feet. I see their faults and
follies; but I also see so much to honor, love, and
trust, that I feel as if the world was full of brothers.
If I wanted a staunch friend I'd choose a man, for
they wear better than women. (268-69)
Here Christie distinguishes herself from hearth-angels and her
perspective from that of leisured women. To her, work allows
men and women to interact on a basis other than romance or
sexuality, to show their true characters to each other. Christie's
statement that men make better friends than women reflects her
checkered career with female friendship, but is ultimately
misleading. This opinion may best reflect her present
circumstances, when she enjoys the guardianship of both Mr.
Power and David Sterling. Yet her situation belies her assessment
of women friends, for it is through the agency of Rachel and
Cinthy Wilkins that Christie is well and safe and productive again.
The most telling comment in Christie's little speech is her sense
that the world is full of brothers. By this time she has become
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part of the Sterling family: Mrs. Sterling calls her '''my daughter'"
and David treats her as a friend and confidant.
The fraternal relation that develops between David and
Christie should alert and remind us of the last close fraternal
relation depicted in the novel, that between Bella and Harry
Carrol. Consanguinity makes all the difference, but that model of
brotherly love looks suspiciously like a marriage. Christie and
David also move from sibling closeness to a love relation,
correcting the threat of incest that sympathy entails by absence
of shared blood. Thus, when Christie speaks to David with "the
gentle frankness of a woman speaking to a brother" (283), the
friendship of fellow-workers still dominates what could become
an implicitly incestuous relation between siblings. The return of
Rachel potentially complicates this romance, for Alcott treats
Rachel as Christie's first love. The revelation that Rachel is the
long-lost Sterling daughter providentially reconfigures Christie's
strong feelings for Rachel into sisterly affection for Letty, freeing
Christie to pursue her love affair with David.
The first hints of a developing romance come after Christie
performs some of her stage roles at her birthday party. The
tragic roles she chooses are significant: Juliet, Lady MacBeth, and
Portia. These versions of the feminine present the victim of love,
the monstrous wife, and finally the independent and resourceful
yet dutiful daughter. Christie ends with Portia's speech of troth
to Brabantio, suggesting that a wise and self-determining woman
may indeed choose her own suitor. David is "wonder-stricken"
(273) by Christie's transformations of self, and subsequently
opens his mind and heart to her. He later says that after that
night she was "'like an angel in the house'" (351).
This home-heaven does not last long, however, for another
lost girl returns to the Sterling farm like a serpent into Eden.
Kitty had stayed at the farm before Christie had, and she when
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she runs away from her father she runs to David. Kitty is vam,
frivolous, lazy, and boy-crazy, and her attention to David drives
Christie from the farm back to Mr. Power. Alcott falls back upon
the magazine plot of rivals for the affection of a good man, a plot
that relies upon a profound belief in the stupidity of men.
Convinced that David is unable to see what a little minx Kitty is,
Christie pours her energy into good works, unable to indulge in
the drama and bathos of fictional women:
If she had been a regular novel heroine at this cnSlS,
she would have grown gray in a single night, had a
dangerous illness, gone mad, or at least taken to
pervading the house at unseasonable hours with her
back hair down and much wringing of the hands.
Being only a commonplace woman she did nothing so
romantic, but instinctively tried to sustain and
comfort herself with the humble, wholesome duties
and affections which seldom fail to keep heads sane
and hearts safe. (310)

Alcott indulges in self-parody here, for her own early work is
littered with women parading around with their back hair down,
going mad, having illnesses, going grey and wringing hands. Since
she is not a "regular novel heroine," nor Work a regular novel,
Christie goes to work to soothe her broken heart. Her crisis, now
past, was existential rather than romantic; the conventions of
female heartbreak which Alcott details here look quite
extravagant in relation to Christie's sober, useful life.
Being useful, Christie enjoys her time at Mr. Power's, where
she meets many famous and socially committed men and women.
At this point Christie finds that a life of public service, as well as
a profitable marriage, is open to her. She tries and fails to
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commit her affections to the reformed Philip Fletcher, realizing
that loveless marriage is not a marriage of equals. But when she
sees Kitty buying white gloves and learns that David has a secret,
she suspects the worst: '''If she were only a nobler woman I could
bear it better; but I am sure he will regret it when the first
illusion is past. I fancy she reminds him of his lost Letty, and so
he thinks he loves her. I pray he may be happy, and I hope it
will be over soon'" (339). The secret turns out to be the discovery
of Rachel/Letty, and the revelation of David's past cruelty to her.
With the lost sister returned to the bosom of the family, Kitty is
married off to one of her beaux and Christie returns to the farm.

*****
This return of the prodigal opens the final third of the
novel, in which family is reconstructed on the Sterling farm. Mrs.
Sterling fades into the background, and Christie, Letty, and David
form an odd triad of loving friendship. As we noted before,
Alcott depicts Letty/Rachel as Christie's first real love, and the
transfer of affection to properly heterosexual and homosocial
objects is quite a feat. Christie and David's protracted
engagement--15 months--allows Alcott to include a certain
amount of the "lovering" that 10 March deemed requisite in
novels. An oddly sterile romance develops over the period of
betrothal, however. On the night of their engagement, Christie
comments that she had "'better die to-night and make a blessed
end'" (253) rather than li ve to see her marriage through. Once
the Civil War breaks out, Christie determines to join the Sanitary
Commission when David joins the Union army, still with no talk of
actually getting married. Indeed, Christie sees joining up as a
new career:
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". . . I've got into a heroic mood and I mean to keep
so as long as I can. I've always wanted to live in
stirring times, to have a part in great deeds, to
sacrifice and suffer something for a principle or a
person; and now I have my wish. I like it, David: it's
a grand time to live, a splendid chance to do and
suffer; and I want to be in it heart and soul, and earn
a little of the glory or the martyrdom that will come
in the end." (376)
We can almost see a reprise of the Queen of the Amazons in
Christie's speech, and in fact she proposes a life much like that of
the Amazons: celibate and constantly under siege. She gladly
"gives" David to the cause, caught up in the fervor of mustering,
as if in a new role; she marries in her nursing uniform and spends
a single chaste hour with David before he leaves for the front.
Alcott explicitly draws the connection between Christie and her
role by noting that
Ten years earlier Christie made her debut as an
Amazon, now she had a braver part to play on a
larger stage, with a nation for an audience, martial
music and the boom of cannon for orchestra; the
glare of battle-fields was the "red light;" [sic] danger,
disease, and death, the foes she was to contend
against; and the troupe she joined, not timid girls,
but high-hearted women, who fought gallantly till
the "demon" lay dead, and sang their song of
exultation with bleeding hearts, for this great
spectacle was a dire tragedy to them. (384)
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Christie soon becomes an excellent nurse, and for the next two
years she and David toil away at their separate duties, meeting
whenever furloughs are available. Christie encounters Philip
Fletcher once again, and nurses him back to life. He still presses
his suit, but Christie offers him only a home and her friendship,
gifts with which he finally learns to be content. Thus Christie
succeeds in reforming the dissipated suitor into a man, a hero,
and a friend, but too late to be a husband.
David's death comes about from his attempt to help a group
of "contrabands," black women and children, escape from
Confederate territory: a noble, heroic death. He suffers three
wounds in the ensuing skirmish--perhaps one for each of the
women in his life--and succumbs soon after Christie arrives,
"ready to help her husband die" (404).
David's final advice to
Christie is "'Don't mourn, dear heart, but work'" (406), advice
which she takes very much to heart. Her husband's death is not
only predictable but fortunate, for Christie has shown that she
cannot survive in a traditional domestic setting and role. When
the married part of her life ends, Christie returns to the farm to
reconstruct family and domesticity in her own terms.
Christie's rather miraculous pregnancy has given critics
cause to smirk at Alcott's comprehension of biology, but the true
miracle of Pansy is her birth into an exclusively female
community. This child ushers in a generation of working women
who live together and toil for the common good. Pansy grows up
in a "feminine household" (4 I 4) in which she is treated as an idol
composed of "a mass of flannel and cambric with a bald head at
one end, and a pair of microscopic blue socks at the other" (414).
While Alcott slips into her Dickensian mode to describe this
household, the domestic configuration she proposes here is quite
revolutionary. No father, husband, or son makes the decisions or
rules the house; Mr. Power all but disappears in the face of "the
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idol" female child. Even Uncle Enos melts under the gaze of his
grand-niece, and makes her the heir to his tightly guarded
fortune, with Christie as executor. Perhaps unwittingly, then,
Uncle Enos finally saves Christie from the life of domestic
captivity which he had thought she should take up with pride.
The final tableau of the novel finds Christie "At Forty"
continuing David's work for others, in particular for workingwomen. Her friends form a reconstructed family: Mrs. Sterling,
Letty, Mrs. Wilkins, and Hepsey, the Stuarts's black cook. Bella
and Harry Carrol reappear in a situation as close to marriage as
siblings can be, and Christie advises Bella to open a salon and
influence women of her class to think about more than "servants,
dress, and gossip" (438). Bella demurs, knowing the first concern
of society women, but Christie insists that '''Women lead in
society, and when men find that they can not only dress with
taste, but talk with sense, the lords of creation will be glad to
drop mere twaddle and converse as with their equals!'" (438).
Having "something to do in her own sphere" (439) suits Bella, and
fulfills Christie's ambition to find the right work for every soul.
Thus she settles in "a loving league of sisters, old and young,
black and white, rich and poor" (442) and comes to the end of her
journey, free of the social constraints placed on women of her
time. She has her own money, her own property, a purpose in
life, and the chance to raise a child free of the captivity narrative
imposed by the cult of domesticity. Finally Christie has achieved
her early dream of "a home in the country somewhere, with cows
and flowers, clothes bleaching on green grass, bob-o'-links
making rapturous music by the river, and the smell of new-mown
hay" (129), a dream significant for its absence of husband,
children, and domestic responsibility. With her household of
handmaidens, Christie has no domestic responsibilities, and is free
to effect her own female reconstruction.
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As in the conclusion of Uncle Tom's Cabin, Alcott leaves us
with a tableau of a matrilocal family which thrives on a
productive mixture of class and race. Alcott's resolution avoids
the gothic side-effects of gender confusion, cross-dressing, and
madness, however, for her novel deals mainly with captivity
within a homosocial culture. Christie is never treated as property,
nor is she placed under sexual threat by any of her employers.
The gothic moments in Work are self-imposed and come as a
direct result of Christie's resistance to the suffocating ideals of the
prevailing domestic ideology. Alcott closes her novel by placing
Christie's work in the pattern of God's work, but this impulse
reveals more wishful thinking than prophecy. Christie's plan, '''to
know and help, love and educate one another'" (442) subverts all
Protestant notions of God's and women's work and attacks the
very code that had kept white women in America as domestic
captives of one sort or another for 250 years.
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CHAPTER FIVE
"THE LITTLE HOUR OF VIOLENCE": DISPLACED DOMESTICITY
AND MIMETIC DESIRE IN JAMES'S THE OTHER HOUSE

Evil was overwhelmingly part of his visible universe.
but the sense . . . was a family sense.
Graham Greene. "Henry James: The Private Universe"
Nothing. perhaps. could be more banal than the role of
violence in awakening desire.
Rene Girard. Violence and the Sacred

In The Other House (1896) Henry James investigates many
of the now-familiar themes of the nineteenth century novel:
family, home, inheritance, and the disruptive effect of women
upon each. In the other novels we have examined, houses
correspond to the structural features of the narrative as a whole,
while domestic life, as the nexus of interpersonal conflicts,
determines the internal action of the characters. The notion that
the physical structure of the house would somehow determine
the actions of its inhabitants is attractive in its simplicity, but the
division between external and internal, architectural and familial,
is not always clearly drawn. In this novel, for example, James
inverts the Romantic dichotomy and transforms typical
nineteenth-century domestic interiors into stages for self-serving
and destructive action. Domesticity functions less as a structural
device and more as a convention, employed as houses were in
Romantic novels. For James this structure does not provide order;
instead, it serves as a backdrop for disorder and the susper.sion
of morality. Houses, like the overplot, are incidental; the family
setting is less important than individual psychology. As we have
seen in The House of the Seven Gables and Uncle Tom's Cabin,
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the confinement of women to domestic structures and domestic
life often disrupts the apparently stable balance between home
and family, setting and psychology. The ultimate domestic
confinement, childbirth, provokes the action of The Other House.
Tony Bream's promise to his postparturitive wife that he will not
remarry during their infant daughter's lifetime shapes a complex
structure of mimetic desire--a jealous rivals plot--which leads to
murder. I Julia Bream's dying wish dooms her daughter, upsets
the relations between two households and families, and unleashes
the chaotic force of feminine desire in her best friend, Rose
Armiger. James's characterization of Rose literally turns the
domestic novel inside out: rather than being subject to the
controls of domestic life, Rose pursues a distorted version of
family through prevarication and murder. Her desire consumes
the foreground of the novel, overshadowing all other action and
concerns. James allows Rose to escape both law and morality,
subverting the socially conservative murder plot, and marking a
distinct shift in the form of the domestic novel.
Most of James's works might be classified as domestic
novels, concerned as they are with marriages, alliances, and
inheritances; yet he conscientiously avoids homey anecdotes and
details that characterize domestic and women's literature of the
last century. James moves away from the concerns of daily life
and toward the implications of familial behavior on society as a
whole. Houses date no further back than one generation; one
1The term comes, of course, from Rene Girard, who describes
mimetic desire as a system of relation between subject and object which is
complicated by the presence of a rival. Simply put, "the subject desires
the object because the rival desires it." Violence and the Sacred, trans.
Patrick Gregory (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1977), 145.
See also Girard's Decei!, Desire. and the Noyel: Self and Other in Literary
Structure, trans. Yvonne Freccero (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University
Press, 1965), I-52, esp. 10-17.
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inherits things rather than traditions. James replaces the
dynastic imperatives of antebellum America with pure selfinterest. Domestic life as such has very little place in either
house, although domestic arrangements in the form of betrothals,
birth, and visits preoccupy their inhabitants. James does borrow
from the traditional domestic novel its acknowledgment that
family homes are political sites, and that confinement in or desire
for family life often produces aberrant and dangerous behavior.
However, he tailors these gothic notions to his own peculiar
depiction of the stranger in the house. 2
The gothic dimensions of many nineteenth-century family
tales stem from the enforced presence of women in domestic
settings.
As we have seen, mothers, daughters, and other female
characters often contradict the overt structure and themes of a
narrative. Stowe's and Hawthorne's novels usually strayed from
the plot outlined in the preface only in response to a crime in or
against the family . Yet for James, such domestic crimes become
matter-of-fact.
Infanticide, betrayal, and false promises--all
historically female crimes--no longer disrupt the form and
content, the story and telling, of the tale. Nor can they be
contained by the hegemonic morality of the romance: the force of
the feminine, as James writes it, defies formal dramatic and
novelistic structure, and escapes unpunished and untamed. 3

2In this connection, see Tony Tanner, Adultery in the Noyel:
Contract and Transgression
(Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press,
1979), 24-52.
3 James originally wrote the tale in 1894 as " 'Ull projet detaille et
abmllio1/lu!. de piece ell 3 lIc/es' "(xi), and its dramatic structure is quite

evident in both the pacing and the dialogue. The play, entitled ~
Promise, was never produced, and James revised the "dol/I/ee" into a serial
for the Illustrated London News, running July, August, and September
1896 (xi-xii). See Henry James, The Other House, intro. Leon Edel (New
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James did not include The Other House in the New York edition,
finding it to be an odd hybrid of drama and novel (vii). As such,
it falls outside the family of canonical James works, an orphan
narrative of sorts. Yet the family resemblance is keen: The Other
House opens the cycle of nymphet novels that James wrote
during the last years of the century: What Maisie Knew (1897),
"The Turn of the Screw" and "In the Cage" (1898) and The
Awkward Age (1899). Leon Edel notes that these stories of the
late 1890s all examine "precocious little females "4 who fall victim
to parental or step-parental ambition and desire.
Rarely read and less often discussed, the narrative of The
Other House remains unfamiliar to most readers of James, so a
short synopsis of the plot may be helpful here. J ames divides the
novel into three acts or "books" as if to impose structural control
upon the human chaos which forms the content of the novel.
Each book takes place in a different but contiguous setting: Book
First at Tony Bream's estate, Bounds--the "other" house; Book
Second in the garden of Eastmead, Mrs. Beever's estate next door;
Book Third inside Eastmead. Mrs. Beever, banker's widow, lives
with her son Paul; her frequent guest is young heiress Jean
MartIe, a distant cousin whom Mrs. Beever plans to marry to her
son. Next door live the Breams, Tony and Julia, in their new
house filled with new wealth and new fashions. Newest of all is
their baby daughter, Effie. Tony is the inheriting partner of Mrs.
Beever in "Beever and Bream," a local bank. Rose Armiger, a
childhood friend and surrogate sister of Julia and a woman
York: New Directions. 1947). 3.
edition.

Subsequent references will be to this

4Leon Edcl. Henry .lames: A Life (New York: Harper and Row. 1985).
480. Edel would not have imposed the Nabokovian term "nymphet" on
these children. but James clearly subjects them to the real or mimetic
desire of their elders.
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wholly untrusted by Mrs. Beever, is visiting at Bounds. Miss
Armiger has stayed, "as Mrs. Beever with some emphasis put it,
'right through everything,' " (3) that is, the birth. As a child, the
orphaned Rose was taken in by her aunt and Julia's stepmother,
who raised both girls with such cruelty that they are now
estranged from her. These are all familiar types in the James
canon: the older female observer-agent, the good heroine and the
bad heroine, the victimized child, the obtuse capitalist, the
sensitive lover.
Book First deals with a single day in which Dennis Vidal
returns from China to claim his fiancee Rose, who refuses him
because she harbors the secret hope that Julia will die and leave
Tony available. Jean MartIe arrives to visit the baby "wonder of
the world" (66) and strikes up a friendship with Tony as Julia lies
dying of childbirth complications. Her illness, described by James
as a form of depression, leads Julia to demand a promise from
Tony that her daughter will never suffer with a stepmother. The
promise given, she promptly dies. s Book Second covers a single
afternoon and evening four years later on which the two
households celebrate Jean and Effie's shared birthday. The
festivities provide a backdrop for Paul Beever's proposal to Jean
Martie, Dennis Vidal's return in fear of Effie's safety, the
interference of Rose Armiger (and at her behest that of Tony
Bream) in the engagement of Paul and Jean, and the death by
SThe story of the promise might well he drawn from Hawthorne, yet
James's peculiar slant on the ways in which the promise is fulfilled is
uniquely his own. In this instance The House of the Seven Gahles clearly
serves in an ancestral role: James wrote in 1879 that that novel "yet
brushes more closely than its companions the surface of American life,
comes a trille nearer to being a novel of manners." See Henry James,
"Nathaniel Hawthorne (1804-1864)," Lihrary of the World's Best Literature,
vol. XII, cd. Charles Dudley Warner (New York, 1879); rep. in The American
Essays of Henry James, cd. Leon Edel (New York: Vintage, 1956), 16-17.
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drowning of Effie. Book Third takes place a few minutes later on
the same evening, sorts out the various love relationships, and
deals with the peculiar questions of infanticide and honor. In
each book, against a different backdrop, James examines the
conflicted and interrelated themes of desire, perception,
femininity, power, and violence.
James uses overt doubling to interconnect the characters
and to illuminate the themes of the story. For example, Rose
clearly serves as a double of the "detestable stepmother" (13)
Mrs. Grantham in her implicit and real threat to Effie. Of course,
by the logic of the promise, Rose can never actually be a
stepmother to Effie: either she will marry Tony after the death of
his daughter, or she will remain a friend of the child's mother, a
surrogate aunt of sorts. Because Mrs. Grantham was cruel both as
an aunt and a stepmother, there is no role for Rose that does not
demand comparisons. The tale's suspense and drama rest upon
the threat of Rose's desire to become Tony's wife, without
becoming Effie's stepmother: Rose can only fulfill the role of wife
or lover, mother or monster.
Jean MartIe also loves Tony Bream, and James overtly
contrasts her with Rose in an opposition of good and bad
heroines. 6 Jean MartIe and Effie Bream are also paired, as
innocents who share a birthday and the unenviable position of
being everyone else's pawn. Each has much security to enjoy
from Tony Bream, and much to fear from Rose Armiger. Effie and
6Gerard M. Sweeney reminds us that James commonly used this
opposition in his notebooks as a shorthand for a certain type of plot. To
date, this essay is the only published discussion that focuses solely on this
novel.
In addition to noting textual variations, Sweeney_discusses at
length the moral distinctions of The Other House from its prior versions in
the play The Promise and James's notebook jottings. See "The Curious
Disappearance of Mrs. Beever: The Ending of The Other House," Journal of
Narrative Technique 11.3 (Fall 1981): 216-28.
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her mother share the dual status of Rose's victims, while James
pairs Dennis Vidal and Paul Beever as Rose Armiger's
unsuccessful suitors and "muffs" (15). Midway through the story,
Jean echoes Rose in refusing her suitor and vowing never to
marry, but as we shall see her motives are purer and her purpose
firmer than those of the calculating Rose.
Doubling of characters also forces us to draw comparisons
between the two adjacent houses, although the observant Mrs.
Beever can find no sympathy of decor or schedule between
Eastmead and Bounds. That dissonance undermines the
cherished Victorian notion of family homes as repositories of
tradition, family relics, and multi-generational families. Clearly,
James's notion of domesticity is more peripatetic and societal
than that of his predecessors.

*****
The absence of dynastic history in The Other House
displaces the characters, leaving them largely unconnected to
tradition. Unlike the characters in Hawthorne's, Stowe's or even
Alcott's works, most of James's characters have family histories
that extend back only one generation, and many of them are
orphans. While this lack of a past to some extent frees them from
inherited moral and financial debts, it also places them in the odd
position of forming their own identities. Lacking family histories,
they are suspended in society, marginally adopting a role outside
of the inherited boundaries of familial tradition. Unlike the
isolatos of the American Renaissance, these men and women are
wholly incapable of establishing surrogate families. No tradition
of domesticity exists in either house. No kindly hearth-goddesses
nor wise grandmothers dispense local knowledge at Eastmead or
Bounds; indeed, the maternal figures in the novel--Mrs.
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Grantham, Mrs. Beever, and Julia Bream--offer disruption rather
than comfort.
As the only surviving mother in the novel, Mrs. Beever
commands the stuffiness but not the majesty of an earlier age.
Both her house and her person represent the oppressive fashions
of the early century, which is as far back as anyone's sense of
history extends. Despite this nod to tradition, Mrs. Beever's sense
of history is confined to material objects, mainly in her outdated
clothing and furniture. She embodies the past generation's
"prehistoric" (10) trappings, but Mrs. Beever enforces no codes of
morality or tradition. She watches, but does not intervene: "Mrs.
Beever of Eastmead, and of 'Beever and Bream', was a close,
though not a cruel observer of what went on, as she always said,
at the other house" (1). In his novels James often employs an
older woman to make mischief in the name of cultural stability,
or to suit her own ends. Initially Mrs. Beever recalls the hackles
raised by other Jamesian female observer-agents, such as
Madame Merle of The Portrait of a Lady or Olive Chancellor of
The Bostonians. Yet for all her voyeurism and commentary, Mrs.
Beever poses little threat to anyone in either house. She
passively stands for a generation and set of standards more
familiar to antebellum readers than to the inhabitants of the
other house:
Short and solid, with rounded corners and full
supports, her hair very black and very flat, her
eyes very small for the amount of expression they
could show, Mrs. Beever was so "early Victorian" as
to be almost prehistoric--was constructed to move
amid massive mahogany and sit upon banks of
Berlin-wool. She was like an odd volume,
"sensibly" bound, of some old magazine. (10)
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Indeed, Mrs. Beever so fully embodies the style of her youth that
she herself could be a well-upholstered furnishing or well-bound
"odd volume." The curious application of traditional book-binding
to throw-away magazine writing implies that Mrs. Beever's
traditions are anachronistic and confined. (Her obsolescence links
her to Maisie's Mrs. Wix and Mrs. Grose in "The Turn of the
Screw" --solid but dangerously ineffective women.) Mrs. Beever's
house provides a setting for her dynastic ambitions, which extend
no further than the finishing and marriage of her son. She has
none of the lust for power evident in many gothic mothers, nor
does she take domesticity to suffocating extremes. Late Victorian
domesticity simply offers her the means to meet life undaunted.
When she faces a problem, "household practice" (2) takes over:
There would have been difficulty in saying whether
it was a feeling for peace or for war, but her
constant habit was to lay the ground bare for
complications that as yet at least had never taken
place. Her life was like a room prepared for a
dance: the furniture was all against the walls. (2)
Mrs. Beever's forthright efficiency brings to mind the
contemporary amazons of domestic science, Catherine Beecher
and Charlotte Perkins Gilman; James was certainly not above
parodying this sort of woman, as we see in his treatment of Olive
Chancellor in The Bostonians. Taken to an extreme, Mrs. Beever's
"household practice" could easily transform her into a Romantic
monstrous mother. Her agency, however, is quite limited and her
sense of urgency quite parochial; if Mrs. Beever is monstrous, she
is only so in her passivity and lack of control over circumstances.
As Ann Romines suggests, "ritualized housekeeping may be a
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sacramental actIvity that provides essential cultural continuity. "7
Tony Bream refers to Mrs. Beever with the ironic nickname "the
queen mother" (3), in clear counterpoint to the imperial monarch
for whom the age is named. James suggests in Mrs. Beever a
slightly inscrutable nature due to her sarcasm and voyeurism,
but finally he shows that her generation and values are obsolete.
Her touted practice of getting complications out of the way has no
effect upon Rose Armiger, and in fact through her passivity Mrs.
Beever obliquely allows the murder of Effie Bream.
Bounds, the home of Tony and Julia Bream, is a structure so
new as to have no tradition, schedule, or domestic order at all--to
be unbound by Mrs. Beever's regimen. Servants usher characters
in and out, but the household itself serves only as a backdrop to
the rivalry induced by Julia's dying wish. We first glimpse Tony
Bream's estate through Mrs. Beever's "close, though not [. . . ]
cruel" perception:
His house was new--he had on his marriage, at a
vast expense, made it quite violently so. His wife
and his child were new; new also in a marked
degree was the young woman who had lately taken
up her abode with him and who had the air of
intending to remain till she should lose that quality.

(4)
Note that 111 both houses mothers
destiny. Unlike the fathers of the
obsessed not with patrimony, but
for her son Paul, and Julia for her

control inheritances and
Romance, J ames's women are
with matrimony: Mrs. Beever
son-husband, Tony. Also

7 Ann Romines, The Home Plo!: Women. Wriling. and Domeslic Rilual
(Amherst: University of Massachusetts Press, 1992), 6.
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obsessed with matrimony, Rose Armiger counters the "violent"
newness of Bounds with a violence of her own: she invades the
household and threatens to outlast the novelty of marriage, birth,
and "vast expense." Even the balance of James's long sentence
above belongs to Rose, effectively underscoring the point that the
house and household provide mere setting for her ambition.
Tony's delight in newness insulates him from an awareness of the
past and the ways in which Rose threatens to repeat it. The very
danger that Julia feared--that her daughter will suffer from a
stepmother--remains in the house after her death; once Julia dies,
only the promise and not its reasons are remembered. Rose's
pursuit of Tony recalls the pattern of Mrs. Grantham's
"monstrous" career of using men and abusing their daughters
(13), but her desire is shielded by the absence of tradition,
domestic order, or long-term memory at Bounds. The motif of
the male stranger in the house has been inverted by this female
stranger. Moreover, Rose's desire for Tony effectively transforms
Effie from innocent victim to the stranger who threatens the
order of her own house. Tony's amusement at the promise
suggests that he does not take it seriously; Rose's insistence that
he humor his wife proves that she does. Just as Mrs. Grantham's
visit initiated Julia's postpartum decline, so Rose's aid in securing
the promise ensures Julia's death, which in turn effectively
condemns baby Effie to death at the hands of her father or a
woman who loves him.

*****
The focal events of Book First involve the construction of
Rose Armiger's desire for Tony Bream and her determination to
eliminate anyone whom she perceives as a rival. James offers
glimpses of Rose's desire in contexts that disguise and efface it as
grief for Julia, anticipation of Dennis Vidal, proprietary interest in
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the love affair of Jean Martie and Paul Beever. This narrative
displacement of Rose's desire on first reading suspends our
disbelief of her motives. Examined with the end of the novel in
mind, we see that James drops hints throughout the early pages
to alert us to Rose's dangerous desires. He also reveals that Rose's
desire for Tony only occurs in reaction to other people's esteem
for him. She desires him because Julia loves him, because Dennis
Vidal admires him, because Jean Martie adores him. Competition
enthralls Rose more than the possibility of realizing her desire.
Again, the female object of desire so prevalent in Romantic novels
has been inverted, and female rivalry now transforms Tony into
an object.
Rivalry is an important component of Girard's notion of
mimetic desire, for according to him the imitation or replication
of the rival by the subject produces a competition for the beloved
object. Once the lover fixes on a beloved, he scrupulously
patterns his existence after that of the rival, who becomes a sort
of alter-ego for the lover:
We must take care, however, to identify him
correctly; not to say, with Freud, that he is the
father; or, in the case of the tragedies, that he is the
brother. . . . The rival desires the same object as the
subject, and to assert the primacy of the rival can
lead to only one conclusion. Rivalry does not arise
because of the fortuitous convergence of two
desires on a single object; rather, the su/~iect
desires the ()/~iect because the rival desires it. In
desiring an object the rival alerts the subject to the
desirability of the object. The rival, then, serves as
the model for the subject, not only in regard to such
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secondary matters as style and opinions but also,
and more essentially, in regard to desires.
(Violence 145)
This doubling produces an odd psychic division, in which the rival
is both model and antagonist. Girard finds such rivalries within
the Euripidean and Sophoclean tragic tradition, while others have
applied his structure to the paired opposites common in chivalric
literature. 8 Although Girard specifically cautions against limiting
this structure to Oedipal or sibling rivalries, competitions
between brothers--bound more often by ritual or social position
And the
than by blood--do dominate the literature of desire.
outcome, if not tragic, is certainly violent: as Girard notes, "two
desires converging on the same object are bound to clash. Thus,
mimesis coupled with desire leads automatically to conflict"
(Violence 146). The violence of the conflict, if it proceeds to a
scapegoat, serves to purge the culture of unhealthy or deviant
forces and to allow order to be reestablished.
When the rivals are female, however, the pattern of
violence and cleansing which results from mimetic desire does
not necessarily hold. Because it defies the cultural containment
of women, female desire is often treated as suspect and
associated with insanity and violenceY The normative structure
8.T. Douglas Canficld's rcadings of mimctic desirc in chivalric plots
by Chauccr. Malory. and Drydcn havc been instructivc and cxemplary.
Sce Word as Bond in English Litcraturc from the Middle Agcs to the
Restoration (Philadclphia: Univcrsity or Pcnnsylvania Prcss, 1989), 66-81,
179-90, and cspccially for this rcading, 281-91.
9EIainc Showaltcr has discovcrcd that thc tropes of femalc madness
in the ninctccnth ccntury are also figurcs of fcmalc dcsirc: ". . . fcmale
irrationality, so easily subjcctcd to male reason, might also represent an
unknowable and untamable scxual force.
The troubling, ambiguous
nature of female insanity was exprcssed and pcrpctuatcd by three major
Romantic images of the madwoman: thc suicidal Ophelia, the sentimental
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of mimetic desire, which is founded on a binary opposition,
cannot distinguish between "good" feminine desire and "bad"
feminine desire, for feminine desire is by definition "bad." While
female characters may in fact carry the rivalry of mimetic desire
to a violent resolution, no restoration of order is guaranteed.
Since the cultural concept of order excludes female desire, the
aftermath of violence among women may be a rejection of
cultural order altogether. In Hawthorne's work this condition is
avowedly gothic; for James it has the far more chilling status of
business as usual.
James's treatment of feminine desire relies upon mimetic
doubling: consider the governess and Miss Jessel, or Kate Croy
and Milly Theale, for example. James designs many of his
narratives in terms of conflicts between the Good Heroine and
Bad Heroine, an opposition which he frequently uses in the
notebooks (xv).10 The most important female doubling in The
Other House reveals itself in the antagonism between Rose
Armiger and Jean MartIe, although Rose's relationship with Julia
in Book First also provides an early working-out of the structure
of mimetic desire. Rose explains to Mrs. Beever that both she and
Julia share the role of child-victim and "'one of the strongest of all
ties--the tie of a common aversion'" to the evil Mrs. Grantham
Crazy Janc. and thc violcnt Lucia.
All thrcc cstahlishcd fcmlac scxuality
and fcmininc nature as thc sourcc of fcmale malady. .." Scc Thc Female
Malady: Women. Madncss. and English Culturc. I R30-19RO (Ncw York:
Pcnguin, 1985). 10. Thc litcrary history of sexual fcmalcs suggests that
fcmininc dcsirc Icads to violcncc. although not ncccssarily thc cleansing
that rccstahlishcs ordcr.
Mcdca, Antigonc. Lady Machcth, thc Marquisc dc
Mcrteuil, Annc Hutchinson. Hawthornc's Zcnohia--all causc violence or
disruption through thcir desirc. hut do not cnsure resolution.
10Scc Hcnry James. Thc Notchooks of Henry James. cd. F.O.
Matthiesscn and Kenncth B. Murdock (New York: Oxford University Prcss.
1961). 141.
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(12). She further establishes their double nature by saying that
the stepmother's cruelty bound them "'as if she had made us
sisters'" (13, emphasis added). Although Girard discusses only
fraternal rivals or father-son pairs, these surrogate sisters
operate as the sociological twins of mimetic desire. The presence
of the feminine averts the restorative outcome of the cycle of
mimetic desire, violence, and sacrifice, but the pairing of Julia
Bream and Rose Armiger does shape a rivalry which ends in a
deadly "little hour of violence" (118).
Rose expresses her longing for Tony in terms of Julia,
inverting the mimetic rivalry to fit Victorian notions of proper
friendship between men and women: '''It's for your affection for
her that I've really given you mine'" (25). Rose claims to esteem
Tony for his love of Julia, when in fact she wants him because her
surrogate sister married him. Julia's affection for Tony, not his
for her, sparks Rose's own desire. Clearly, Rose's actions suggest
that she aspires to being Tony's wife as much as she does to being
his lover. The cultural position of banker's wife would afford
Rose the money, status, and power that she lacks as the house
guest of the Breams and the fiancee of Dennis Vidal. These
pedestrian roles do not sit well with Rose, as we see in her
resistance to Dennis's embraces and her excited reaction to Julia's
worsening condition. Mrs. Beever refers to Rose as "worried as a
pea on a pan" (17) when Rose leaves to fetch a prescription for
Julia. Her worry derives, however, as much from her fear that
Julia will recover as from fear of her friend's death. Girard
explains such desire as motivated by hatred for the person whose
desire the actor replicates. I I Thus Rose patterns her desire for
I I "Only someone who prevents us from satisfying a desire which he
himself has inspired in us is truly an object of hatred. The person who
hates first hates himself for the secret admiration concealed by his hatred.
In an effort to hide this desperate admiration from others. and from
himself, he no longer wants to sec in his mediator anything but an
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Tony on Julia's love for her husband, and she comes to hate Julia
as her rival for Tony's affection. It is worth noting that Julia
succumbs to her postpartum confinement after securing the
promise, but also after taking the prescription which Rose, "who
appeared to recognize at a glance its nature" (16), has fetched for
her. While not an overt instance of poisoning, that knowing
glance reveals Rose's familiarity with drugs and hints at her
connection to sorceress figures and dangerous women. Thus the
rivalry which doubles Julia and Rose as sisters also constructs a
dichotomy of friend and foe.

*****
Julia's decline and death provide the context for the full
emergence of Rose Armiger's desire. Again domestic life serves
as mere setting for the psychological transformations that occur
as a result of Julia's death, Rose's reorientation of her desire for
Tony, and the negotiation of her engagement to Dennis Vidal. As
Julia fails, and Rose believes her own position to be improving,
she undergoes a series of physical transformations that reveal
her aberrant and rapacious desire. Leon Edel draws a connection
between Rose and Hedda Gabler, a character James observed on
the stage in 1891, when he was toying with the idea of The
Prom i se (xv). Ruthless and perverse, Hedda Gabler is consumed
by the manipulation of people. Clearly James saw in Hedda the
source for all his fiendish females, his monstrous mothers. More

obstacle. . . . Now the mediator is a shrewd and diabolical enemy; he tries to
rob the subject of his most prized possessions; he obstinately thwarts his
most legitimate ambitions." Deceit. Desirc. and thc Novel, 11.
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significant for our purposes, however, is James's description of
the actress Elizabeth Robins's portrayal of Hedda as "uncanny"
(xv). Although James uses this term twenty-five years before
Freud's famous essay, the concept of the uncanny as read by
Freud illuminates James's depiction of the force of feminine
desire in Rose Armiger.
An orphan without domestic or dynastic tradition, Rose
Armiger as a Bad Heroine exhibits aspects of two of the most
threatening tropes of the feminine: the rapacious spinster and
the wicked stepmother. She participates in a brief relation of
rivalry with the married Julia (whose death mayor may not be a
direct consequence), and promises an obverse Oedipal struggle
with Effie for the possession of Tony. Spinster and stepmother
differ only in their marital status; both are devourers, marked
specifically by sexuality, and both function outside the bounds of
culture. 12 In pursuing the position of "Mrs. Bream," Rose coolly
defies the conventions of marriage and manners that exist in the
world of The Other House. James treats such standards as still
holding, although his depiction of Rose suggests that to some
extent they, like the houses, represent mere convention. Rose's
desire defies containment by conventional behavior, and her
attempts to mask her desire for Tony produce startling physical
and psychological effects. Only rigid self-control enables Rose to

12 Helenc Cixous and Cathcrinc Clemcnt associatc such fcmale
figurcs with thc sorccrcss. a cultural tropc of thc femininc dcrivcd from
the bclief that "woman. the pcriodic being. takes part in somcthing that is
not containcd within culturc."Helcnc Cixous and Cathcrinc Clemcnt. Thc
Newly-Born Woman. trans. Bctsy Wing. intro. Sandra M. Gilbcrt. Theory
and History of Litcraturc. Vol. 24 (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota
Press, 1986), 8. This notion of oppositional gendcr realms dcrives from
Sherry Ortncr's groundbrcaking essay. "Is Fcmalc to Male as Nature is to
Culture?" Women, Culture, and Socicty. cd. Michclle Z. Rosaldo and Louisc
Lamphcrc (Stanford: Stanford University Prcss, 1974) 67-87.
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exist both inside and outside the complex Victorian societyfamily mixture of relatives, fiances, and visitors. As desire
consumes her, however, Rose's ambiguity changes from
uncanniness finally to monstrosity.
J ames offers several revealing glimpses of Rose Armiger as
a woman transformed by rapacious longing. The first of these
transformations occurs early in the novel, at the first meeting of
Rose Armiger and Jean MartIe, the paired opposites. Rose is
sprawled over a table in an attitude of despair which, the
narrator leads us to believe, stems from her worry over either
Julia's illness or her own imminent reunion with Dennis Vidal.
Jean comes upon Rose unannounced, and witnesses the curiously
amorphic quality of Rose's features:
She could only be Miss Armiger, and she had been
such a figure of woe that it was a surprise not to
see her in tears. She was by no means in tears; but
she was for an instant extremely blank, an instant
during which Jean remembered, rather to wonder
at it, Mrs. Beever's having said of her that one
really didn't know whether she was awfully plain
or strikingly handsome. Jean felt that one did quite
know: she was awfully plain. . .. The reflection of
[Rose's thoughts] came back to Jean from a pair of
eyes as to which she judged that the extreme
lightness of their grey was what made them so
strange as to be ugly--a reflection that spread into
a sudden smile from a wide, full-lipped mouth,
whose regular office, obviously, was to produce the
second impression. In a flash of small, square teeth
this second impression was produced and the
ambiguity that Mrs. Beever had spoken of lighted
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up--an ambiguity worth all the dull prettiness in
the world. Yes, one quite did know: Miss Armiger
was strikingly handsome. It thus took her but a
few seconds to repudiate every connection with the
sombre image Jean had just encountered.
"Excuse my jumping out at you," she said. (7)
Rose's transformation seems innocuous enough at this point, but
it hints at her surprising changeability. The difference between
private and public demeanor simply does not account for the
change that Jean witnesses, although Rose does refer to her own
breach of etiquette. Any sympathy evoked by the "figure of woe"
soon dissolves in the face of Rose's blankness and awful
plainness. Curiously, a flash of predatory "small, square, white
teeth" effects the change in Rose from plain to handsome, marked
by her fulsome smile and the emergence of a sensuous, "fulllipped mouth" designed specifically to create the impression of
beauty and perhaps sexuality. The ambiguity created by this
change, "an ambiguity worth all the dull prettiness in the world,"
provokes a "repudiation" of the homely face; yet the suddenness
of this provocative and seductive transformation can only suggest
its opposite. Rose changes from homely to handsome as a means
of asserting her power and experience over Jean, and Jean
submits by admiring the finished surface. When Rose apologizes
for "jumping out" at Jean, she tries to excuse her metamorphosis
under the guise of manners, but we are left with the uncanny
image of those teeth and the emerging smile. Clearly Rose has
the potential to change back from handsome to homely, and the
accompanying shifts in character that this visible phenomenon
implies merely reinforce her ambiguity. 1 3
13 The inscrutable nature of woman is of course a timeless theme,
and one that lends itself particularly weIl to the Gothic.
Hawthorne toyed
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Because she does not fit an easy category of beauty, or
relation, or female identity, Rose may trade upon her ambiguity.
As soon as others begin to define her in one way, Rose changes
the terms of her definition, as her fluctuating engagement with
Dennis Vidal shows. This changeable status also contributes to
Rose's uncanny power: for women to remain unthreatening
within the contemporary social delineations of gender, above all
they should be definable in familiar (and familial) terms.14 Yet
James avoids naming Rose's pathology just as he resists all
concrete definition of her. She remains more of a threat and
more of a catalyst to action if her agency goes unnamed. Hence
the glimpses of transformation: Rose's mask of propriety allows
the domestic business of the novel to continue while glimpses of
her rapacity move the action. Study after study of Victorian
womanhood has found that the conscious presentation of self
behind the masks of propriety and constructed gender barely

with female masking in several different dimensions. from "Rappacini's
Daughter" to The Blithedale Romance to the perverse "The Birth-Mark."
AlcotL treats this issue in her gothic novella. Behind A Mask. in which an
aging actress acquires wealth and title. defeats class and age prejudice. and
satisfies her lust for power and an older man hy masquerading as a young
and innocent ladies' companion.
14Elaine Showalter has argued in her excellent study of female
madness that any defiance of gender roles was cause enough for
nineteenth-century women to he lahelled insane.
See The Female Malady:
Women. Madness. and Ent;lish Culture. 1810-1980 (New York: Penguin.
1985), Chapter 3. passim.
Rose's harely concealed motives reveal a rapacity
commonly attrihuted hy Victorian psychiatrists to nymphomania.
This
diagnosis. in essence an excess of femininity. made such patients fearsome
in their lack of restraint; they defied gender roles as much as feminists
and cross-dressers.
Indeed. Gilman's The Yellow Wallpaper provides a
vivid depiction of the way in which the minor defiance of writing leads to
the prophecy and then the fulfillment of female insanity.
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concealed the dangerous face of female desire. IS James
apparently agrees. As he moved away from the stereotyped
women of the past century, the most reified of whom are to be
found in Cooper, he created female characters in whom
independence is an ambivalent, dangerous quality. As such, they
participate to different degrees in the uncanny. Freud identified
this sensation as that of the familiar becoming strange and
threatening. For him, the most familiar is the heimlich, the
homey, the domestic realm of the feminine. Thus the uncanny IS
that which inverts the safe familiarity of known categories: the
living dead, the animate object, the unwomanly woman. I6 Rose's
ambivalent performance of Victorian femininity contributes to

15 Sec. for cxample. Barbara Welter's discussion of "the cult of true
womanhood" in
Dimity Convictions: The American Woman in the
Ninctccnth Ccntury (Athcns: Ohio Universtiy Press. 1976). 21-41; John F.
Kasson on "emotional control" in Rudeness and Ciyility: Manners in
Nineteenth-Century Urban America (New York: Hill and Wang/Noonday.
1990). 147-181; Lois W. Banner's incisive analysis of class and gender
constructs in American Beauty (Chicago: University of Chicago Press,
1983). 66-85.
Many of these studies address female sexuality and desire
only implicitly. but much may be learned from what is not discussed.
16Miss Jessel in The Turn of the Screw is a good example of the
uncanny fcmininc: she is familiar by profession and circumstance to thc
govcrness--indeed. a double--but strange and frightening in her
sexuality. agency. and of course her deadness. all cxhibited in thc family
home.
Animate corpses. as Freud notes. arc particularly uncanny;
sexualized female corpses arc just too frightening and compelling to
discuss. Sec Sigmund Freud. "The Uncanny," The Standard Edit jon of the
Completc Psychological Works of Sigmund Freud. cd. James Strachey, 24
vols. (London: Hogarth Press. 1953-74). 17: [370]: "The 'uncanny' is that
class of the terrifying which leads back to something long known to us.
once vcry familiar. . . . 'familiar'; 'native', 'belonging to the home'" (370).
Obviously this definition is closely tied in Frcud's mind to the mother and
to the feminine. Freud adds that "the primitive fear of the dead is still so
strong within us . . . . that we might rathcr inquire what has become of the
repression, that necessary condition for enabling a primitive feeling to
rccur in the shape of an uncanny effect" (196).
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her uncanny quality. She masquerades as a harmless young
woman, disguising her grasping nature with a constructed social
self. In this way, she questions the very notion of the womanly
woman. Only in her physical metamorphoses does Rose reveal
the uncanny feminine desire that drives her to break and
contract engagements and drown little girls.
Jean views the change in Rose's demeanor with less alarm
than uncertainty. On first meeting, Jean finds that Rose is not the
mentor that she had hoped for: her conversation is confusing, and
she does not like babies. As the two become better acquainted,
Rose makes insinuations about Jean's effect upon Tony Bream,
and asks odd questions about her aunt's household. Oblivious as
yet to Rose's means, Jean listens and becomes "more and more
conscious that [Rose] was strange and yet not, as Jean had always
supposed strange people to be, disagreeable" (9). Perhaps not
disagreeable, but Miss Armiger remains disconcerting: apparently
an antagonist rather than a kindred spirit. Their exchange about
baby Effie confuses and disturbs Jean MartIe, for she cannot read
the signs of Rose's desire:
"He told me I might see the wonderful baby. He
told me he would show it to me himself."
"I'm sure he'll be delighted to do that. He's
awfully proud of the wonderful baby."
"I suppose it's very lovely," Jean remarked with
growing confidence.
"Lovely! Do you think babies are ever lovely?"
Taken aback by this challenge, Jean reflected a
little; she found, however, nothing better to say
than, rather timidly: "I like dear little children,
don't you?"
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Miss Armiger in turn considered. "Not a bit!" she
then replied. "It would be very sweet and
attractive of me to say I adore them; but I never
pretend to feelings I can't keep up, don't you
know? If you'd like, all the same, to see Effie," she
obligingly added, "I'll so far sacrifice myself as to
get her for you?"
Jean smiled as if this pleasantry were
contagious. "You won't sacrifice her?"
Rose Armiger stared. "I won't destroy her."
"Then do get her."
"Not yet, not yet!" cried another voice--that of
Mrs. Beever, who had just been introduced and
who, having heard the last words of the two girls,
came, accompanied by the servant, down the hall.
"The baby's of no importance. . . ." (10)
As a first conversation, there is much here to alert and disturb us,
not the least of which is Mrs. Beever's dismissal of the baby as
unimportant. In many ways Effie plays a singularly important
role in the story, despite her status as a prop. James underscores
the dangerous nature of women in general by using the language
of sacrifice in this discussion of the baby, as in Rose's offer to "'so
far sacrifice myself as to get her for you,'" and her careful
distinction of "sacrifice" from "destroy." While not all women
"'like dear little children'" (10), in a novel of 1896 a woman with
sexual but not familial ambitions suggests evil and danger, and
Rose's insinuating habits of speech do nothing to dispel that
image. Moreover, Rose uses this first meeting to size up Jean as
an adversary: she must determine whether or not Jean will be
her rival for Tony Bream. Before Julia Bream's death is more
than a hint in the two households, Rose has conceived a structure
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of desire in which a female child--whether Jean or Effie remams
to be seen--stands between her and her object of desire.

*****
As Julia's condition worsens and Rose's rivalry with her
nears resolution, Rose must deal with the obstacle of Dennis
Vidal. Vidal interferes with Rose's desire for Tony because he
cancels her availability. The mere name of Dennis Vidal excuses
Rose from the awkwardness of being a single woman in a man's
house without an active female chaperon: her engagement makes
Rose a safe visitor at Bounds. It also obviates the danger of
seduction during Tony's wife's confinement. Clearly Tony
perceives no threat in Rose, as his casual treatment of her
demonstrates: "His movement, his manner, his tone were
respectively just too easy, too easy, too familiar; his being a very
handsome, happy, clever, active, ambitiously local young man
was in short just too obvious" (20). Tony Bream thwarts Rose's
desire by treating her consistently and cheerfully as a friend of
the family. His trust in her reveals his absolute lack of interest.
The particular irony of mimetic desire is that the desired object
has no agency at all, and often is unaware of his or her position as
beloved.
Faced with her fiance's imminent return from China, Rose
attempts to secure her position at Bounds by suggesting an
intimacy with the obtuse Tony. By discussing "that ridiculous
girl" (34) Julia and "the old and rather sad story" (25) of Dennis
Vidal with him, Rose tries to distance the two of them from their
respective partners and establish a relation that will transcend
the disruption of Julia's death and Dennis's return. By saying that
her engagement "'isn't love's young dream'" (25), she hints that
its dissolution would not be devastating. Tony takes the attitude
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throughout of a hale-fellow-well-met, and teases Rose about her
love affair. Tony Bream is often the audience of Rose's
performances of femininity, although he rarely pays much
attention either to the content or the delivery. Sweet and slightly
stupid, Tony cannot imagine Rose manipulating him or
threatening his daughter.
Dennis Vidal's return aggravates Rose, and elicits uncanny
effects in her. The "figure of woe" which Jean Martie found at
Bounds grieves not for Julia Bream's postpartum illness, but for
the unattainable nature of Tony and the trap that she perceives
Dennis Vidal to be. Rose undergoes several transformations
during her interview with her fiance, all of which come in direct
response to information about Julia's health and Tony's possible
freedom. Dennis Vidal is at first intrigued by her changeability,
and at first attributes it to his return and her love for him. When
he arrives during one of Rose's scenes with Tony, Vidal's
confusion over interrupting the man of the house affords Rose
time enough to rearrange her demeanor from desiring supplicant
to welcoming beloved. Finally, Tony notices so consciously
constructed a change:
[Vidal's] pause, however, lasted but just long
enough to enable Rose to bridge it over with the
frankest maidenly grace; and Tony's quick sense of
being out of place at this reunion was not a bar to
the impression of her charming, instant action, her
soft "Dennis, Dennis!" her light, fluttered arms, her
tenderly bent head and the short, bright stillness of
her clasp of her lover. (26)
By calling attention to its frankness, James questions Rose's
"maidenly grace"; the tableau played out under the admiring eyes
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of Tony Bream might be drawn from any sentimental novel, but
its charm is not so "instant" as Tony believes. The crucial pause
achieved by Dennis noticing Tony Bream in the room allows Rose
the time to "bridge it over," to recast the scene with a different
leading man and a different degree of pathos. Clearly Rose is
creating a primal scene for Tony to witness, as well as projecting
her own rivalrous intentions onto two men she perceives as her
lovers.
Dennis Vidal arrives, of course, just at the time when Rose
would like to insinuate herself into Tony's life and neatly succeed
to Julia's position. His presence and his demands upon her
interrupt this plan, and cast him as a complication which must be
eliminated to leave Rose free to console and consume Tony. In
her rivalry with Julia, Dennis functions as a sacrificial surrogate, a
figure whom Rose can cast away as she would like to eliminate
Julia. Girard explains that this substitution serves as a means of
displacing violence: "A frequent motif . . . is that of brothers at
odds with one another. Their fatal penchant for violence can only
be diverted by the intervention of a third party, the sacrificial
victim or victims" (Violence 4). And just as the pharmakos is
arbitrarily chosen, so too is Dennis an arbitrary beau. By
breaking her engagement Rose can satisfy her need for violence
without actually assaulting her rival; Dennis Vidal may be
sacrificed without Rose jeopardizing her relation either to her
model or to her object of desire.
As the narrative alternates between Tony's reports on
Julia's worsening condition and her insistence on the promise, and
Rose's discussion with Dennis, the levels of violence in each
situation rise correspondingly. No sooner does Rose suggest to
Tony that Julia's fear of stepmothers is so severe that "'she would
prefer that the child should die'" (35), than Dennis returns with
the letter which outlines his wedding portion. The suggestion of
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sacrifice in one case becomes the solution in the other, the pOlson
becomes the antidote,17 heralded by another uncanny
transformation in Rose:
He moved slowly about the hall, whistling very
faintly and looking again at the pictures, and when
he had left her she followed him a minute with her
eyes. Then she transferred them to the door at
which she had just listened; instead of reading she
watched as if for a movement of it. If there had
been anyone at that moment to see her face, such
an observer would have found it strangely,
tragically convulsed: she had the appearance of
holding in with extraordinary force some
passionate sob or cry, some smothered impulse of
anguish. This appearance vanished miraculously as
Dennis turned at the end of the room, and what he
saw, while the great showy clock ticked in the
scented stillness, was only his friend's study of
what he had put before her. (44)
Rose's tragic convulsions seem a bit contrived, but the violence
behind them is not. Neither a struggle with her conscience, nor
worry over Julia effects this transformation. The juxtaposition of
her interview with Dennis to Julia's prolonged death by inches,
however, suggests a parallel crisis. James's use of alternating
short scenes emphasizes the common element of violence in the
broken engagement and the death of the rival. The scene
171 am guided in this reading by Derrida's work on Plato in
Dissemination, trans. Barbara Johnson (Chicago: University of Chicago
Press, 1981). See specifically Derrida's discussion of the speech as philtre
in the P!Jaedrus" 70fT.
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changes become increasingly rapid, until Rose finally breaks her
engagement just as Julia reaches her crisis. The sacrifice of
Dennis Vidal coincides with Julia's sacrifice of her child to the
promise, secured by her telling someone outside the triangle of
mimetic desire: the observant Mrs. Beever.
Mrs. Beever carries Vidal off to her house until he can get a
train, leaving the now-free Rose at Bounds to offer herself to
Tony. Still oblivious, Tony responds to Rose's performance of
grief with "a confession of incompetence," "awkwardness," and
"confusion" (57). Without actually saying so, Rose has led Tony to
believe that Vidal has broken the engagement. In this way, she
disguises her sacrifice of him and her motives. Once again, the
rivalry exists, free of complications. Significantly, Rose matches
the intensity of her contact with Tony to the emotional level of
the sick-room. Tony moves between women consumed by love
and death, unaware of his position as the object of both their
passions. Indeed, James attributes to him a comically obtuse
reading of the entire situation: "His house was in an odd
condition, with luncheon pompously served and no one able to go
to it. Poor Julia was in a predicament, poor Rose in another, and
poor Mr. Vidal, fasting in the garden, in a greater one than either"
(61). Going without lunch for Tony Bream is a greater and more
pressing crisis than the incomprehensible machinations of female
desire which upset lunch in the first place.
Into the eye of the storm comes Jean Martie, just in time to
replace Julia in Tony' heart and Rose's rivalry. All this remains
implicit, however, for Jean merely wants to visit the baby. The
combined presences of Jean and "wonder of the world" (64)
suspend the atmosphere of violence at Bounds. Tony and Jean
agree that babies are "'so absorbing'" (64), and thus a bond is
forged from their non-competitive, shared admiration for baby
Effie. James doubles the young girl and the baby by giving them
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the same birthday; this tie absolves Jean of any rivalry with Julia
by putting her in the position of child rather than antagonist.
The appearance of Effie creates an odd tableau of
intersecting desire at the end of Book First. When the nurse
Gorham arrives with her charge, we find all of the characters
assembled in one room. Tony stands to greet his daughter while
Jean sinks to a chair, Mrs. Beever and Dr. Rammage appear at the
door opposite the one Gorham has just entered, and Rose Armiger
and Dennis Vidal arrive at the door of the vestibule. Looks
ricochet around the room, as various lies and misprisions confront
each other across the bundle of the baby:
[Tony caught] the direction of his sharp neighbor's
eyes. She had an air of singular intensity; it was
peculiarly embodied in a look which, as she drew
herself up, she shot straight past him and under the
reprobation of which he glanced round to see Jean
MartIe turn pale. What he saw, however, was not
Jean MartIe at all, but that very different person
Rose Armiger. . .. It was at Rose Mrs. Beever
stared--stared with a significance doubtless
produced by this young lady's falsification of her
denial that Mr. Vidal had been actively pursued.
She took no notice of Jean. . .. Tony observed these
things in a flash, and also how far the gaze of the
Gorgon was from petrifying Rose Armiger. . . . (67)
All of the complications implicit and explicit in this passage--the
broken engagement, the rivalry for Tony, the gazes of the
devouring Gorgons, the newly forged alliances of Dennis and Mrs.
Beever and of Jean and Effie--culminate in a moment of ritual.
Gorham holds "a large white sacrifice, a muslin-muffled offering
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which seemed to lead up to a ceremony" (68), and indeed Effie's
fate is sealed in the next moment. The lady of Eastmead
announces to all the import of Julia's dying wish "'on his sacred
honour that in the event of her death [Tony] will not again
remarry'" (68). The characters regard each other across the
young beneficiary of this promise, while Tony tries to apologize
for a gesture he finds in bad taste. By announcing this
information with all present, however, Mrs. Beever avoids the
possibility that the import of the promise will be distorted or
manipulated to serve any ends but Julia's. This ceremonial scene
consecrates the "animated parcel" (69), heralds the death of the
mother, and ensures the sacrifice of Effie Bream.

*****
Once Julia is dead, the urgency of Rose's desire fades. Four
years pass, during which she pays no visits to Wilverley but
occasionally sees Tony in town. James suspends the psychological
conflicts of the first act, returning to descriptions of setting and
houses as Book Second opens. Once again, houses provide a
backdrop: while domesticity ought to provide a sense of order or
control, all it does is provide empty decoration. This central
portion of the narrative takes place in the garden of Eastmead, a
setting neither fully domestic nor fully natural. The garden
functions as a site between nature and culture, as well as
between the two houses. Mrs. Beever's garden gives her great
pride, for there the outdated is stately and the "prehistoric" offers
a nearly prelapsarian luxury:
It continued to be for the lady of Eastmead, as the
years went on, a sustaining reflection that if in the
matter of upholstery she yielded somewhat stiffly
to the other house, so the other house was put out
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of all countenance by the mere breadth of her
garden. Tony could beat her indoors at every point,
but when she took her stand on her lawn she could
defy not only Bounds but Wilverley.
. . . From May to October she was out, as she said, at
grass, drawing from it most of the time a
comfortable sense that on such ground as this her
young friend's love of newness broke down. He
might make his dinner-service as new as he liked;
she triumphed precisely in the fact that her trees
and shrubs were old. He could hang nothing on his
walls like her creepers and clusters; there was no
velvet in his carpets like the velvet of her turf. She
had everything, or almost everything--she had
space and time and the river. (73)

The history and tradition that are notably absent from the two
houses find a home in the timeless zoology of Mrs. Beever's
garden. Indeed, the garden serves as a mediating space between
the two houses, a free space of time and the river, in which
members of both households can meet and mingle in their
various journeys of desire. Mrs. Beever's proprietary regard of
the garden establishes her once again in the position of observer,
although her close scrutiny may in time become cruel.
Mrs. Beever's garden shows her attempt to control in nature
what she cannot in her friends. By marshaling her parlor-maids,
Mrs. Beever decorates her lawn into submission. For the
celebration of Effie's and Jean's birthday, the garden has been
subjected to "the paraphernalia of tea" (74) laid out across "a
large red rug and a large white tablecloth, as well as of sundry
basket-chairs and of a hammock" (74-75). By aggressively
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domesticating her garden, Mrs. Beever attempts to manage the
conflicts of desire that promise to occur during the birthday
festivities. The structures and devices of domesticity will
ultimately fail, for mimetic desire admits no restraint and
acknowledges no boundaries.
Into this liminal space between desire and domesticity,
between chaos and control, arrives Dennis Vidal. His presence
complicates the careful reconfiguration of desire that has taken
place over the last four years. In Julia's absence, Tony has raised
his daughter under the watchful eye of the domestic priestess,
Mrs. Beever. She has observed his growing affection for Jean
Martie and has taken steps to halt its progress. Mrs. Beever
invites Rose Armiger to visit her just at the point at which Paul
Beever's engagement will be settled. Although our first reaction
is to fear for Tony, Mrs. Beever counts on Rose's presence to
secure her son's engagement rather than to test her neighbor's
promise to his dead wife. She explains to Dr. Rammage that her
motives are purely selfish: "'I don't say it helps [Rose]. I simply
say it helps poor me'" (78). Rose's presence will distract both
Tony and Jean and will interpose a feminine presence between
Tony and Jean.
While Mrs. Beever summons Rose "'exactly on account of
Jean'" (77), she does so with full knowledge of Rose's desire. Her
comment to Dr. Rammage that '''She's insanely in love with him'"
(77) implies the violence of Rose's desire; Dr. Rammage concurs,
using the terms "'monstrous'" and "'crazy'" to assess her condition
(77). Mrs. Beever places great confidence in the controlling force
of "Domestic Method" (76), another version of getting things out
of the way. By complicating the intermural and interfamilial
connections, she believes that she can impose a domestic order
that suits her purposes. With the surrogate sister Rose to distract
Tony, Mrs. Beever can securely bring off the marriage of Jean and
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Paul. Although Mrs. Beever has noted and manipulated Rose's
desire, she only understands it in the triangle of Julia-Tony-Rose.
Because she does not grant agency (and barely sentience) to Jean,
she does not perceive Rose and Jean as rivals for Tony. Her
steadfast belief in the promise blinds Mrs. Beever to the potential
for violence in keeping both the good and the bad heroine at her
house.
Dennis Vidal returns to alert Mrs. Beever to the danger Rose
poses for more than one person in the neighborhood. Digressing
from a nearby appointment, Vidal returns to Eastmead to ask
about Effie, "'how she goes on--I mean in health'" (89). Contrary
to Mrs. Beever's assumption, Vidal has not come to pursue Rose,
and indeed avoids her as soon as he discovers that she, too, is at
Eastmead for the first time since Julia's death. Dennis's second
question is whether Miss Armiger is in love with Mr. Bream. He
claims still to love Rose, despite "'the peculiar circumstance of her
chucking me because of the sudden glimpse given her, by Mrs.
Bream's danger, of the possibility of a far better match'" (85). He
clearly sees Rose's refusal in economic terms; the extent of her
desire remains opaque to him until the end of the novel. Mrs.
Beever, knowing full well of Rose's desire for Tony, refuses to
confirm it to Dennis Vidal. In her mind, Vidal's appearance will
secure Rose against designs upon Paul, as Rose secures Tony
against Jean, until the engagement is settled. Mrs. Beever
constructs preventative triangles of desire and rivalry amongst
her friends, oddly mirroring Rose's obsession. But Mrs. Beever
overlooks the most dangerous triad of all: the proximity of Jean,
Rose, and Tony.

*****
Only when she realizes that Jean MartIe loves Tony does
Rose reappear on the scene to vanquish her rival in a series of
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violent acts. As a guest at Eastmead, Rose becomes Paul Beever's
confidant and does all she can to promote his marriage to Jean.
Paul's outraged mother discovers that Rose Armiger has been
prodding her son to talk seriously to Jean and holding onto the
engagement "ornament" for Paul. This arrangement preys upon
Mrs. Beever's worst fears of an alliance between Paul and Rose;
she need not fear, however, for Rose has the same motive for
seeing the couple betrothed as she does. Mrs. Beever calms a bit
when Rose arrives with news of the birthday cake. Rose
pointedly infantilizes "'dear little Jean'" (97) as indistinguishable
from Effie, revealing her perception of them as the focus of her
efforts, not Paul:
The lady of Eastmead looked at her hard, reading
her desire in the look she gave back. "Trust me,
trust me," her eyes seemed to plead; "don't at all
events think me capable of any self-seeking that's
stupid or poor. I may be dangerous to myself, but
I'm not so to others; least of all am I so to you."
(97)
Mrs. Beever sadly misreads Rose, as we shall see, but for the
moment her fears abate. In fact, she abandons her son to Rose In
an odd foreshadowing of Effie's sacrifice. Rose offers Mrs. Beever
a Judas-kiss and a smile that "said vividly: 'I'll polish him off!"';
Mrs. Beever immediately leaves her son with Rose and returns to
her domestic haven. Once Mrs. Beever has "formally
surrendered" (98) Paul, Rose sets him straight about his
obligation to his friends to set the engagement with Jean. She
even exhorts him to show his affection for her by making an
effort with Jean: '''Please her and please you,'" as Paul puts it
(102). Rose asks this of Paul as a personal favor, on the moral
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grounds that she is in Wilverley to ensure the triumph of right
over wrong. So desperate is Rose to get her rival out of the way
that she exposes her desire in a remarkably duplicitous speech:
"I've an idea that has become a passion with me.
There's a right I must see done--there's a wrong I
must make impossible. There's a loyalty I must
cherish--there's a memory I must protect. That's
all I can say." She stood there in her vivid meaning
like the priestess of a threatened altar. "If that girl
becomes your wife--why then I'm at last at rest!"
(102)
Rose aptly describes her passion, although neither its source nor
its object are what she implies. Rose suggests that she has a
moral duty to protect Tony's unmarried state and guard against
the death of his daughter: to this way of thinking, Jean MartIe's
marriage will diminish both threats and allow Rose, the moral
guardian, to rest. Knowledge of Rose's desire for Tony, however,
completely inverts the meaning which Rose conveys to Paul
Beever. Within the logic of her desire, the "right" to be
accomplished is her own union with Tony, and the "wrong" is the
possibility of Jean's interference. A second dimension of this
speech is that the death of Effie would serve "right" by allowing
Rose to marry Tony, while Effie's little life would do "wrong" by
prohibiting the consummation of Rose's desire. The comparison
of Rose to "the priestess of a threatened altar" is apt, for she will
sacrifice anyone' who seems to thwart the commission of her
purpose. IS

18 At this point. .lames's premise differs from Girard's notion of the
pharmakos. or scapegoat. in that the sacrifice will he neither communal
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Directly after this speech Rose begins to cast Jean as the
monstrous double who will bring violence to the other house.
Girard explains this ominous figure as the focus of "the decisive
act of violence [which is] directed against this awesome vision of
evil and at the same time sponsored by it" <Violence, 161).
Inverting the dichotomy of good and bad girls, Rose casts herself
in the role of good girl, helpful friend, willing matchmaker, and
adoring auntie to Effie. This astonishing reversal surprises only
Jean, who is bewildered at being cast in the role of villainess.
Rose's first attempt to implicate Jean occurs when she questions
Jean's visit to Effie on the morning of their birthday: "'Ah, you
were with her this morning?' Rose asked of Jean in a manner to
which there was a clear effort to impart the intonation of the
casual, but which had in it something that made the person
addressed turn to her with dim surprise" (104). Tony explains
that Jean visits Effie often in order to "'save her from perdition'"
(104) at the hands of her indulgent and doting father. Rose uses
this opportunity to suggest that Jean's attention to Effie may not
be entirely innocent. Jean meets this affront with the same
reaction she had when Rose questioned her about Tony at their
first meeting. She cannot fathom the complexity of Rose's
schemes; therefore, Rose's insinuating comments are more
puzzling than insulting.
Rose pursues this veiled insinuation by confronting Tony
about his informal use of Jean's given name, suggesting that he
owes her a greater intimacy than he does Jean. Tony laughs off
the charge, attributing his familiarity to treating Jean as a child.
Rose, however, forces his recognition that Jean is not a child, and
duplicitously comments that Jean is "wonderful" with Effie: "'It's a
nor arbitrary.
Once achieved. however. Effie's death does serve communal
purposes and she does become a scapegoat of sorts.
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little life to preserve and protect . . . Of course" (107). Rose's
insinuations become increasingly bald as she maintains the
demeanor of a good heroine pouring out tea. Tony does not
recognize her scheming, but Rose's attitude does disturb him,
particularly following upon a comment about his child's safety.
Rose soon demonstrates her uncanny power as she turns her gaze
of desire upon Tony:
Their eyes met, and he agam felt himself in the
presence of what, in them, shortly before, had been
so deep, so exquisite. It represented something
that no lapse could long quench--something that
gave out the measureless white ray of a light
steadily revolving. She could sometimes turn it
away, but it was always somewhere; and now it
covered him with a great cold lustre that made
everything for the moment look hard and ugly-made him also feel the chill of a complication for
which he had not allowed. . .. He got up nervously:
there would be nothing pleasant in any way of
dealing with this one (108).
The deep and exquisite gaze Rose turns upon Tony brings her
pleasure and gives him the unpleasant sensation of being
objectified. Clearly, female rivalry in its mimetic form is a kind
of projected narcissism. Freud understood scopophilia as a
component of sexuality based in narcissism: the viewer subjects
his object to a controlling gaze, and finds in that object a
reflection of his desire. l C) This theory nearly always positioned
19For a useful discussion of scopophilia which has also been the
basis of much film theory. see Laura Mulvey, "Visual Pleasure and
Narrative Cinema." in Narrative. Apparatus. Ideo!ocy: A Film Theory
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men as the viewers and women as the viewed, as a result of
Western constructions of subjectivity as male. Yet Rose's
"measureless white ray" of desire reverses the position of
subjectivity and recalls her uncanny transformation in Book First.
When we consider the gaze in the context of Rose's mimetic
desire, we find that it only reinforces Tony's status as an object of
desire. The way in which Rose's gaze turns everything "hard and
ugly" reflects the destructive intensity of her rivalry with Jean,
whose name provoked the conversation and the gaze in the first
place. The doubling of mimetic desire shares the pathology of
narcissism, for the lover sees herself in both the rival and the
object. In this moment Rose achieves a kind of violent
SUbjugation of Tony by forcing him to be the object of her gaze
and her desire: she is a medusa, a devourer. This complication is
chilling, indeed.
The violence of her look aids Rose in enlisting Tony's help
with Jean and Paul. Tony's well-intentioned meddling, however,
brings Jean to the assertion that she will never marry Paul
Beever. This announcement casts her in a new light for Tony,
and he peers at her as if to understand her better. Instead, Tony
sees in Jean his first, startled image of her when she awakened
him on the sofa on the day of his wife's death. Tony is unable to
fix Jean in his gaze, to objectify and control her, because his
image of her is mixed with memory:
From the way he sometimes looked at her it might
have been judged that he had even now not taken
Reader (New York: Columbia University Press, 1986), 198-209. The gaze is a
rich topic in much of James's fiction, most notably The Ambassadors,
Portrait of a Lady, and "The Turn of the Screw." In the nymphet novels
James uses scopophilia to such a degree that it could generally be said to
function as a structural device.
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her in completely--that the act of slow, charmed
apprehension had yet to melt into the continuous
expansion of its object. If the sense of lying there
on the sofa sometimes came back to Tony, it was
because he was interested in not interrupting by a
rash motion the process taking place in the figure
before him, the capricious rotation by which the
woman peeped out of the child and the child
peeped out of the woman. . ..
The frightened child
had become a tall, slim nymph on a cloud, and yet
there had been no moment of anything so gross as
catching her in the act of change. 017-18)
Jean's transformation is of course thematically linked to Rose's
uncanny metamorphosis.
Their changeable natures mark them
as the sociological twins of Girard's mimetic theory. But Jean's
transformation is an apotheosis, whereas Rose's "ambiguity"
shows the violent desire behind a mask of Victorian femininity.
The two women are surely paired thematically and in Tony's
consciousness, but they are not alike. When Tony complains that
Jean has changed, he speaks to his own "sense of the unexpected,
as sharp as a physical pang" (125) which he cannot conceal from
her. Tony reprises the scene of Rose's chilling gaze when he looks
at Jean, but his look has none of the threatening desire to control
that likens Rose to Medusa: "It was as if their eyes were
indissolubly engaged. That was the way he had been looking a
while before into another woman's, but he could think at this
moment of the exquisite difference of Jean's . . . . The light in her
face was the light of the compassion that had come out to him,
and what was the that compassion but the gage of a relief, of a
promise?" 025-26). Tony comes away from that look believing
that Jean will in fact accept Paul, that he has successfully kept his
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own promise and ensured hers to Paul. Rather than the chilling
light that froze him in Rose's gaze, Tony derives "exhilaration"
from the "pacific" and compassionate light in Jean's eyes.

*****
All of these gazes and desires take on added significance as
they lead to the communal crisis of infanticide. As soon as she
learns of the refused engagement, Rose confides to Tony that she
has declared "war" against Jean on behalf of "that little image and
echo of her adored mother" (138). She forms an odd alliance
with Mrs. Beever, who sanctions Rose tending Effie while Mrs.
Beever carries Jean indoors to dispute the botched engagement
(101). Tony greets Rose's declaration of war with relief, for he
had anticipated her blaming him for the failure of Jean to accept
Paul. Instead, Rose asserts with "deliberation and distinctness"
(141) that she knows the extent of Tony and Jean's feelings for
each other and the danger in which they place young Effie: "'it's
the obvious interest of the person we speak of not to have too
stupid a patience with any obstacle to her marrying you'" (141).
Tony does have the wherewithal to point out that Rose has
similar motives, but she counters by saying that "'you don't love
me quite so much as you love h er'''(142). A fair application of
logic, but for the fact that mimetic desire, as we have seen,
affords no agency to the beloved object. Thus Rose is simply
prevaricating, hoping to expel her rival and claim Tony for
herself. Within the world of country-house manners, Rose's open
accusation of love between Tony and Jean constitutes a form of
violence: she has voiced the unspoken and brought into
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circulation a suppressed desire. Needless to say, that desire is
not configured forcefully enough to counter her own.
Just as the breach of Jean and Paul's arrangement leaves
Jean free to pursue Tony, Dennis Vidal returns and offers Rose a
means of vanquishing her rival from a culturally unassailable
pOSItion. Rose resumes the mask of Victorian femininity,
performs an abject apology with Tony as a witness, and begs to
recontract her engagement to Dennis Vidal. The status of
betrothal is crucial to Rose, for under a man's protection she can
abdicate the villainous role that a single woman must hold in this
situation. Once engaged, she cannot possibly be a threat to Tony
or his child. While Rose receives no offer from Dennis, Tony
takes the troth as plighted and ceases to worry about Rose and
the chilly complications she had presaged for him but an hour
before.
Having described Jean to Tony and Mrs. Beever as a
possible agent of violence toward Effie, Rose begins to direct the
community's sense of danger toward Jean. Her own return to
Dennis Vidal serves as a mark of Rose's safety: she is now able to
cast Jean, the disengaged troth-breaker, as the primary threat to
the toddler. This inversion of their roles is not entirely credible,
for Jean has never shown any indication of being motivated by
desire while Rose loses control of her face or voice in front of
nearly every other person in the vicinity. Nevertheless, Rose
believes that the fiction of her betrothal gives her the upper
hand: "'You clap your hands over my being--if you'll forgive the
vulgarity of my calling things by their names--got out of the way;
yet I must suffer in silence to see you rather more in it than
ever'" (161). Rose's sense of rivalry bewilders Jean and gives her
the sensation of drowning: "unguardedly stepping into water that
she had believed shallow, she found herself caught up in a
current of fast-moving depths--a cold, full tide that set straight
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out to sea" (161). James slyly invokes such language to point
toward the crisis, and to display the violence of Rose's desire.
The accusation brings into the open Rose's determination to have
things her own way: she makes clear to Jean that she will cast the
broken engagement with Paul in the worst possible light and
essentially blackmails Jean into leaving Effie with her. Further,
she tortures Jean by making her watch as she holds Effie "in her
two strong arms and deal[s] her a kiss that was a long
consecration" (164). The implied threat in this kiss, an
annointment and a kiss of death, marks the end of Effie Bream in
the narrative. Jean sees them one last time on the bridge, and
then falls, "sick with the aftertaste of their encounter" to a seat at
Mrs. Beever's "blighted tea-table" (165). Surrounded by domestic
devastation, Jean can only watch as Rose carries Effie off to meet
her fate.
Such evidently failed domesticity at Eastmead and Bounds
largely contributes to both the crisis itself and the confusion
surrounding Effie's death. Without the mechanisms of restraint
provided by domestic order, the usual relations of responsibility
and trust disintegrate. The chaperonage which Mrs. Beever could
be expected to provide for engaged couples doesn't interest her
at all; neither is Tony anything more than a benevolent observer.
No one takes the cultural position of setting limits; therefore, noone's behavior is limited by notions of proper intercourse
between men and women, between adults and children, and
between engaged, formerly engaged, or newly engaged couples.
Without a cultural code of restraint, the violence that heretofore
has appeared only in uncanny moments of unmasking now is
unleashed at full force. When Effie turns up drowned, no one can
remember who was supposed to be watching her. Rose, of
course, immediately demands to know where Jean is, and every
comment from her is directed toward the involvement of Jean.
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The rivalry established in Rose's mind has led to what
Girard calls a sacrificial crisis, in which a surrogate for the rival
absorbs the violence of the desire: "At the very height of the
crisis violence becomes simultaneously the instrument, object,
and all-inclusive subject of desire" (Deceitfcheckl, 144). Effie
clearly absorbs the violence that Rose had directed toward her
rival for Tony. While the child's death does leave the father free
to marry according to the terms of the promise, Rose sees the
drowning as incidental to her purpose. The elimination of Jean
consumes Rose to such a degree that Effie's death becomes just a
means of vanquishing her rival. Believing that her engagement
will shield her from suspicion, Rose sacrifices Effie as a surrogate
for Jean. By killing Effie and directing suspicion toward Jean,
Rose in one act of violence can eliminate both her rival and the
obstacle to her possession of Tony. This fantasy is short-lived,
however, for Rose again grants no agency to her desired object,
who has a plan and agenda of his own.
James draws special attention to the ways in which this
crisis changes the faces of the community. Dr. Rammage, who
discovers the little body in the river, appears in Mrs. Beever's
garden with "a little hard white face that Wilverley had never
seen" (180); Tony and Rose stand "flaming red, face to face" (180)
as the doctor restrains them from running to the river. When
Rose first mentions Jean, "Tony's face had turned black" (181),
and as she persists in her implied accusations, "Rose's mask was
the mask of Medusa" (182).20 Girard notes tangentially that in
ritual sacrifice the participants "don masks at the climax of the
rite" (Violence 167). This practice allows a degree of anonymity
20Sweeney notes Rose's changeability. but draws no inferences
from it: "Rose has been a mistress of masks throughout the novel; a
confidence-woman par excellellce. and she remains one to the last." "The
Curious Disappearance of Mrs Beever." 218.
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and suspended identity for the actors in the sacrifice: both the
violence and the responsibility for it are displaced onto the alterego represented by the mask. Of course, the irony here in Mrs.
Beever's garden is that the masks are off: we finally see the
people as they are, without the cultural trappings which had
made social intercourse possible.
Only Tony, the uncomplicated, unselfconscious "collection of
gifts" (20), truly dons a mask at the point of crisis. By confessing
to the murder he appropriates a role which no one believes. The
displacement of his identity is not entirely successful because the
crisis is past and his character is well-known to the community.
Moreover, masking is a tacit act of displacement, as we have seen
in Rose's uncanny transformations. Language alone cannot effect
the reanimation of Tony in such an incongruous role, for he
displays none of the desire or violence that would make murder
and masking necessary. The final image James offers is that of
Tony collapsed on a bench after his confession, and Rose, who
"with a passionate wail, threw herself, appalled, on the grass"
(183), writhing on the ground: the figure of primal desire
thwarted. At this juncture not only masks are off, but convention
and pretense have been abandoned as well.

*****
J ames returns for a third time to a domestic setting to
balance the psychological crisis of Effie's murder. In contrast to
the chaotic scene and the expression of raw emotion at the river,
the interior of Eastmead offers a comforting atmosphere of
tradition and domesticity. The decor of Mrs. Beever's drawingroom has not changed since her mother-in-Iaw's day, and in the
interim her furnishings have once again become attractive. Thus
James constructs an allegory of fashion that places value in
trad i ti on:
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Everything in her house stood, at an angle of its
own, on the solid rock of the discipline it had cost
her. She had therefore lived with mere dry
wistfulness through the age of rosewood, and had
been rewarded by finding that, like those who sit
still in runaway vehicles, she was the only person
not thrown out. Her mahogany never moved, but
the way people talked about it had, and the people
who talked were now eager to sit down with her on
everything that both she and they had anciently
thought plainest and poorest. (187)
Jean is the one who finds value in Mrs. Beever's things, and calls
it "this love of an old place" (8). For her, the child of a peripatetic
upbringing and now an orphan, the mahogany furniture of the
1830s offers the stability and mass of tradition missing in the
"violently new" Bream household and the Gilded Age culture it
represents. By setting the denouement in the arch-Victorian
drawing room of Eastmead, James imposes a return to
domesticity as a means of repairing the fragile social order which
has been shattered by infanticide. And, here we discover that
everyone has an alibi for the time of the drowning but Rose:
Dennis Vidal was with Jean, Paul was with his mother, Tony was
at Bounds and Dr. Rammage was on his way to Bounds to see
about Effie's cold. No comfort is to be found in this setting,
however, for the power of domesticity to order existence has
been destroyed by Rose's forceful expression of violence and
desire.
When Rose enters the drawing-room, her mask of
femininity has completely fallen away, leaving her "so altered as
to be ugly" (194). The transformations which were so uncanny
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earlier in the narrative have ceased: now Rose appears as the
cultural figure of feminine desire: "ravaged and disfigured" (194).
She takes this opportunity to demand from Dennis a promise of
engagement, trading upon his reappearance as a sign of his love
for her. Again she reads the situation through her own desire:
she must not be single at the time of the murder, for that would
leave both her and Jean as rivalrous suspects. Rose blackmails
Dennis by implication in the same way she did Jean, inferring the
engagement as a means of exerting power. Thus she refuses to
confess the crime to Dennis, although her need for his protection
amply testifies to her guilt:
"Haven't I put dots on all the horrid i's and dragged
myself through the dust of enough confessions?
Dennis slowly and grimly shook his head; he
doggedly clung to his only refuge. "I don't
understand you--I don't understand you."
Rose, at this, surmounted her scruples. "It would
be inexpressibly horrible to me to appear to be free
to profit by Mr. Bream's misfortune."
Dennis thought a moment. "To appear, you
mean, to have an interest in the fact that the death
of his daughter leaves him at liberty to invite you
to become his wife?"
"You express it to admiration." (198)
Rose tacitly confesses to providing Tony with that liberty, but
sees in Dennis "my advantage" (198). Again, Rose believes that
the betrothal would by implication provide an alibi, despite the
fact that her feelings for Tony are no secret to anyone. In a
sense, she appeals to Dennis's honor by putting him in a position
so that he cannot deny her prior announcement of their reunion
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without calling her a liar outright. By not exposing the lie of their
engagement, Dennis is forced to support Rose's lies about her
whereabouts and companions during the time of Effie's drowning.
Rose graciously concedes that Dennis does not have to marry her
once this situation is resolved; however, she compromises him to
such a degree that he will be bound to her forever as an
accessory after the fact. Her physical transformation truly
reflects the rapacious force of female desire that Rose sought to
hide behind the mask of a socially constructed gender role. If
her writhing on the ground at the end of Book Second were not
enough evidence of her irredeemable nature, the haggard face
and "monstrous" notions she reveals to Dennis surely mark Rose
as an uncontrollable, dangerous figure who operates outside the
bounds of culture and morality.
Oddly, she succeeds in suspending morality within the
community as well. Despite her manipulations, the truth comes
to light; yet no authorities are called and the two households do
not demand reparation. Tony and Jean both accept the burden of
gUilt, and here the moral structure of the domestic tale crumbles.
Tony refuses to make Rose "suffer--all" (218), although Jean
forthrightly expresses her wish to "tear her limb from limb"
(218). Tony offers the excuse that "'Her doom will be to live'"
(218), and agrees to Dennis Vidal taking her "away" (219). Given
the cultural enormity of her crime--infanticide--we would expect
a reciprocal degree of violence from the community, if not from
the law. Like Medea, Rose is merely banished rather than
executed. This solution in part speaks to the value of children in
the community: Effie is a floating signifier of Tony's promise and
derives her value from the seriousness with which the
community regards that promise. 21 Rose also sees Effie as the
210n this issue. see Oscar Cargill. The Novels of Henry James (New
York: Macmillan. 1961). 213.
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means of eliminating Jean, her rival for the desired object: for her
children are fungible, one easily replacing another once the object
of desire is acquired. Despite their facile adoration of Effie, the
two households appear to concur.
Critics and most readers have found the ending of The
Other House outrageous in its suspension of morality. Gerard
Sweeney rejects Leon Edel's notion that Rose will suffer greater
punishment from her conscience than from the law, arguing that
not only has she no conscience, but "she has no soul" (218). His
notion that Mrs. Beever, the domestic force in the novel, fails to
restore order by failing to demand real punishment, has some
credence. However, if we read this ending through the lenses of
feminism and psychoanalysis, we find that James has created a
character who defies social constructions of gender and morality.
Rose is drawn as a figure of rapacious female desire, a
category that didn't formally exist in the social pathologies of
James's time. As Showalter explains, everything from wifely
intractability to vanity to postpartum depression was blamed on
the dangerous force of female desire. Since Freud, we have been
able to reexamine behaviors that resisted definition by Victorian
medical taxonomies. Following Freud's comparative investigation
into neurosis and ritual behavior,22 Girard offers a structural
model for understanding desire: mimetic doubling and its
resolution in the sacrifice of a surrogate. Both Freud and Girard
propose models based on male subjectivity, however. When the
desiring subject is female, the categories and structures do not
neatly invert, nor do they lead to similar resolutions. According

22See Totem and Taboo; Some Points of Acreement between the
Mental Lives of Savages and Neurotics, trans. James Strachey (New York:
Norton, 1950).
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to Girard's theory, the sacrifice of the surrogate should halt the
rivalry between the sociological twins. In the aftermath of the
violence, the community should rebuild its containing and
controlling structures that were threatened by the sacrificial
CrISIS.
By this logic, Effie's death should put an end to Rose's
rivalry with Jean, and communal order be restored by the
imposition of rigid control upon Rose. James, though, takes
another tack: Rose defies definition by the culture's terms, and
thus cannot be contained by its structures. All of her notable
actions, from the uncanny transformations to the objectifying
gaze, challenge Victorian understandings of the feminine. Rose IS,
in many way, inconceivable in terms other than those reserved
for the culturally untenable, the language of nightmares:
uncanny, inscrutable, ambiguous, monstrous. J ames uses all of
these terms for Rose, and thus places her outside the controlling
structures of society. Combined with the collapse and
displacement of domestic controls in this novel, this
characterization could only thwart traditional novelistic moral
endings. What James does is to redraw the dimensions of
domestic fiction, positioning the home as a site of violence and
refusing to allow domesticity to function as anything other than
empty structure. The "little hour of violence" that contained Julia
Bream's death, the fatal promise, and Rose Armiger's first
uncanny transformation produces a cycle of violence which
shatters the structure of the domestic novel and rewrites the
trope of feminine desire.
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CHAPTER SIX
RECONAGURATIONS OF FAMILIES AND FICfIONS:
THE PROBLEM OF COMMUNITY

It was a big, squarish frame house that had once been
white, decorated with cupolas and spires and scrolled
balconies in the heavily lightsome style of the
seventies, set on what had once been our most select
street.
But garages and cotton gins had encroached
and obliterated even the august names of that
neighborhood; only Miss Emily's house was left, lifting
its stubborn and coquettish decay above the cotton
wagons and gasoline pumps--an eyesore among
eyesores.
William Faulkner, "A Rose for Emily."

As I hope to have shown, domestic concerns force the
rereading of traditional genre and gender categories in
nineteenth-century fiction. The easy polarization of male and
female writers, of romance and domestic fiction, collapses when
we view the mutual concerns of canonical and non-canonical
writers of both sexes about the nature of home and the limits of
family. Across the half-century which separates The House of the
Seven Gables from The Other House, family stories remain
remarkably similar, although their telling changes radically.
The
domestication of the novel in the nineteenth century produces
changes not just in characterization, but in plot and narrative
strategies as well. The fictional qualities which literary historians
have segregated into masculine romances and feminine domestic
tales combine in these novels which examine domestic life.
Clearly, all four novels endorse a dismantling of traditional
domestic structures, be they inherited family homes or wealth,
relations between parents and children, masters and slaves,
orphans and families, or husbands and wives. This dismantling
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does not entail a "sacrifice of relation," as Michael Bell would have
it; rather, it promotes a restructuring of domestic relations which
privileges the notion of community over dysfunctional gender
and race relations. This touted cultural revision parallels the
continual revision of the novel in America: by borrowing stories
from the romance and narrative strategies from the gothic and
fictional realism, these writers were able to redirect the
nineteenth-century American novel toward a mutual concern
with domesticity and its relation to community.!
The scenes of community which close The House of the
Seven Gables, Uncle Tom's Cabin, Work and The Other House are
not necessarily socially conservative. Hawthorne and Alcott
question traditional notions of domesticity, showing them to be
paralyzed, as in the Pyncheon history, or comically obsolete, as in
Christie's Aunt Betsey. Yet both writers impose a kind of order at
the end of their novels through the construction of a community.
Untraditional and iconoclastic as these communities may be, they
still resemble an extended family which structures and contains
the individual's behavior. The men and women who leave
Pyncheon House do not adhere to the rigid social standards of the
deposed patriarchs, but they do find value in home and
community. The image of a feminine community of workers that
closes Work cannot be considered socially conservative, for it
includes a black woman, a reformed prostitute, and a Quaker.
However, Alcott places value in the home they all make together
and in the community of devoted friends that they compose. 2
1For a thoughtful meditation on these linked concerns, see Karen
Sanchez-Eppler's review essay, "American Houses: Constructions of History
and Domesticity," American Literary History 4.2 (Summer 1992): 345-354.
2Gillian Brown's Domestic Individualism: Imagining Self in
Nineteenth-Century America (Berkeley: University of California Press,
1990) investigates the impact of domestic communities on the burgeoning
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While Hawthorne and Alcott suggest that some social values
transcend the dismantling of domesticity, Stowe and James
present final scenes of shattered communities that cannot be
reconstructed on any terms. The presence of sexuality might
account for the bleak treatments of community by Stowe and
James, but for the fact that in both novels sexuality and
domesticity are equally displaced and distorted. These two
novels share a reliance on narration rather than plotting to tell
the stories; this emphasis on realism, on the devices and
strategies of narrative rather than plot, may account for the
abandonment of traditionally plotted and structured resolution.
Romantic stories point to certain kinds of endings which resolve
conflicts between men and women, uphold social and personal
principles, reinforce tradition, and above all restore order; the
impact of realistic storytelling for Stowe and James, then, is to
suspend and thereby question traditional romantic resolutions.
When Hawthorne proposes financial independence for the
Pyncheon daughters, he challenges the cultural model which
prescribes female submission and anonymity within the father's
history. Thus, the resolution of The House of the Seven Gables
affords his disobedient daughters a new domestic order. Their
successive acts of rebellion threaten and finally dismantle the
Pyncheon patrimony, which had seemed as solid and unassailable
as the House itself. In leaving the House, they abandon the site of
struggle where the conflicting forces of actual and imaginary,
history and gothic, father and daughter ultimately cannot
commingle. Hawthorne ends the novel, then, with a provocative
critique of traditional domestic politics and an endorsement of the
capitalism
discussion
rereadings
sub-genre
historical

of the nineteenth century.
Although Drown limits her
to women writers, her critique of feminist resuscitations and
of sentimental literature as a gendered and therefore limiting
speaks to the larger project of rethinking the literary
categories of the nineteenth century.
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daughterly disobedience which destabilizes history, genealogy,
and the romance itself. As the daughters abandon the House, so
Hawthorne abandons the romantic constraints on the novel which
the House symbolizes; thus freed, he may tell a story of radically
restructured community and domesticity in his next novel, The
Blithedale Romance.
Stowe, by contrast, completely abandons the domestic plot
and its conservative restoration of community. The shift to
eroticism and horror at the end of the novel counterbalances the
tidy restoration of the mulatto family and suggests that efforts to
contain the women's exoticism in domesticity will fail. The
novel's fascination with the subversive qualities of race, sexuality,
and motherhood fracture Stowe's domestic plot into images of
failed mothers and fallen houses. While she does end the novel
with a reconstructed community, this new family model is based
on gender confusion and madness. For Stowe, there is no
resolution to the violence practiced upon domesticity by slavery:
once the greater wrong of slavery is eradicated, the habitual
wrongs of domestic life come to the fore. With this conclusion,
Stowe was to abandon romance for the novel of manners, which
she wrote for the rest of her career.
Recasting the conclusion of Uncle Tom's Cabin, Alcott leaves
us with a tableau of a matrilineal family which thrives on a
productive mixture of class and race. Alcott's resolution avoids
the gothic side-effects of gender confusion, cross-dressing, and
madness, however, for her novel deals mainly with captivity
within a homosocial culture. The gothic moments in Work are
self-imposed and come as a direct result of Christie's resistance to
the suffocating ideals of the prevailing domestic ideology.
Alcott
attacks the social code that held women in America as domestic
captives by reconstructing domesticity into an exclusively female
community. She also attacks the narrative codes which
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contribute to such captivity, and exposes the pitfalls of
sentimental literature. Work provides an uneasy mixture of
romantic story and realistic telling, but it marks a firm
commitment to serious storytelling within the dominant genre of
the period.
By focusing his narrative on female desire and away from
traditional domestic themes, James radically changes the tenor of
the domestic novel. Rose defies definition by the culture's terms,
and thus cannot be contained by its structures, the most
pervasive of which is traditional Victorian domesticity. All of her
notable actions, from the uncanny transformations to the
objectifying gaze, challenge Victorian understandings of the
feminine. Combined with the collapse and displacement of
domestic controls in The Other House, this characterization denies
the possibility of a moral restoration of community at the end of
the novel. James changes the boundaries of domestic fiction,
positioning the home as a site not just of struggle, but of violence:
domesticity functions merely as an empty structure. The violence
that grows out of Rose's desire consumes both households and
shatters both the structure of the domestic novel and the fragile
community that remains at the end of The Other House. When he
suspends the moral resolution and reconstruction of community
at the end of the novel, James reveals the domestic novel to be as
uncanny and problematic as nineteenth-century domesticity
itself.
By enacting the troubled history of the family in
nineteenth-century America, domestic novels may in fact
participate in the saga of nationhood that Sundquist and Bell
confine to the province of romance. 3 By making the private both
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public and political, these novelists may redefine domesticity and
the limits of family, and expose the fictive nature of social
configurations of gender and domesticity. As they reconstructed
concepts of home, family, and domestic life, these writers changed
inherited fictional structures and devices to reflect the unsettled
state of the family in America. Within the fairly rigid ideology of
gender and domesticity touted by American Victorians, these
writers of romantic stories have, in their realistic tellings,
radically reshaped the position of domesticity in the literary
imagination of their times.

3 Douglas Anderson views this involvement as a process of
domestication. See A House Undivided: Domesticity and Community in
American Literature CCamhridge: Camhridge University Press. 1990).
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